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Wanted.
Union P ml tilers at Troy, N. Y. Our works
arc now in operation running twenty-two (22)
Puddling Furnaces night and day. Apply by letter
to either of the undersigned
H. BURDEN & SONS, Troy, N. Y.
ERASTUS CORNING & CO..Tror,N. Y.
feb3dtf JOHN A. GRISWOLD & CO., Troy, N. Y.

Non

is published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

a

Kates of Advertising ; One inch of space, the

length of column,

constitutes

“square.”

a

$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per

week

after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after ttrst week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions,

week, $1 00;

or

less, 75 cents;

one

Wanted.
SITUATION by a first-class housekeeper, thorbranches.
in
all
Apply at 407 Cumberough

A
land street.

feblSMw

LIFE
Insurance Company of New York,
ESTABLISHED

NEAT,

dlw*

febin

__

BUSINESS CARDS.

CAN

«

tt

cent....70
442,306 79
yet due.

To Reserve at four per
Claims by Death, not

Board.

Post-mortem Dividends, due on
demand......
Premiums paid in advance.
Undivided Surplus.

two 11

24,181 22

4,040,442

II

FEW gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 58 Pleasant St.,
near High, also table boarders.
lw*dtf
feb9

MACHINEWORKS

Inquire

ja!3

RLE STEAM ENGINES.

A icon’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.
INJECTO R

RUE’S

FOR

Front Room on lower floor at
49PLEASANT STREET.

Ja4tf_____________

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTA-

AGENTS

«l*tf

To Let wttb Board.

PLEASANT

MANUFACTURERS OF

at 44 St. Lawrence street.

_

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

213 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MA-INTE.
FOU SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
power, built to order.
*

apll___

To Let.
Board, large, pleasant Rooms, furnished

WITH
and unfurnished.

62 Free

Street.

no30_tf
Boarding.

Boarding
Wilmot,

at 2234 Cumberland st., comer
Also table board.oc5

To Let.
suit

of rooms at 37 comer ot

BOARD,
WITH
HIGH & SPRING ST.
a

Board.
Gentleman
be accommodated with first
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.

TWO

$72,446,970

Gentlemen

or a

and his Wife can
class Board and
myl9dtf

■■

———

Beceipts
Policies in force Jan. 1, 1875,
Policies issued in 1874

(fflookj Job

and

(ga/id ffi’wvUh>J

No. 37 Plum Street.

rear

oc29_£_
WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

entrance.

Office at

DEEBIKG

BLOCK.

I respeetiully inform the public that I have taken
the business of Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
I shall ento all jobs entrusted to me.
eavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many years._
WM. SCHUMACHER.

Sromptly

CARD.
A
I take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm.
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
In Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably,
1 and satistactorily.
3 tastily
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
n021tf
__

JOBBER,

MODEL MAKER &
MANUFACTURER

OF

Makers’ Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

Watch and Chronometer

Apparatus, Arc.,
36 Market Street. Printers Exchange,

PORTLAND, MK.
C.

P.

BABCOCK.

d&wly

my 19

M.

WM.

Annual Statement of the Condition

Book, Card

& Job Printer

CONTINENTAL

OF THE

Northwestern

INSURANCE COMPANY,
OE THE CITY OE NEW YORK,

Cash Capital
Surplus of Assets

MILWAUKEE, WIS„

JOHN W. DYER,
No. 157 Commercial Street.

Cash Capital paid in, $600,000,00

Surplus

in Casco Bank Building. Apply
WM. H. CONANT, Treasurer’s Office,
Portland & Rochester Railway, 191 Middle St.
to

OFFICE

dtf

_LET.

3 Floors fitted up for

U. S.

Registered Bonds.......15

Milwaukee City Water Bonds. 150,UOO 00
00
Loans on-Bond and Mortgage.... 150,000
16-200 00
Milwaukee & St Paul It’y Bonds.
90
in
Bank.
and
Cash on hand
llO.JJo
Bills Receivable... 3®>71® 33
Premiums in course of collection. 61,149 Ji
2,500 00
Interest accrued....;
8,989 17
Salvage Claims on Losses paid.
8,935 8o
Due from Insurance Companies.
oo
Office
..

Furniture.j_2-500
$895,481

a

First-class

Unadjnsted Losses.$5!).056 47
All other claims agaiust the Company. 8,1.6

$67,232

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

AGENTS,

KELLER,

L*

W•

FRESCO PAINTER,
NO. 16 MARKET STREET,
Residence Cor. Market & Congress St

Portland Me.

jyn_H_
O’Donnell & Sylvester,

Counsellors at

Law,

81 MIDDLE STREET,
(2nd door below Cana Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Below /he Post-Office.

Inquire of SHEPHERD &CO., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
ja20tf
Mass,, Box 117

dtf

Hodsdon,

To

(in Canal Bank Building,)

MAINE.

Will
pg

practice in Andropcoggin and Oxford Countde9eodtf

REAL ESTATE.

Apply

farm well known as the STEPHEN HANSON farm. It is one mile from Windham Cenabout 250 acres of good land, divided
contains
tre,
about equally into Tillage and Pasture land. It has,
for buildings, a bam 40x100 with two sheds attached,
all
each 30 feet, a two story house with out-buildings, 40
The farm now cuts about
in very good repair.
exsmall
at
100
tons of hay, and can be made to cut
a stock or grazing farm
pense, and is well adapted for
of wahas
88 it is well lenced with wall and
ELIJAH VARNEY,
of
low.
sale
Enquire
For
ter
Windham, or E. P. CHASE, Portland.

THE

feblBeod2m

For Sale or to Let.
Pleasant Cottage, corner of Oxford and
Cedar Sts. Gas, Water and Enmace. Possession

THE

tig^'

M.G. PALMER.

to

WELL

Eet.

THREE

Brunswick,
a

one

half of

a

double Brick House,

ten

at
to

some

payment
bargain.
Further
a responsible party.
a

given
INSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
Portland, Sept., 30,1874

UPHO LSTERER
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
*

Suits, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
McDonough Patent Red Lounge., Enumeled Chairs, 4c.
ray-All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture

Parlor

oct5-*69T T&Sti

T

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellor at Caw.
All

E. A.

attended to by
promptly Bill
Collector.

collections

LEIGHTON,

Cons cable

and

MIDDLE ST.(lti

80

my9_

REMOVALS._
at

No.

15*

Middle

92

CROSS

STREET,

CHADWICK BLOCK.

fahio___(Uw
Removal.
Treasurer of the

leaves WTiite Rpck Station at 2.35 or on arrival of
train that leaves Portland at 2 p. m., passing through
the above named places, arriving at North Windham
at 4.45 p.m.
Passengers by taking this route will have three
hours to do business and return the same day.
All express business entrusted to the driver will be

promptly
in

attended to.

Up tickets bought at the Eastern Railroad Station
Portland. Down tickets of the driver.
S. G. CHADBOURN.
febodtt
North Windham, Feb. 8,1875.

TRADE CALL FOR

Sargent’s Superior

Street,

have removed to

WO.

and after Monday, Feb. 8th, 1875, Stages leave
North Windham at 7.30 a. m., passing by head
of Canal Goft and Plummer’s Mills, White Rock Village to White Rock Station, arriving in season to
connect with train on P. & o. Railroad that leaves
at 9.55 a. m.
RETURNING

Knitting

REMOVAL.
FRED W. KALER & CO,
Formerly

DAILY NEW STAGE LINE.

ON

MANUFACTURER OF

oxed and matted.

dtf

Portland,

Cotton !

WHY IT IS BEST!
The yarn is spun in Georgia, where the best Cotton
Is selected, is wound by improved process, preserving
it is
its Softness, Elasticity and Strength, hence
warranted the best.

For Sale by Dry aud Fancy Goods
Dealers generally.
jal2eodly
_3m

KOSS,
WILLIAM
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,has
DUNCAN, SHERMAN & CO.
ed biB Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
remov-

Wharf at the landing Of the Co’b Steamer.
mar23

dtt

_

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
To Merchants and Shipmasters.
hereby notified that on and after tlie first
day ot Septenrlier, 1874. the new regulations
by me Government of the Republic ol
pain in regard Bo Consular lees will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are a8 follows:

rou
Irescrlbed

arc

F

or

Vessel* with Cargo*

Certifying Manifest. 815.00
Bill of Health... 4.00—$19.0

Non.

bankers
YORK
»&ll NASSAU ST., NEW

LETTERS OF
Issue CIRCULA It NOTES and
AND THE
CREDIT for TRAVELERS IN EUROPE
also lor
the
cities;
all
in
principal
available
EAST,
IEEE&c.
use in the United States, West Indies
PARIS,
‘"LONDON,
TRANSFERS
GRAPHIC
.JACALIFORNIA, HAVANA, MEXICO, CHINA,
others
PAN, &c. Accounts of Banks, Bankers and

jgjjf

13

Fluent Block.

lO Kris. New Orleans molasses.
D.
dec8

B.

FOR

SALE

—

HALL,

CITY

BY

—

BLUES,

Several novelties will be introduced never presented before in this city, and it is the intention of
the committee to make this one of the most brillant
aftairs ever seen in Portland.
Arrangements have been made with Messrs. A.
Slocum A Co.* of Boston, to furaish Costumes,
and they have secured rooms at “The Mart,’’ No.
438 Congress St., where they will display on and
after Feb. 20th, the finest assortment of Costumes
ever ottered in this city, and at prices considerably
lower than the usual rates. Masks furnished tree to
ail hiriDg costumes.
Tickets admitting Gent and Ladies 81.00. Gallery
tickets 50 cents each, to he had at the Periodical
Store of A. Hawes, No. 102 Federal St., of the Comleb8eodtd
mittee, and at the door.

IMMENSE SALE
-OF—

FURNITURE
—

BY THE "-3

MANUFACTURERS
TO

CONSUMERS,

OF PRODUCTION.

COST

AT

$2,606,235.97

Total.
LIABILITIES,
Dividends and Commission due
andunc aimed.
Losses unpaid.

$ 62,077.54

155,328.00

BEAL&HOOPER

$217,405.54

Cor.

LAMPORT, Vice-Pres’t.

Washington St. Extension

CYRUS PECK, Secretary.
JOHN K. OAKLEY, General Agent.

AND

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

Haymarkct Square, Boston

AGENTS,
1-2 Exchange

Street.
d3w

Marine Insurance!

—

Owing to the general depression of the Wholesale
Trade we have accumulated a heavy stock, consisting of

CHAMBER,
PAREOR,

ATLANTIC

And other First-Classs

FURNITURE.

Mutual Insurance Company!
OF NEW YORK,

INSURE AGAINST

ON

Which

we

take this method to dispose of

jyihose desiring FURNITURE will find it
greatly to their advantage to inspect these goods before making a purchase.jal5d2awFM3m

Only

—

FARM of 100 Acres, with House, Baru and
convenient out buildings, pleasantly situated
to
31 miles from Goibam Corner, on the Road
Moderation, Cuts 20 Tons Hay with pasturage and
and
on
a
at
great bargain,
woodland, will be sold
For particulars inquire of
easy terms
UPHAM & GARDINER. Real Estate Agents
No. 7 Exchange St., Portland.
d2w
feb2

A

BV

Policy Holders

-4=0 per cent
Policy holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing less than to insure in any other Company.

LOSSES

PAID IN THIRTY
AFTER PROOF.

Works known as the Portland Machine
Works are ottered for sale. This property ocan acre of land on tide water on Comabout
cupies
mercial St... in Portland, and comprises a largo
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern Shop. Boiler
Sliop'atid Blacksmith Shop. There is a full complement of Towlsjfor heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
a
The concern having been long established has
in
large and constantly increasing list of customers on
is
now running
and
and
Canada,
New England,
full lime on orders. A more favorable opportunity
for investment is seldom offered. For further partiWorks,
DU the proprietor at the
culars
cuia. s apply to
Iron

j.ESSENden, Proprietor.

JOHN

WTIUNGER,

Office 166 Fore Street,
PORTLAND.
dlmeodl1m&w6w

feb4

—

sale.

The house

can

be

seen

com-

every

Thursday

for
and

Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. MORSE,
jalSdtf
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.

LOT of vacant

land, situated

on

a

feet deep, and plans have been drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire oi

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,

F.

invested in

Calls and

cent profit
large
pay proporpast
tionately. The Welthiest Operators protect themselves with these contrasts* and also use them as
Capital to buy and sell stocks against. Pamphlet
giving full information sent on application. Gold
and Stock bought on three per cent margin.

BRIDGEMAN &

Estate

to Loan.

hay,
"goodpressed
small quantities.
large
or

FOR SALE BY

D. BECK,
Cumberland House.

GEORGE
febI2

dtf

BY

THE

—

sumer.
Until further notice we shall sell all kinds of furniture

Five

percent.

Lower

than any Boston dealer or manufacturer will sell in
this market,-with additional advantages of having

No Freight

or

Trucking

to

Pay,

and havine your furniture delivered to your house
all cleaned up ready for use, with the privilege of exchanging or returning if not satisfactory, and will

guarantee

to

give

Better Furniture & Better Finish.
There is no firm in New England that has a larger
better stock of furniture than we can show.

or

MANUFACTURERS,
NO. 46 EXCHANGE STREET.
WFM3m

lcbD

de4

U. Box 5046, NEW FORK.
d3mis

Photograph

SHIP

IN

Commission & Forwarding Merchants
Petroleum, Grain and other Charters,
Freight Engagements made

Negotiated.

for all parts of the world.
Marine Insurance effected in
Offices.

Locust Treenails.
100 030 best Kift liocust Treenails,
190,000 best Sowed White Oak do.
90,000 best quality Canada Knees

to

finished in the very best manner, plain
COPIES

Extraordinary

Whits Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedjjes
AT

—

Sizes, from Card

or

reliable

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.
feb8*<Hy

Rates offered to Clubs.

J. U. P. BURNHAM,
codly
declS

indispensable, not necessarily
guaranty of good faith.

We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

for

publication

or reserve

commu-

What For?
The legislature has decided by its vote on
capital punishment that Gordon and Wagner
shall be hanged at Thomaston a week from
next Friday.
These men deserve as little
sympathy as any of their class that could be
selected for the purpose of affording a moral
entertainment; though, to be sure, many
men, including the warden of the State Prison, have grave doubts of the guilt of Wagner
and it will be somewhat difficult to rectity
any mistake in the matter which may be detected after the 20 inst. But however worthless the victims may be, it is certainly worth

while to inquire why they are to be executed;
for every deliberate act of the state is presumed to be performed for a purpose and a
one.

Is it in order that they may commit no
1 here have
more murders ? Certainly not.
been many murders in Maine since capital
punishment was practically abolished in 1837,
and it has been lound quite possible to prevent a repetition of the crime by the same
person, without strangling him. The record
in this and other states shows that if the punishment is preventive there is much more
reason for enforcing it against burglars and
robbers, for they have oftener been guilty of
violence during confinement than murderers.
Is it that they may not avoid punishment

by making their escape ? Theoretically there
might seem to be some slight ground for
making such an excuse. But of all the murderers who have been convicted in Maine,
has one ever escaped?—oris there one now
at large through the inability of the state to
keep him safely ? Is there anything so intrinsically beautiful about the act of strangling that a naked hypothesis, unsupported
so far as Maine is concerned, bv one poor
fact, ought to be urged in its favor?
Will it deter others ? It was alleged that
the year 1873 was uncommonly fruitful in
Therefore,
murders of the worst class.
when the legislature of 1874 met, a vigorous,
able and well-sustained effort was made by
the advocates of capital punishment to have
the gallows rebuilt. But the discussion resulted in the decisive rejection of their measthe
ure, while a bill definitely abrogating
death penalty passed the Senate and failed in
the House by only a few votes. From the
close of the session of that year till last September, when the executive council unexpectedly refused to commute Wagner’s sentence, it was universally understood that there
would be no more hanging in Maine, because
the law making power, instead of increasing
the stringency of the law under which only
two executions had taken place in forty
years, had rather shown a disposition to tear
this
up the gallows by the roots. But during
interval not one willful, deliberate murder
was committed within the limits of the state!
On the other hand the greater part of the
murders of 1873, including Gordon’s fearful
crime, followed the execution of Cullen by
The last preceding homan Aroostook mob.
icidal outbreak followed the hanging of Harris in 1869. The Pjsess has never insisted
on the argumentative value of such facts and
C_•--I.A.A

OUU/WUVO

v*

cept so far

vwiuv

as

»»

*»*V

f^
'--7-

this,—if they do uot prove that

barbarous penalties promote crime they are
at least a perfect and conclusive answer to
those who contend that such penalties operate as a restraint on those who meditate the
commission of crime. We say, then, that
Wagner, and Gordon are not to be hanged
because it is anticipated from anything that
has ever happened in Maine or elsewhere,
that their doom will prevent other murders.
Is it because an exceptional and alarming
recklessness in regard to human life exhibits
itself at just this time, so that a heroic remedy is demanded ? Least of all. If there has
been since the month of December, 1873, one
willful murder committed in Maine, no court
or jury has discovered it, and the newspapers have not reported it. It is not expected
to reach the insane, or those who commit
homicide by accident or in the heat of sudden passion by this penalty, and these are
the only murderers that have appeared in
Maine for fourteen good months at least. It
is a time of comparative peace. Human life
is respected and criminals, as we pointed out
a few days ago, are punished with certainty

the 26th inst than the old and bad one—“it
is good enough for them”—“take it out of

them”—“give them

as

good

as

they send.”

Kentucky phrase

for the rebuke

ad-

ministered by the speaker to Young Brown.
Thete is an old table which tells that a clog
was once attached to the neck of a very
vicious dog so ho could not do mischief.
The cur pretended to look upon the clog as
a “decoration of honor,” and held his head
as high as he could considering the burden,
and strutted round among the other dogs,
and growled and snapped and put on airs.
But the clog was a disgrace for all of that,
ana tne aog Knew it.

The fact that Russia is about to station
350,000 soldiers in Poland may have no significance, but it looks much as though the
Czar was a little suspicious of his Prussian
neighbor and wanted to keep his frontier on
that side well-guarded. Poland is very quiet
and but few troops are needed to maintain
order there. It will be very convenient however to have 350,000 men in readiness to repel a Prussian aimy of invasion should that
power ever feel like opening hostilities.

mhl2’74

TAYLOR,
dtf

PORTLAND, ME

FOR SALE IN BOSTON.

Lease and Furniture of a hotel of
sixty-five rooms,
in

a

good location and

ieb!2

parties already
England the Irish Home Rulers
have decided to demand the repeal of the act
of union between Great Britain and Ireland,
and in case it is rejected to withdraw from
the House of Commons. Its rejection is of
course a foregone conclusion, and we may
look to see a number of empty seats at Westexisting

minster

in

soon.

now

doing

Address

a

good business.

BOX 3682, BOSTON, MASS.

*lw

comes from Washington to the effect that the
Democrats oppose any compromise of the
troubles in Louisiana, and want to keep that
as a pet sore to inflame the body politic
during the next Presidential canvass. It is
baiely possible, should the Louisiana Conservatives come to understand the motive of

the

opposition

disastrous to the industry of Louisiana and
ruinous to the commercial and manufacturing
interests. With peace would come a return
to prosperity, and he is an enemy to the welfare ol the people of the state who opposes
any reasonable

adjustment

of the

existing

difficulties.—Cincinnati Commercial.
I know we are in the minority in this
country—I speak ot course of the colored
people. We are willing to-accept anything
which is deemed necessary to the welfare ot
the country. Spare us our liberties; give us
peace; give us a chance to live; give us au
honest chance in the race of life; place no
obstruction in our way; oppress us not; give
us an equal chance, and we ask no more of

the American

people.—Ur. Cain(colore<l

Re-

publican^/ South

Carolina.
Andy Johnson is at it again. His speeches
have the solid old ring. Who is there that
will not recognize this brief extract: “Let
the Government stand intact; let the Constitution be

preserved;

one

upon

common

let us come

ground;

let

together
gather

us

around the altar of our common country,
and lay the Constitution ot our forefathers
upon ft, and then let us swear, come what
may, to preserve the Union of this country.”
Murat Halstead, commenting on possible
Presidential candidates, believes that Ben
Wade and Bill Allen would make a lively
race for colts.
The Republicans of .Connecticut were never

thoroughly united than they are, today,
in better spirits for a campaign.—New
Haven Palladium.

more
or

It is worth remembering that a Democratic
leader in Congress confesses that when his

party adopted the resolution of the Baltimore
Convention favoring “equal and exact justice to all men,” the party “had been intimidated by the Cincinnati Convention.”
Our New York Letter.
The President’* Arkansas Message—Objection to the New Tariff Bill—The
Recent

Finance

low

Working

Con-

traction.
New York, Feb. 15,1875.
The President’s Arkansas message was a
surprise to pretty much everybody. Such a
prodigious quantity of chatter resulted from
the Louisiana case, that it seemed impolitic to
stir up the elemeuts of revolution in another
of those little semi-barbarous states which
have caused so much trouble during the past
fifteen years. Civilization does not appear ta
have penetrated extensively into this benighted
commonwealth, and as far a3 politics are concerned, the people there contrive to keep up an
everlasting wrangle, in which all parties are
wrong. Why on earth the President, with his
hands as full as they are now, interferes between these contending factions, at a time
when they have suspended their favorite pastime of slaughtering each other, and are only
passes my comprehension.
There is really so little to choose between the
leaders or the followers, whether they bear the
easign of Brooks, Baxter or Garland, that I
cannot be persuaded that it is not the best possible way to leave them entirely alone to fight
it out among themselves. They have no such

“flingieg language”

to an

adjustment,

that

they

will decline to be used for such ends. It is
conceded on all sides that the disorders of the
state, the conflicts of authority and the
brawls and bloodshed incident to them, arc

pelf to the government. But reason as we may,
the stimulant of
contingent compensation must
be applied to the ill-paid officers
employed in
the internal revenue service, if
are to be

they

relied upon to watch wiih the
requisite
lance, the sharp, cunning,

vigiunscrupulous fel-

lows, to whom tho excessive rate of the tax
presents such temptations toevsde it. Tbe abrogation of the moiety system has led to a
great augmentation of smuggling. Many of
tbo very merchants who joined in decrying it
now aim at substituting some
method of •
similar nature to protect them from the compe-

importers. And yet tbe
chances of preventing tbe distillation and sale
of whisky that has not paid the duty, with a
tax of a dollar a gallon, is infinitely greater
tliau that of hindering the bringing in of mertition of dishonest

chandise surreptitiously under our well established custom bouse regulations. There ought
to be a scale of recompense fixed upon to be
paid to any and every officer who exposes a case
of illegal makiog or vending of this noxious
fluid and
such

a

likely
mere

it should te

large enough

to ensure
will be much more
from self interest than from

degree of vigilance
to

spriBg

as

patriotism.

But tbe addition of the war tax of ten per
centum on numerous leading articles of foreign merchandise is a “step backward" which
will not command the approval of tbe intelligent men of the country. A restoration of the
duty on tea and coffee would have been far

preferable,

as well as more certain to replenish tbe treasury. It is impossible to avoid tbe
deduction that tbe refusal to utilize this source
of revenue originated in an apprehension that
tbe levy of such a tax might affect tbe political fortunes of members. Tbe extreme protectionists of course declined to assent te it

because they object to any duty being assessed
npon commodities which we do not prodoce at
borne. But those who declare themselves tbe
advocates of a “tariff for revenue only”—and

they*constitute an undoubted majority in this
Congress—will Sod it difficult to explain why
they hesitated to avail themselves of the large
income wnich would have resulted from this
form of taxation, which satisfied everybody
while it existed, and which it was a great misdispensed wim.
It is precisely one month since tbe new
finance bill became a law. Its operations thus
far have been contractive. There have been
$600,000 of new : national bank notes emitted
which are offset by the cancellation of $480,000
legal tenders. But in addition to this there
has been a withdrawal of national bank notes
of $2,500,000. This retirement of bills is likely
to be continued until onr present excess of currency is taken out of circulation. Bankers
find a small margin of profit from this source
when bonds are so high and tbe rate of interSome of our city banks have deest so low.
cided to curtail their issues largely so that they
may avail themselves of tbe heavy premium
on the national securities which the government now holds as a pledge for tbe tedemption of their notes, so that we are by the force
lane ever u> nave

of natural laws approaching to a better financial condition more rapidly than our national
legislators contemplated. But during tbe pro-

geographical importance as Louisiana,
their proportion of colored population is

gress of this transition tbe inertia which characterizes every branch of business is unpleasantly observable. Tbe chief diug in market
is paper money. It can be borrowed on unquestionable securities subject to call at two or

controlling motive for throwing the protection

three per cent., and good promissory notes
having four or five months to run ar^ eagerly

and
but
twenty-five percent., instead of fifty-five, as in
the latter state. Consequently there is no such

of the

flag around

a

oppressed magovernment to interpose

peaceful

but

as forced the
check the lawlessness aud violence of the
“banditti” whom Sheridan so forcefnlly anath-

jority,
to

ematized.
Tbe popular idea is that the average Arkansian travels with a shirt collar, a bowie knife,
a pair of six barrelled pistols, a keg of whiskey
and a pack of cards—that he makes no more of
t
disemboweling a fellow being, whom he doesn
happen to fancy, than Gov. Dix would of
shooting a snipe—that he is much fonder of
fighting than of voting—and that he has a far

higher respect for muscle than for morals.
Now if the experiment of letting the people of
any state try to reconstruct themselves, in their
own way without help or hindrance from “federal bayonets” is to be attempted at all, tbeie
is tbe spot to evolve tbe scheme. I cannot see
why it would not be a good thing to give the
Democracy a chance to demonstrate the effect
of the non-interference policy in Arkansas
where no great harm could result from its suecess

or ranure.

There is no inconsistency between the proclamation of May 15,1874, recognizing Baxter as
Governor de facto, and the message of Feb. 8
1875, declaring that the weight of evidence sustains the claim of Brooks to have been rightfully elected in 1872. In the midst of insurrection
there was no time to go behind the certificate.
But the intervening period has sufficed to enable the government to get at the facts, and
they establish the conclusions which the President so frankly announces in his message. No
suggestion of partisanship is fairly admissible
because Brooks is as hostile to the administration as any man in the state. But the President believes that be received a majority of the
votes cast in the gubernatorial canvass, and
therefore recommended to Congress, that his
claim to the office be conceded and enforced by
legislation. As a matter of abstract justice
this course of action may be entirely commendable and pioper. But the expediency of opening that practically buried question at this
time, may be seriously doubted. The President has discovered at all events, that every
act of his,no matter how free it may be from all
or interested motives, is
to be seized upon as a pretext for fresh attacks upon him. His invariable habit of doing
what he thinks to be right, with placid indif.
ference to the consequences it may entail upon
himself and his party, has in the main proved
But iu
as judicious as it is manly and honest.

suspicion of sinister
sure

these days of persistent misrepresentation, it
might not be amiss to blend a little of the
wariness of the politician with the straightforwardness of the statesman. Assuming that
Brooks was fairly elected, the manner in which
he sought to enforce his title to the office in-

dicated a spirit of recklessness, which was not
calculated to impress law-abiding people with
the couviction that any great harm would come
of refraining from helping him to get possesoj it.
In short, the Arkansas troubles have brought
about such a Kilkenny cat warfare, and there
is so little to choose between the combatants,
that Congress will be far less likely to err by
sion

inaction, than by contriving a device for setting things right there. The theory of abstaining from any intermeddling with the affairs of
states ought to be maintained in all cases
where the demands of humanity will warrant
it. In Louisiana such a conrse would have literally abandoned a majority of the inhabitants
Hence it could not be
to rapine and brutality.
But in Arkansas the
nor palliated.
situation is so different, that it will be quite as
safe to let them alone as to undertake to establish order among them by federal interposition.
There are so few days left before the XLIIID
Congress will cease to exist that there is small

justified

ground for the expectation
the imputation of haring

that it will escape
falleu short of its
duty in many important respects. Ou the paramount subject of revenue it has been strangely inert. Time was when the chairman of the
ways and means committee, stood like the

chancellor ofjthe exchequer iu the British Parliament, defending and sustaining his budget
like a Spartan brave, disdaining to mix himself
up in other matters, because of their comparative triviality. But the estimable gentleman
who holds that exalted position now complete-

ly

The election of Dr. De Koven to the Illinois
bishopric has thrown oil rather
than water on the flames. The contest has
broken out anew in the church,and a large and
influential minority protest bitterly against
the consecration of the new bishop, alleging
that he is unscund in the faith, and lax in
matters of discipline, and not elected in accordance with rules.
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No. 142 Pine Street. Key at No. 144 Pine
Street. This rent has been recently repaired.
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Every
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rent
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Wanted.
a responsible party, the lease of a house centrally located for a term of years. Address
A. B. C., 533 Congress St.
Portland, Jan. 19 1875.
ja20tf
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To

as

79

16, 1875

HALL.

CITY

THE

FED.

Press, and we have no disposition
sively, a party to such frauds.

PORTLAND MUSEUM.
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Lost.
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lw
febl3

CLARK,

W. C.

Agents Wanted
make $5 to $10 a day. It costs nothing to
or address,
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126 Exchange St.
feb6*2w
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This Monday Evening* Feb. 15th,
will be produced the most exciting, interesting and
and successful society play of tqj^present ago

31, 18»l.
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ENDING
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THE

FOB
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All are invited. A Collection will be
dlw
tuken to defray expenses.

Seats free.
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1843,

IN
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Every
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WINSTON, President.
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pleasant lodging room in a quiet and respectable house. Preferred with board. RefBOX 1878.
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——
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underrates his consequence and seems far
intent in following up the Irwins, Hatches,
Bill Kings, and other knights of the lobbV
than in perfecting a comprehensive and elabormore

ate system of revenue.
Consequently, we are
threatened with the adoption of a crude, unequal and unreliable series of changes in the
tariff, objectionable alike because of the uncertainty as to their adequacy and for the reason
that they are not accordant with the principles
of

a

sound

political

economy.

The tax on

whisky, nobody has any right to object to, proBut our experiences
vided it is collectable.
during the rebellion, are not assuring ou that
It is the conclusion to which experiand observation has brought thinking
men, that the ouly way in which an increase of
oue Half iu the impost on
whisky can be made

point.

ence

is by establishing a careful scheme
of rewards for tho detection of illicit distilling
The ubjeetions to the plan lie in the possibility
of its abuse, and are especially potent now in

productive

view of tlie somewhat recent discoveries of the
practices which enriohed Jayne and his corps
of spies and brought much shame and little

sought after at four per cent, per annum.
Banks which have hitherto solicited the city
deposits at four per cent interest now decline
absolutely to take them on any such terms.
Tbe Mayor and Chamberlain have found it
necessary to apply to the legislature for authority to loan tbe balances in tbe city treasury at the market rates, the charter of 1871
having fixed the minimum rate at four per
cent., that having been considered at the time
a

safe limitation.

These comnionplace facts are instructive as
commentaries on tbe avalanche of treatises
whioh were in vogue twelve or fifteen months
ago setting forth tbe dearth of money and the
imperative necessity of enlarging the volume
of our circulating medium. The position then
maintained by tbe best minds of tbe country
that contraction instead of expansion was the
has been vindicated by expericontinue te reduce tbe measure of our floating paper until it appreciates
to par, we shall have reached at an earlier day
the goal of solvency which Congress, with
wisest

policy

If

ence.

we

can

more prudence than foresight, postponed uu
1879. The surging tide of impatient speculation may dash us back into the trackless ocean
of irredeemability, but unless the country goes
mad again the surplus of paper will become
exhausted by the same great law of supply and

demand which regulates the prod uction and
consumption of every other article of staple
Yarmouth.
use.

The Slaking Fund

Question.

To the Editor of the Press:
In the Press of Saturday I notice that your

correspondent represents
length the proposition to

me as

opposing

at

abolish the sinking
fund of 1865. This is not quite correct. I had
the honor to be requested by the committee to
give my views upon the propositions before
them, one of which was the abolition of the
sinkng fund and the other was the discontinuance of the usual annual payment of 8320,000
toward the state debt. I did not have occasion

to speak "at length" on either proposition, and
to the sinking fund I stated that I did not
consider myself enough of a financier to warrant me in giving advice to the honorable comas

mittee who doubtless know much more about
such details tbau myself. I did, however,
venture to add that it seemed to me at the time
the war loans of 1863 and 1861 were incurred
that it would have been better to distribute the
payment of the bonds over a series of years instead of bringing them to maturity in 1880, ’83
and ’89. But inasmuch as they were all issued
ou

so

long time

it

wonld hardly be safe to leaie

unprovided for, either by sinking fund or
some other equally safe and sure method.
But my main opposition was to the Goverthem

toward the
nor’s recommendation looking
abandonment of the payment of the state debt.
Against that proposition of His Excellency I
earnestly protested, as a citizen of Portland
and the county of Cumberland, paying as they
do 13 and 22 per oent. respectively of the entire
state tax.
According

to rue

vroveruoi a own accouui no

law tea years’ old under which nearly
$3,000,000 of the principal of our state debt has
beeu paid since 1865, thus reducing our Indebtedness from ever $8,000,000 to some $5,220,000.
This has beeu accomplished by an annual tax
of three mills on every dollar of the state valuation, a payment of which no complaint has, to
the public (knowledge, been made, although
during the same period a still greater sum has
also been paid for interest, viz: $4,000,000. If
His Excellency could have been willing to let
well enough alone, the whole debt would have
beeu extinguished in fourteen years more.
Unhappily, however, the suggestion to postpone a consummation so devoutly to wished,
imtil the end of the nineteenth century, has
been broached in the quarter least expected. In
the absence of any public demand, whether
through the newspapers, by convention, resolutions, by Legislative petitions, orders, reports
of committees, speeches or votes, amid a profound popular silence aDd apparent universal
of the past
acquiescence in the wise legislation
ten years, and to the surprise of everybody
with
oo tha
to
converse
whom 1 have happened
subject, Governor |l>iugley has seen tit to recommend a radical change in our financial
policy by reducing by one third the annual
payment toward the state debt, viz, from $321,000 to $214,000.
I regard this as the first step toward repudiation which, however, it is hoped that the LegIt can no'
islature will never consent to take.
fail to affect our state credit, which, according
to the Governor, would seem to be at present
altogether too good, forthe complains that “the
market price of our state bonds has advanced
so that it is now
impossible to obtain oar securities without paying from one to two per
cent, premium.”
While I am not anxious to see our state bonds
below par,I have little doubtlrbat the Governor’s
plan is admirably calculated to put them there.
In my judgment, our share of the national
debt of nearly two and a half thousand millions, increased more than three millions last
month,is likely to burden our posterity to their
reasonable satisfaction, even, if it is not aggravated bv any portionjof our present state indebt
edness, to say nothing ofItouris heavy county and
morally certain
municipal .liabilities.
that the present generation which inherited uo
debts from its predecessor will bequeath to its
successor a burden for which we shall receive mi
thanks, even if every dollar of our state debt is
paid at maturity, as it will he if the people can
be let alone.
Why then suddenly and without any assignable reason venture on so dangerous a step so
suddenly? It is easy to understand wLy jobbers, lobbyists, schemers and inflationists iu
and oat of favor may be anxious to stop the
payment of our state debt, for the obvious reason that a larger proportion of the mouey raisud by taxation can thus be squandered in uufound

a

for while $320,000 is
necessary appropriations,
toward the
annually appropriated there will be liquidation
but a poor
of our honest debts,
for plunderers.
nrosDect
1
! am at a loss to appreciate the motives
in starting
of honest men like the Governor,
I have discussed.
Its
such a proposition as
•rdontion would, in my humble opinion, go far
party
tow'irds the overthrow ot the Republican
to send into rein Maine, and would be likely
it
who
indicted
the
man
the
upon
pootirement
_

For one, I confess that I share the apprehenoce of the ablest aud soundest public
men of this city, who told me that he regarded
the proposition as one of the most alarming
signs of the times, and I siucerely hope that
our Legislature may avert the calamity.
Last winter at Washington, the Chief Executive saved us from national ruiu by a timely
veto of the mad financial scheme initiated by
Congress. Let us hope for a reversal of that
experience at Augusta, aud that the new financial heresy of our chief magistrate may not
become an articlejof our state faith through
the acquiescence of the Legislature. The gravity of the subject is such that I take the liberty
to ask you to puhlish to-morrow the admirable
art!cle of G. M. Norton ou this subject, which
appeared in the Bangor Whig aud Courier of
C. W. Goddard.
January 13th.

sions

BY TELEGRAPH.
FROM AUGUSTA.
Mattel’s.

The Kinking Fnad-Oow Waller aud
Gordon Received their Fate—A Resolve
in Favor of the Industrial School far

Girls, etc.,

etc.
_

Augusta, Feb. 15.
A communication from an officer of the
State Prison states that Wagner, wlxose execution is rendered certain by the recent vote of
the Legislature on the capital puuisbment bill
still insists that he will never be executed, and
indifferent

appears

about the

matter, eating
He insists that

heartily aud sleeping soundly.
he is innocent, and thinks that the half-murdered Hontvent woman murdered the other
meet his fate with sto
ou the ot sr hand,
that
was much affected at the announcement
there is no hope for him, declares his innocence
aud prays to have the execution delayed until
June. It is predated that he will completely
break down on or before the hour of execution^
He will

two.

probably

indifference.

ical

Gordon,

Neither desire the services of a clergymau.
Another blunder has been discovered in the
revision of the Statutes, lu that part relating
to the Land Agent, a section of the Aroostook
Railroad bill which was submitted to the peoThat
ple in 1858 and defeated, was inserted.
section Senator Cutler has made a part of his

amendment to the pending bill relating to the
office of the Laud Agent.
Senator Palmer’s order relative to the expenditures of the militia bodes mischief. The senis not the only peace-and-good-will
ber; but it isn’t peace-and-good-will to the 1st
Division Maine Volunteer Militia; not to the
Division part—to any extent
The rumor of the failure of A. F. & D. Mc-

mem-

ator

Kay of Liverpool, who have extensive dealings
with some of our Maine lumbermen is unfounded
The Educational Committee voted to report
a resolve of
S5000 in favor of the Industrial
School for Girls, on condition that the Governor and Council shall deem the amount neccBsary to defray the running expenses of the
school.
The Financial Committee will report a bill
to-morrow providing for the abolition of the
sinking fund ef 1865. which now amounts to
The state bonds
more than a million dollars.
in the fund are to be destroyed and the United
States bonds are to be transferred to the fund

>

The bill further provides that the
of 1869.
State Treasurer shall issue longer time bonds,
bearing the same rate of interest, which are to
be exchanged dollar for dollar for those which
the sinking fund was created to liquidate. The
bill also provides for the abolition of the office
of commissioner of the sinking fund. A large
number of hanking aud financial men of the
state have written here advising this course. A

large number of prominent men acquainted
with the matter have given their opinion that
the abolition is desirable. The committee all
favored abolition except Mr. Beed.
It is already apparent that quite a number of
the amendments proposed by the Constitutional
Commission will be defeated in the Legislature.
It is said that Mr. Wheelwright will withdraw his

homoeopathic amendment to the

Maine

General Hospital resolve.
The Financial Committee will also report relative to the distribution of public documents
the Superintendent of Public
and

requiring
to pack

Buildings
tow

ns

without

and forward the same to
additional charge over salaries

himself and employes.
Full return tickets will be furnished
coming over the Maine Central to the
now

paid

parties
legisla-

tive reception to-morrow (Tuesday) night.

S.

FIFTY-FOURTH LEGISLATURE
[Special to tne urese.j
SENATE.

The Senate was

Augusta, Feb. 13.
called to order at 3 o’clock

President
by the Clerk, and the absence of the

Hon. W. J. Corthell was elected|President pro
tem, and a message was sent to the Governor
and Council and House to that effect.
An half hour was taken up in concurring in
the House papers and passing to be engrossed
the b'lls and resolves which had their reading

Saturday.
The Judiciary Committee reported the resolves of the Constitutional Commission, which
were

laid upon

the table

pending

the second

reading.

The same committee reported the following
To make valid the doings of the annual
meeting of the town of Hermon for 1873; a new
draft upon a bill relating to imprisonment for
which was laid over to be printed; an act
bills:

debt,
amendatory of the law in relation to recording
deaths and marriages ;an act amendatory of act
relating to filing accounts in set off, which provides that the defendant must file a brief statement of his account,which may be amended.
The Financial Committee reported a resolve
abating the taxes of Daigh Plantation for 18f>9.
The Temperance Committee reported that
of the Liquor Commissioner be referred

report

to the next Legislature.
The Committee on

Judiciary reported

a

pay for the
resolve appropriating S2.044.20
Constitutional Comthe
of
travel
and
expenses
to

mission.
The same committee reported ought to pass
on a bill relating to ways.
Senator Palmer introduced an order that the
Secretary of State furnish the Senate with a
detailed statement of the items of expenditure
of the military appropriations of 1874.
Senator Hyde offered an order that 100 copies
of the report of the Trustees of the Orphans’
Home at Bath be printed for the use of the
House.
Senator Emery presented an order that a
special session of the Senate be held on Wednesday afternoon next for the purpose of considering the proposed amendments to tho constitution, and that no other business be in
order at that time, all of which orders were

passed.
A resolve

appropriating

w»

pay

mi

me

furnish two sets of the Documents of Maine
annually to the Maine Historical Society, for

exchange with European publications.
Senator Haskell presented a resolve that article 4, part 3, of the constitution be amended by
adding thereto sec. 9, as follows:
The Legislature shall by a two-thirds concurrent vote of both branches, have the power
to call constitutional conventions for the purconstitution.
pose of amending this
Ordered to be printed.
The same Senator presented a resolve that
the Governor be requested to return to the Senthe bill amendatory to the act concerning
the P. & O. railroad. When the bill was returned he presented an amendment that the
road be required to file a copy of whatever contracts are made, in the office of the Secretary
of State. The bill as amended was passed to
ate

*

engrossed.

The bill relating to disclosures of poor debtors was recalled from the Governor aud amended by striking out a section providing that the
act shall go into effect when approved, aud es
amended passed to be engrossed. Tho bill will
therefore go into effect thirty days after ap-

proval.

The bills extending the charters of two state
banks at Bangor, and a bank at Rockland, was
recalled from the Governor, the votes by which
they were passed to be enacted aud engrossed
re-considered and both bills tabled.
HOUSE.

Senate papers disposed of in concurrence.
Mr. North presented a resolve furnishing the

Naine Historical Society two copies of bound
legislative documents, which was passed under

suspension

Adopted.
Reports of committees-The next Legislature
on

of the rules.

m.

after Monday.

petition
rennrted bv Land Committee
et als. for aid of road in Townof G.
S.
L.
E.
ship 6, W.

T1IE
Continuation

of

Forty‘Third Cohgress—Secoud

SCANDAL.
TiltoiPs

Cfroas exami-

nation.

Feb. 15.—The Brooklyn city
court room coutaiueil the usual complement or
this
morning. All the counsel were
spectators
Leave to withdraw was reported on petition
in their places when Judge Neilson ascended
the bench. Tilton resumed his place on the
for aid to build bridge across the Mattawamwitness stand, aud his cross-examination was
of C. C. G. F. Sampson
on
same
petition
keag;
coutinaed by Mr. Evarts as follows:
on petition of J.
same
of
laud;
for conveyance
I cannot say if the statement that Mr. Beechof
Keler preached on Suuday to a dozen or more
Ryan for same; same on petition of G. W.
James
his mistresses was iu my publication of the
lock for same; same on petition of
True Story; I do not remember saying if Mr.
Carleton for same.
Beecher resigned I would shoot him on the
relresolve
on
was
not
to
reported
pass
Ought
street; what 1 did say was that if he published
his letter of resignation which reflected on my
ative to the quieting of settlers on proprietors’
1
family 1 would shoot him on the street, aud
land under the Treaty of Washington.
most assuredly would have done so; 1 am cerThe following bills and resolves reported by
Dec.
of
7,
uot
write
wife’s
letter
tain 1 did
my
comnitteeswere read and assigned: Resolve
1872, neither aid 1 draft it; it was written by
with me as to the phraseafter
consultation
her
bill
B.
R.
Blackstoue;
conveying lot of land to
ology of part of it; the writing of my lettei to
to establish Normal School at Bridgtou (proDr. Bacou was caused by the impression put
out that 1 was a knave aud a dog and that Mr.
vides that trustees of Bridgtou Academy doand
Beecher was the most magnanimous of men;
nate its buildings and land w'orth $6000,
Iu my letter to Dr. Bacou 1 took care to speak
lands and funds worth $15,000 to the State proiu complimentary terms of m.v wife* and at the
now in
same time vindicating her with myself; I did
vided a Normal School equal to any
commis- uot have any impression that it cast an imputathe State be maintained); authorizing
tion on my wife’s honor or that of the family,
townsioners of Aroostook to organize sundry
but it was written with the object of self-vindithe
increase
to
hill
pay
ships into plantations;
cation; Ido not know if Mr. Beecher was reAroostook
of the Couuty Commissioners of
sponsible for the church gathering, but 1 think
that many things occurred in Plymouth Church
teu cents per mile for
county ($2.50 per day and
which he might have governed; 1 think in the
of town
travel;) bill to make valid the doings
letters he sent to the council of Plymouth
to
S.
F.
laud
of Lyndon; resolves assigning
Church he vindicated himself at my expense;
The
It was, 1 think, an unmanly action; Dr. Bacou
Berry, J. L. Youug and A. R. Higgins.
used it to fling at me like an arrow at a mark;
resolyes were assigned for Wednesday, the bills
those slurs on me could have been prevented by
for to-morrow.
him but they were uot; one evening prior to
the council I met Mr. Beecher, he told me that
The following resolves reported by commithe could control Plymouth Church iu its actees were orderd printed: Resolve granting
tion; that he held it in his hand, aud that its
$10,000 to the directors of the General Hospimembers would act iu the matter as he desired; 1
tal. The resolve provides that the sum shall
wrote two letters to this council while it was iu
session; 1 told the investigating committee that
be paid whenever theGoveruor aud Council are
I was warned uot to produce the letter aud pasatisfied that the appropriation has been expers before them, and as l was without counsel
of finishing and furfor
the
purposes
1
would not submit them.
pended
Mr. Carpenter and Mr. Tracy I think, said
nishing the central building of the hospital.
that it would be safe to produce them; this
Mr. Wheelwright added an amendment which
was at my first appearance before them; I
provides that any patient desiring homoeopathic promised to produce them, and did so at a subphysician shall have one provided; bill to pro- sequent session; the proceedings of this committee wheu I was before them were not secret.
vide for the deficiency in appropriations of
They were published in the Brooklyn Eagle; on
1874; (appropriates as follows: Normal Schools,
the night of the day when my sworn statement
$579.09; Inspectors of steamboats, $410.55; submitted to them was published I was in Del
mouico’s in New York-; it was published by Mr.
printing, $2,418.13; transportation of docu
Maverick on his own responsibility
rnents, $500; Maine reports, $200; Board of Ag- Augustus
aud without my knowledge, desiring to obtain
of
Board,
$40.26;
riculture, $313.95; Secretary
my vindication iu the eyes of the public.
costs in criminal prosecutions, $675; Bank ExThe court then took a recess.
Alter recess Tilton resumed the stand and
aminer, $115; binding, $804.17); to amend sec.
continued:
to taxation ef corR.
relatiug
S.,
46,
1, chap,
The birth of my youngest child was the 21st
porations so that such property be taxed at ac- of June, 1869, aud the death of my son Paul octual value.
curred on Jan 26th, 1868.
Mr. Shearman then read a letter from Tilton
Passed to be enacted—As to amend chap. 124,
to
to
to Mrs. Tilton dated Hudson Riser Depot, Jan.
to
animals;
cruelty
sec. 28, R. S., relating
26, 1868, declaring that she was all to him that
extend time for completion of the Penobscot
for his
a wife could be, aud denouncing himself
Bay and River Railroad; to incorporate the
conduct and suspicions of her as a “whited
Cumberland Fish Co.; to amend sec. 3, chap.
dead men’s boues.” He
11, R S.. relating to abolishing school districts; sepulchure containing
thought he had the sweetest family that God
act conferring additional Dowers upon Supreme
letter was dated
Another
man.
ever gave to a
Court relative to railroads; act additional to act
to a letter
establishing the Portland & Rochester Rail- Pittsburg, Jau. 30th, 1868, referring
from Mrs. Tiltcn that p. m., that lie was more
road Co.; act explanatory of sec. 65, chap. 81,
to him
lovo
of
her
R.S., relatiug to civil actions; to amend sec. 4 cheerful, and the knowledge
or
was more to him than the world could give
of chap. 5, R. S., relating to marriage.
than he deserved. Auother sentence ot the
in
a
same letter stated that his love wreut out
JLArlHIlS xn JUAXAJEi,
great stream to his children aud a great portion
of it to her.
Mr. Evarts announced that this finished the
cross-examination of the witness.
EnMporl Boaaling of Her Harbor.
EASTrOKT, Feb. 15.—There has lately been
Ex-Judge Fullerton then rose and opened the
considerable talk here about a railroad and
redirect examination.
making this a port of discharge for fishing vesThe witness repled* The various letters resels arriving from the Banks in the winter, as
ferred to in this examination were, I think, received about the respective times they were
this is tbe only unobstructed harbor between
dated; I could not fix the date of Mrs. Tilton’s
here and the Chesapeake.
going to Marietta, but I think it was in the auCollectors Nooiiuated for Belfast anil itlatumn; 1 met her at the carriage on her return
chias.
from Marietta and escorted her to her home; I
child
Washington, Feb. 15.—The President sent was notified of her arrival by a letter; the
which I sent to her mother’s for was born in
to the Senate to-day tbe following nominations:
Sept., 1860, and I sent for him in Dec.. 1870.
B. M. Roberts, Collector of Customs at Belfast;
She returned from New Brunswick a lew
Maat
Customs
of
days before her sickness; sbe left my house fiGeorge Leavitt, Collector
nally ou the 11th ol July, after her appearance
cbias.
before the commitPe; sbe left about six o’clock
Judgment in Faror of Portland Partiesin the morning, and I was greatly surprised
In the Court of Commissioners ou the Alawhen she tbld me she was going to the Ovingbama claims, case 353, Abner Lowell and Wm.
tou’s; I had no intimatiou up to that moment
that she was going to leave the house; 1 think
Seuter against the United States,judgment was
it was either ou July 6tli or 8th that she aprendereu for $220 with interest.
peared before the committee; I did not know
of the existence of the committee then; Mrs.
Tilton was an extremely sympathetic woman,
WASHINGTON.
willing to yii Id to the influence of others and
ready to take advice; I knew Elizabeth wheu 1
ten years old; we became confessed lovers
was
Treasury Balances.
at sixteen and were married at twenty; when
The foliowiug are the Treasury balances for
sbe came to her downfall I found that she was
to-day:—Currency, $8,524,240; special deposit
wrapped up in her religious belief and sinned
of
of legal tenders for redemption of certificates
when in a trance, at her teacher’s bidding.
deposit, 810,720,000;coin, $68,785,138,((including
My protest was published in the Independent
coin certificates, $22,102,300; outstanding legal
after the publication of the Cleveland letter.
tenders, $382,000,000.
The point of difference between Beecher and
Various Matters*
mvself was that in the year 1866 Beecher and J
were members of the Republican party and the
The House Committee on the Pacific railroad discussed Scott’s railroad bill this mornIndependent was one of its mouth-pieces. Mr.
Beecher’s Cleveland letter was an offence
ing but came to no conclusion. The matter
The Senate Comagainst the party. In that letter he recomcomes up again to-morrow.
mended the restitution of the Southern states
mittee agreed to recommend non-coucurrence
bill
into recognition without making any condiin the House amendments to the Senate
tions for he negroes. He wanted the Southern
providing for the incorporation of railroad in
states to come back without conditions and we
territories.
wanted them to come hack with a condition,
Another Cabinet rumor has started. This
made
a
has
legal namely, the electoral franchise of the negroes.
time it is that Mr. Bristow
a paper shown him as a
partnership in New York city, to take effect The witness recognized
in evicopy of the protest and and it was read
April 1.
The writing of the
dence by Mr. Fullerton.
The internal revenue receipts to-day were
not break
did
the
continued
witness,
protest,
$1,250,564.
and
The Secretary of War has directed the Adup the friendly relations between Beecher
myself.
jutant General to send telegrams to the commovewoman’s
in
the
and
Platte
Mr. Beecher’s part
maudiug generals in Dakatoh, the
He was one of the
ment was very marked.
the Missouri, instructing them to carry out the
first meu to take part in movemeut. Mrs. Tildirections of the recent general order for furand it was
nishing supplies to sufferers by grasshopper rav- ton was also active in the movement
she who in a degree inspired me to take the
ages with the utmost despatch. The quartermaster general and commissary general are to
part I did. As to marriage I hold that it is
woman for life
telegraph the officers of their department to the the union of one man and one
for better or for worse in calm or storm, not
same effect.
and as to difrom
but
after,
for
life
perhaps
The receipts of the government to-day
only
vorce I hold that this state is behind the other
internal revenue and custom sources was nearstates as to reasons for divorce. In this state,
ly $750,000—tbe heaviest day’s receipts since
there is only one cause for divorce and in other
the panic of 1873. They are the result of anxnew
there are other causes. 1 hold that if a
the
states
fceford
bond
out of
goods
ietyiretou: get
ii__
maintain
man neglects his wife or refuses to
her or is a habitual druukard she is entitled to
The Arkansan Muddle.
of mancivilization
the
I thought
a divorce.
New York, Feb. 15.—The Herald’s WashKina aenmuueu luai uui wuc ui ui»uiw
in
Brooks
Governor
that
ington despatch, says
be changed to the New England code, giving
a conversation about Arkansas affair, says that
divorce for virious and satisfactory reasous. In
lie looks forward to obtaining release and jusNew Hampshire if a man remains from bis
that
he
and
tification through the civil process,
wife one year she can ohtaiu a divorce, but a
has no revolutionary intentions. He adds, howhere might remain
man married to a womau
ever, that lie fears unless he does something
away seventy years and his wise could get no
there will be trouble in Arkansas this summer,
the doctrine of free
I
advocated
never
divorce.
which may necessitate the interference of the
love
President.' He says that if the Arkansas com
rnittee of the House will declare that he has no
THE ARCTIC WAVE,
right, he will at once give up all pretensions
and claims. If they declare for Garland he will
have nothing more to say.
A letter lrom Little Bock has the following;
Report. from Vsnrions Section..
All the talk about fighting is buncombe. There
Chicago, Feb; ID.—Telegrams from various
will be no rebellion against the United States.
points in tbe northwest iudicate that the cold
A great deal has been said about“the peace and
weather continues throughout that section. A
The
uuiet” here, and to some extent is true.
number of railroads in Iowa are still blockadclaim
Republicans have submitted to what theyhad
ed.
an
to be a usurpation because the usurpers
Great Falls, N. H., Feb. 15.—The snow
any outorganized army ready to crush outthe
that fell at Nortli Conway last week is being
United
stood
break, and behind that army
blown into huge drifts by a brisk wind, and the
States army. Thfs explains their position. No
Eastern railroad train that left there at 7 a. m.
trouble need be apprehended in any event in
is snow bound near Conway.
this state.
The weather is bitter cold throughout this
fjouisiuua.
section, the thermometer ranging this morning
The New Orleans committee have a meeting
from
7 to 18 below.
Mr. Hoar proposes to make a report to
to day.
The theremometer here Saturday morning
the House within three days. Judging from
was 5 below, Sunday 2 below, and Monday 7
the conversation of members it seems probable
below.
that the report of the whole committee will not
Portsmouth, Feb. 15.—It was 28 below at
differ materially from the sub-committees report, except iu the matter of White Leagues, Wolfboro yesterday morning.
to
New York, Feb. 15.—The London steamship
which the members just returned appear
think a more mischievous organization than did
City of Antwerp, anchored off quarantine Satthe sub-committee. It is not improbable there
urday evening, and found herself caught in a
of
She found herself unable to
large ice floe.
may be a minority report from Mr. Rye
helplessly below
Maine.
move up the bay but drifted
she could he extricated.
before
the Narrows
Several other vessels were caught but no seriwas

l' siidtb

Nbw

York,

..

__

__

Pacific Mail

Investigation.

Mr. Whiting Before the Committee.
Washing!ON, Feb. 15.—The Ways and
Means Committee examined A H. Whiting
this morning. He swore he received only 85<i,500 from Irwin for services iu promoting the
This
passage of the Pacific Mail subsidy hill.
It was rewas wholly contingent on success.
ceived after the hill passed, and was all kept by
himself. He was employed with the special
view of influencing Seuator Gole, but found
that the latter needed uo influencing, being already heard in favor of the subsidy and fully
committed to it. Witness did nothing for his
He
money except to talk with everybody.
knew and set forth the national advantages to
His
result from granting increased subsidy.
first arrangement with Irwin was to receive
810,000 a year during the term for which the
subsidy might be secured, but before be came
..

chemical fire engine now in the state house,
was ordered to be printed, and a tesolve to

be

p.

#

pltf

Legislative

Mr. Snow of Hallowell oflered an order proat 10 a. m. and 2£
viding that the House meet

\\T..

i.:_H

.......

../-wl

fVinf.

tint

wlmlp

thin" should be capitalized at $50,500 as above
tated
Moses Dillon, formerly book-keeper of tbe
Sergeaut-at arms, was examined in the private
session of last Saturday, and his examination
was made public and reaffirmed by biin to-day.
It referred to his testimony taken by tbe committee of last Congress About his memorandum
of names of Congressmen who bad large bills
changed shortly after the passage of tbe subsidy bill. Alter giving bis testimony he withdrew it the next day, and it was expunged two
years ago. He could not now recall it, nor remember the names of any members then spoken of except Voorliees, Winchester and Stowe,
and remembered them only because they have
testified recently that they did not have any
sucii large bills at that time. Witness swore
lie bad a very bad memory for names, and that
be put down the initials merely out of a spirit
of sport. He did not know of any money having been paid to Congressmen by or in behalfofthe Pacific Mail Company, nor could
be give the name of any person having such
s

information.

Representative Storm of Pennsylvania was
recalled at bis own request, and referring to
tbe testimony of Dillon, denied that be bad
ever had a thousand bill on deposit with
the Sergeant-at-Arms or any other money
He told Dillon that it
than Ins salary
have been
was outrageous that his name should
us-d by him in that connection. Dillon had acof
defect
and
memory,
knowledged bis regret
and bad his testimony of 1872 destroyed.
Mr. Storm said be opposed the subsidy from
the first to last and never received a dollar for
bis vote or influence.
Adjourned.

damage resulted.
The Stoniugton line has lost but two trips
during the ice blockade. The steamer Stouiugton left Stouington with a heavy load of freight
yesterday morning at 4.30 o’clock, and came
outside of Long Island, arriving at her pier at
3.30 in tbe afternoou. The steamer Narragansett, of the same line, sailed from here at (i a.
m. via Sandy Hook, and arrived at Stoniugton
at 7 last evening.
ous

FIRES.
Burned nud two litres
liOSt,
New York, Feb. 15 —Early this morning a
disastrous fire broke out in 027 East 0th street,
a tenement house, by which two 1 ves were sacrificed and considerable damage done to the
building and property. The inmates not being
up when the fire broke out, considerable difficulty was experienced by the firemen in rescu
ing them by ladders, the fire escape being renMrs. Webb and
dered useless in a short time.
ber child of four years, who lost their lives,
the firemen
which
trom
lived on the top floor,
rescued ber husband aud several children, but
despite all efforts the unfortunate woman aud
child were burned to-death.
minor Fires.
morn-

ing, destroyed Dokeny block, occupied by Ray
goods dealers, Hanley, saddler,Fort,
watchmaker, and Bristand, grocer. Loss $30,-

& Co, dry

000.
A fire at New Canaan. Conn., Sunday, burned the store of Samuel Raymond, consuming
all the block north of the Budsall House to
Railroad avenue, includiug the shoe manufactory aud store of «T. & J. Benedict, Odd Fellows and Masonic halls, grocery of T. W. Raymond, and the drug store of Trudy, Loss $18,000.
The elegant residence of W. H. Cody at
Monticello, N. J., was destroyed by fire yesterday morning. Loss $20,000; insurance $11,000.

FOREIGN.
THE FRENCH CRISIS.
A Majority ol tlie Cabinet to Continue in Office.

_

ItlllTEOKOLOlilCAL
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS.

Office Chief Signal j
>
Officer.- Washington, D. 0.,
Feb. 16, (1 A. M.)»
For Now England,

Wab

Dep’t,

and the Middle States daring Tuesday, rising
barometer and temperature, northwest winds,
partly cloudy and clear weather.

Paris, Feb. 15.—It is stated that all tlie min-

isters except Chabaud La Tour have acceded to
President MacMalion’s request to remain in
office until the crisis on the constitutional question.

SENATE.
Washington, Feb. 15.
Tbe Secretary laid before the Senate a letter
From Vice President Wilson, announcing that
he would be absent from tbe city for two or
three days.
On motion of Mr. Ilamliu Mr. Anthony was
ibosen president pro tem, and the Secretary
was directed to notify the President and House
if Representatives of that fact
Mr. Edmunds, from the Judiciary Committee, reported without amendments the civil
rights hill which recently passed the House,
and gave notice that ho would call it up at the
earliest possible momeut, which would he in a

day

or

two.

Mr. Chandler, from the Committee ou Commerce, reported back the steamboat bill with
amendments, and said it was now ouly the
He
skeleton of the bill heretofore considered
asked the senators to examine it carefully and
see if there was anything iu it worth passing.
There
If so, he would call it up to-morrow.
were one or two good tilings left in it, among
the
of
clause
collection
the
prohibiting
them
New York harbor, which
pilotage at Hell Gate,
would result iu a saving of two or three hundred thousand dollars annually to tbe merchant
marine service of the New Eugland states.
Placed on the calendar.
Mr. Scott, from the committee of couleretice
on the hill to amend the national bank act and
fixing the compensation of national liauk examine?*, made a report, which was agreed to.
Mr. Scott said tlie committee agreed to tlx a
tlie examination of
specific compensation for
national bauks instead of allowing mileage, as
The territories and states of the
heretofore.
Pacific coast were to be exemptod from that
as the examiners had a long distance
provision,
to travel, and they were to he allowed mileage
iustead of a specific sum for tbe examination
of each bank.
Mr. Robertson introduced a bill to secure depositors in tlie Freedmen’s Savings and Trust
Co. from ultimate loss. Referred to Committee on Finance.
Mr. Stewart from Committee on Railroads,
reported back the bill to provide for file incorporation and regulation of railroad companies
in the territories of the United States, and
granting to railroads the right of way through
tiie public lands, with the amendmeutsof the
House thereto, and recommend that the Senate
non-concur in those aimndments and ask for a
committee of conference.
At the request of Mr. Edmunds it was laid
ver till to morrow.
Mr. Kelley introduced a bill amendatory to
act granting bouds lo aid in the construction of
a railroad anil telegraph from Lake Superior to
Paget’s Sound on the Pacific coast, by the
northern route, approved July 2, 1864, and the
acts and resolutions amendatory thereof. Referred to Committee on Public Lauds
Mr. Aotbouy, from the Committee on Printing, to whom was referred a resolution to print
coma letter of the Secretary of the Treasury
municating iu compliance with the resolution
of the Senate of March, 11,1873, information in
relation to the space allotted to each steerage
immigrant ou shipboard, reported the same
hack and the committee was discharged from
further consideration.
Mr. Ferry of Mich., asked that tlie amendment of the House to the Senate bill to amend
the act for tlie restoration to homestead entry
and to market certain lands in Michigan approved June 10, 1872, he concurred in. Laid
over till to-morrow.
Mr. Washburn of Mass., presented resolutions of the Boston board of trade remonstrating agaiost the passage of the Senate bill to
promote t'ne effie.ency of the lighthouse service
Referred to tbe Comof the United States.
in nee ou v^omujerue.

Mr. Anthony from the Committe on Printing
reported back the resolution of the House of
Representatives to print a report of the Committee of Agriculture. Ploced ou the calendar.
Mr. Dorsey introduced a bill regulating the
transmission of registered letters aud money
packages through the United States mail. Referred to the Committee on Post Offices.
Mr. Windom of Minn., from the Committee
on Appropriations,
reported back the Indian
Placed
appropriation bill with amendments.
on the calendar.
a
bill
to
On motion of Mr. Morton
provide a
government for the District of Columbia was
laid upon the table, yeas 34, nays 23.
MrJ Morton then moved to take up the resolution for the admission of Pinchback.
Mr. Bogy moved to lay that resolution on the
table, and the Senate proceeded to the consideration of the steamboat bill.
A debate followed upou a point of order raised by Mr. Edmunds that the motion of Mr.
Bogy was not in order.
The Senate decided by a vote of yeas 25, nays
29, that the motion of Mr. Bogy to lay Mr.
Morton’s motion to proceed to the consideratf ou
of the resolution for the admission of Pinchback on the table was not in order.
The resolution for the admission of Pinchback was then taken up, and Mr. Morton spoke
iu favor thereof.
Mr. Pratt gave notice that before adjournment on Wednesday next he would move an
evening session for the consideration of bills
Several
from the Committee on Pensions.
House bills of a private nature had been considered by that committee and reported favorably, as well as two or three of a general nature,
among tl em one amending the law of 1871,
granting pensions to soldiers and sailors of the
war of 1812, aud restoring to the pension rolls
the names of certain persons stricken therefrom on account of disloyalty.
Mr. Ingalls from the committee of conference made a report on the disagreeing votes of
the two Houses ou the bill to authorize the
Seneca natiou of New York ludians to lease
lands withiu the Chattanooga and Alleghany
reservations, and to confirm existing leases.
After some discussion it was recommitted to
the conference committee, and subsequently
reported back and laid over till to-morrow.
On motiou of Mr. Ferry of Connecticut, the
Senate bill declaring the meaning of the act of
March 9, 18(58, relative to a patent for the induction of apparatus and circuit breakers, now
on the calendjr, was recommitted to the Committee on Patents.
The death of Representative Hooper was an
ncuuced and after several eulogies the Seuate

adjourned.

HOUSE.
Mr. Dawes offered a pesolution which was
agreed to, directing the Committee on Judiciary to euquire whether the Western Union
Telegraph Co. had refused any telegrams from
the American Press Association because of al
lporpU r.rir.ir.ism hv naners in the latter organization, and to report by bill or otherwise.
On motion of Mr. Butler the rules were susrended for the purpose of taking up the Texas
indemnity fund bill and the bill was then pass-

ed.

On motion of E. R. Hoar of Mass., the Senate bill to allow Thomas \V. Fitch, engineer in
the navy, to accept the weddiug present sent to
bis wife by the Khedive of Egypt was accepted.
The bill allowing the district judge of Vermont his salary during life, on bis resignation
ou account of permanent illness, was passed.
Tho bill which came over from last Monday,
for the redemption of the overdue U. S. bouds,
known as the Texas indemnity bouds,was passed under a suspension of the rules, 112 to 40.
Mr. Hazleton of Wis., moved to suspend the
rules and pass the Senate bill referring to the
Court ot Claims the claims of certain con
tracters for construction of vessels of war and
steam

machinery.

The motion was opposed by Messrs. Randall
and Speer of Penn., and Lawrence of Ohio,
the latter declaring that it would take $5,000,000 out of the treasury, which Mr. Hazeltine
denied, stating it would save $1,000,000.
The motion was rejected- yeas 132, nays 100,
not two-thirds in the affirmative.
The House proceeded to the consideration of
the bills affecting the District of Columbia.
The House spent over two hours in the discussion of a tax bill for the District ot Columbia, but came to no result.
Mr. Stanarct moved to make the bill for the
improvement of the mouth of the Mississippi
river, a special order for Thursday, to the exclusion ot all other business. Agreed to.
Mr. E. R. Hoar at 4.40 o’clock, announced
the death yesterday morning in Washington of
colleague, Mr. Hooper, and moved a resolution for the appointment of a committee of
seven to superintend the funeral ceremonies to
be held to morrow in the hall of the House,
anp that the Senate be notified and invited to
attend.
The resolution was adopted and. Messrs. Po
land of Vermont, Wheeler of New York, Niblack of Indiana, Maynard of Tennessee, Kelly
of Pennsylvania, Lamar of Mississippi, and
Houghton of California, appointed as euch
committee.
The House then, as a further mark of respect for the deceased, adjourned.

shows

no

change.__

■foreign Exports.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark A C Bran—413,901 feet
15.140
pickets.
lumber,
HAVANA. Schr Brigadier—3240 box shookS) 2023
sliooks and heads.__
Daily Domestic Receipts.
3 W
By water conveyance—1000 busu cornmeal to
True & Co.
_

New Vorh stock and Money Market.
New York. February 15— Kvenina.—Money was
dull at 24 @ 3 per cent, for call loans. Sterling Exlor
WU8 weak ut 4s3 @ 4834 for 00 days and 480 @ 4804
demand. Gold dull with all the transactions at 114|;
the carrying rate was t percent.; loans were also
made flat. The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day
§79 000 on aeucunt of interest and §117.000 in redemption of bonds. Operations of the Gold Exchange
Bank were as follows—gold balances, §1,882,750; curclearances §40,137,rency balances§2,160,215; gross
000 Tile following is tbe Clearing House statement:
currency exchanges §81,822,097; currency balances

§3,595,246; gold exchanges §11,032,089 ;gold balances
bonds
§973,228. Governments dull and steady. State
dull. Railroad mortgages quiet anil firm. Stocks
ibe
heavy operaduller to-day than for sone time,
tors being driven oft by the exborbitant comissions
exacted by tbe stock board. A meeting will be held
Thursday evening to consider the question of organin the
izing ail opposition exchange. The market
of 4 @ I
1'orenoen was generally from with advance
fell
irom
and
per cent.; Wabash, however, was weak
from
132 @lU.whilo Missouri and Pacific declinedand in
451 @ 44|. Later there was a general decline,
the
last hour the market was quite irregular, though
sold
changes in the general list was slight; Wabash
recovered
and
&
Pacific
Missouri
to
431,
down
US,
Large Mo. bondholders are Faid to have asto 45:
Wabsented to the movement to defeat the proiiosol
at the
ash funding scheme. The total transactions
including
shares,
130,000
Stock Exchange aggregated
Nortlie esErie 1300 shares, Lake Shore 5100 shares.
Pacific
fern 8500 shares, Rock Island 1400 shares,
Mail 30.400 shares, Milwaukee & St Paul 6600 shares,
uion 22,L
Western
17,100
shares.
Ohio As Mississippi
Union
100 sliarss, Toledo & Wabash 12,300 shares,
Pacific 18,400 shares; the highest and lowest prices
Lake Shore 734 ®
were as follows: Erie at 284 @ 28;
722 iCliieago & North Western 444 @ 434 ;do preferred
Island
1034;
Rock
@
103}
564@5J2;
preferred 56@ 5533 Ohio
@324;St Paul 354 @ 31g; Western
lm«n
& Mississipi 262 @ 264i
72| @7-4,
Toledo As Wabash 134 ffi Hi! Union Pacific40| @ 404,
Indiana Ceutral 6 @ 5J.
of GovThe following were the closing quotations
ernment securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, ex-div. l]9f
United States 5-20’s, 1862.JJ®,
United States 5-20’s 1864.U7f
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old...U;’3
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, ex-div.
United States 5 20’s, 1867, ex-div.1 92
United States 5-20’s, 1868, ex-div..U9|
United States new 5’s ex.
U62
United States 10-40 coupon.
Currency 6’s ex in.UJ4
The fallowing wer« -no closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co—cx uiv.724
Pacific Mail..
N Y Central aud Hudson River consolidated.1014
Erie.

II

Erieprelerreil...22

‘®
Michigan Ceutral.
Union Pacific stock. J”
Lake .Shore...
Illinois Central, ex-div.Jo*

Wabash..

Chicago A. Northwestern...
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.564
Chicago & Rock Island.- llifS
RailThe following were the quotations far Pacific
road securities:
Central Pacific bonds..
Union Pacific.
Union Pacific land grants."§
86 j
Sinking Funds..

A telegram from Singapore reports that an
emute occurred among the Chinese prisoners
in the jail at that place, which was not suppressed before <17 were killed aud injured, in
eluding 1C wardens of the jail.
Karl Blind has been assaulted and hurt in
London by a German fanatic.
The Merchants’ Mill at Fall Biver started up
with an increased number of operatives. More
applications tor weaving were made yesterday
forenoon than during any other time during
the strike.
The brig Kewadin of Prince Edwards Island
from Havana for Baltimore, with a full cargo
of sugar and molasses, is ashore near Cape

Eenry.
A London despatch has a report of a serious
Che
disturbance in Bethlehem, Palestine.
Greeks made an attack upon the quarter of the
the
inhabited
Armenians
several
and
hy
city
on both sides were killed.
The Lawrence operatives held a meeting last
night to aid the Fall Biver strikers.
Bishop Harau, late Boman Catholic Bishop
of Kingston, Canada, died yesterday morn-

ing.
A great fire occurred at Windsor, New South
Wales, Dec. 27th, by which over 40 families
were rendered homeless.
The wife of Michael McCarty was found
Sunday night at Poitsmouth, N. H., curled up
ou the floor, having frozen to death during the
night. Her husband was in the lockup at the

time for drunkenness.
The Stonington boats took the outside route
last night, the Sound being so full of ice as to
render navigation impossible.
Steamship Leipzig, ashore at Starett ^Point,
England, has been got off.
Catherine Gillespie has been missing from
Lowell since Friday.
Theodore P. Bowker, an employe in the Boston post office, is under bonds for robbing the
mails.
Chas. A. Shepard, a job printer, has disappeared from Boston.

FINANCIAL AMO COIIIII.KCI Al.

_

The Pacific Mail directors approve the action
of Rufus Hatch in ordering suit against parties alleged to have received the subsidy bribe.

Portland Wholesale JTIai-kets.
Mosdav, February 15.—The cold weather has
tendency to make most articles dull, hut fish are

a
a

City of Vera Cruz. .New York .Havana.Feb 18
Prussian.Portland..

Liverpool..

..

CH ANDLEB’S
—

0

NEW&~

Havana—Geo S Hunt & Co

Sch Brigadier, Norton,
and Isaac Emery.

Cld 12th—Sch Annie Amsden, Mattlieson, Sagua—

Geo S H unt & Co.

SAILED--Barque

Bean, and sch Annie A ms-

A C

den.

[from our correspondent.
KKNNEBUNKPORT. Feb 13-Ar 13th, sell Jos
Fish, Hupper, Darien. Ga, via Boston,—(sailed safely
in to the Goveinment wharf, nowithstauding the ice.)
The ice in the vicinity of Boston extends from 20 to
30 miles out and is extending and increasing in thickVessels heretofore reported frozen in, remain
ness.
in about the same position. Over fifty vessels, mostround some
ly fishermen, are frozen in, and the ice
of them is three feet in thickness.

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGED
from
Arat Calcutta 12th, barque Daul Draper,
Bombay, to load for Boston.
TibHiram
Abifl,
13th
inst, brig
Ar at Bristol, E,
betts, Wilmington.
B
Reeves,
Bracy,
sch
Mary
Ar at Wilmington 13tb,

BArat

Havana

13tb, brig Geo Burnham, Staples,

Portland.)

_T

_

Ar at Matanzas 12th, barque Ocean Pearl, Henley,
Boston; brig Lena Thurlow. Corbett, Havana.
Old at Boston 15th, sch Eliza J Staples, Mobile.

9IE710RANDA.
A telegram from London states that the ship Edw
O’Brien, from Mobile tor Liverpool, is ashore.
Bri» Ida M Comery, York, troni Montevideo via St
Thomas for Matanzas. was wrecked at the entrance
Ihe
of Nuevitas harbor lltli inst. No particulars.
vessel registered 378 tons, was built at Waldoboro in
one
about
1862, and was purchased at Philadelphia
iu balyear ago by parties in Yarmouth. She was
last and uninsured.
arrivBarque Jas E Brett, from New York, which
ed at Liverpool 27tli, experienced heavy weather between the 1st aud 25th, and lost sails, sprung foretopmast, and stove bulwarks on starboard side.
Brig Hattie, Cates, at New York from Cienfuegos,
ot
reports, 6th iust. a seaman named Edward Travis
Machias. fell fioni the foretopsail yard and was inoverboard.
stantly killed, his body falling
Sch Maggie Todd, Richardson, at New York from
St Dnmintro. was 15 davs oil the passage and since
train
passing lat. or Bermuda, had continuous gams
jjE to N\V, and lost part ot deckload logwood.

OOiHESITIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 5tb, ship Orient, Allen,
Port Townsend.
GALVESTON—Cld 13th, barque New England,

Domestic Markets.
Feb. 15—Kvemng.—BreadBtufts—Flour
—receipts 11,374 bbls; exports 8087 bbls; sales 7939
withbbls; the market is dull; some export orders
drawn, others are ordered to till at lower bids; the
demand for local wants rather better than Saturday,
which was one of the dullest for several months ;busichatness for several days has been largely of a retail
favor. Gram
acter; the tendency has been in buyers
Wheat—receipts 41,089 bush ; exports 24,900 bush;
sales 73,000 bush; 1 07 for No 2 Chicago adoat; 110
for No 1 Spring to arrive sold late Saturday; to-day
115 @ 119 for No 1 Spring; higher prices for very
fancy extra; 1 07 for No 2 Chicago Spring adoat;lield
at 110 @ 1 11 in store; 1 08 ® 1 09 bid in store tor No
2 Milwaukee Spring; 1 24 @ 1 25 for Amber \\ mter;
1 20 @ 1 23 for Winter Bed; 1 25 @ 1 30 for common
to extra White Western; offerings light and buyers
ami sellers generally apart; more asked and less bid
for Spring; Winter steady with moderate milling demand. Corn—receipts86,400 bush; exports 119,022
busb; sales 109,600 bush; 81i@S2c for new.Western
esMixed; 824c for high Mixed; 82 @ 824c for new \\
tern Yellow; sales of Mixed were chiedy at 82c lotWhite
at
82
Yellow
;Southern
@
82Jc
afloat ; Southern
at 82c on dock and 86c adoat. Oats—receipts of 186,075 busb; exports none: sales 50,000 bush; 68c for No
2 Chicago in store; 70c for regular Toledo adoat; 71c
for Chicago delivered to-day; quoted at 69® 72c for
the
White; 58 @ 70c for track lots Mixed to White;
market closed tinner, dearer and fairly active. Barthe
ley— receipts 10,000 bush; no exports; no sales;
market is dull and prrties apart; buyers slow to pay
Barley Malt—receipts
over 1 50 for prime Canada.
6500 bush; sales 10.000 hush, part on private terms,
part at 1 65 for prime Canada on time. Eye-receipts
boud held at
none; uo exports; sales none; Canada
Western
90c; State and Pennsylvania is at 93 @ 95c;
to
local
requireis
limited
milling
at 90c ;the demand
of 304
ments, which are small. Corn Meal—receipts
4 75
4
at
bbls
800
70@
sales
bbls; exports 844 bbls;
90
for brandy wine ;3 90 @ 4 50 for Western Yellow; 3
and
for
4
30
90
Jersey
3
Western
(S) 4 30 for
White;
hundred
Pennsylvania Yellow per bbl; 1 45 per one
sacked,
pound's for Baltimore coarse in sacks; cityYellow
at
coarse, at 1 52; tine silled at 156; bolted
hundred
one
pounds;
1
75
for
at
White
1 61; bolted
at
Jersey sacked, coarse at 1 50 @ 1 52; tine Yeliow
1 60 Cal 1 GO; do White at 1 70 @ 1 72 tor one huudred
pountfs. Oatmeal steady at 7 50 @ 7 75 for Western;
7 85 ® 7 874 for city: 8 00 @ 8 25 tor Ontario 4f> bbl
bags;
Seeds—receipts 1500 bags; exports of Clover 39
Western is held at 11*@ Hie; State Clover at 119c;
seed
Timothy is nominal at 2 85 @2 90; domestic flax
at
at 2 20. Whiskey -receipts 324 bbls; sales 160 bbls
1 05. Pol k nominal at 19 25. Lard quiet and steady,
seller February and seller March at 13|@ 13 15-16.
Coftee—nothing
Tallow is quiet and steady at 8fc.
doing from 1st bands; jobbers disposed to make concessions; fair to good lots 18* @ 19c; prime to choice
lots 19* @ 20c; cargoes nominal; Java Coftee at 28 @
3lc. Kaw Sugar—improving demand; sales Satuat 7| @
day 2900 hbets 6'JO boxes; fair to good refining
7Jc; refined Sugar is firm and in moderate demand;
at
crushed
standard
10* @
A
standard
[at 9*c @ 9gc;
lOSc; powdered 10*@ 10|c; granulated 10* R lOfo.-at
SW
at
in
bulk
crude
@
6|;
6|
Petroleum dull,
Naval Stores—jjg*133 @ 13fc; cases at 18| @ 19ic.
WilTar
15.
10
dull;
at2
strained
@2
in is~quiet;
at 38jc.
mington at 2 37J. Turpentine dull; Spirits been
as
Ocean Freights—Tn e engagements have
to
follows; to Liverpool by steam, grain lOd; asking
orders
and
Cork
to
2s
at
bbls
1000
6d;
London by sail,
asking rate is 7s @ 7s 3d; British Channel 6s 6d per
or asked.
Gold opened at 114| and closed at 114f.
The Cotton market quiet.
Chicago, Feb. 15.—Flour is dull and held at previous prices; shipping extra held at 4 00 @4 25; Minnesota at 4 50 @ 5 00. Wheat is steady at 833c cash;
Nkw Yobk

—

—

e*# IW.

O-tSU tend iuau.il,

ucfjv,

--

.7,

Corn quietat 62} @ 62*c for cash; 63c
seller March; 64c seller April; 70*@70*c seller lor
for
seller February;
May. Oats quiet at
seller March; 53c teller April; 56*c seller for May.—
and
active
at
92*c. Barley
Rye quiet an<l firm; sold
April;
higher at 1 06* seller for March; 104 seller
1 U5| bid cash. Whiskey is unsettled; held at 107.
Provisions-Pork steady at 18 22* @ 18 25 for seller
March; 18 52* @ 18 55 for seller April; 18 00 for seller
May. Lard steady at 13 52* @ 13 55 seller ior13March;
45 for
13 72* @ 13 75 seller for April; nominally at
cash. Cut Meats are firm; shoulders soldat 6}c for
at
sold
shoulders
Green
loose; short ribs held at 9}e;
Dressed Hogs quiet
9Jc; S P Ilams at 10* (g 10|c.
for
8
-5
heavy;
aud scarce; saleable at 7 75 for light;
ottered at 8 12* to arrive.
Freights are quiet and unchanged at 40 for grain
to New York.
On the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
86c seller
active and firmer at 84}c seller for
for April. Corn quiet and firm at 63* @ 63}c seller
at 70jc
for March; 64* @ eij^seller April; nomma'ly
seller May. Oats quiet aud firm at 52|c seller March;
at 52}c cash and ior
nom
hi 1 seller

sailer

Mav.

52*c

52|c

^NEW ORLEANS—Ar

CLARKE’S RHEUMATIC EEIX1K

1

PENSACOLA—Ar 12th, schs Petrel, Merritt, Belize Hon: F G Warner, Kimball, Cientuegos.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld t!lh, seh M W Drew, Chapies, New York.
,r
DARIEN—Ar 8tli, sch Grace Bradley, Turner,

SapOKT KOYAL, SC—Cld 12th,Ech A H Perry, Hale,
SC—Ar 10th inst,seh Ridgewood,
^GEORGETOWN,
York.
Johnson. New

Alfred Keen, Pillsbury. New York.
BALTIMORE—Cld 13th, sch Telumab, Fossett, for
West Indies.
p
NEWCASTLE, DEL-Ar I3th, brig Agenora, from
Matanzas for Philadelphia.
^
E
Dale, fm
At Delaware Breakwater 13th, brig Geo

CHARLESTON—Cld 9th, sch

..

...

Matanzas.
NEW FORK—Ar 13th. schs Nancy W Smltb.Tooker, Rio Janiero 00 days via Hampton Roads; Maggie
Todd. Richardson, St Domingo 15 days.
Ar 15th, steamer Geo Cromwell, Portland; barques
Richardson, Cienfueg03; A C Adams, from

Idaho,

ton lor Bairimore.

cures

in

Charleston.
Sid 7th, seh M E

For sale liy Druggist and Medicine dealers generally.
Price 551 per bottle, six for $5, Wholesale by
II. II. liny, mill l,hn W Prrkiua &
Portlantl, Jlnidr.
,ndeod&wcowtf51
0C16

foreign ports.
At Singapore Dec 31, ships C H Southard, Town,
for Penang, to fill up tor Loudon, at £3 tor bag sugar,
£3 5s tor baskets, and £1 for hides; David Brown,
Colcord, unc.
At Rangoon Jan 1. ships Annio Fish, Houses, and
Nonantum, Foster, for Europe.
Sid tm Batavia Dee 15th, bng Josie C Hazeltmo,
Hodgdon, Sourabaya, to load for United States.
Ar at Leghorn 27th ult, barque Templar, Bartlett,
n

...

April;
53}c
seller February.
40
Receipts—4063 bbls flour, 26,020bush wheat, 3430
870 bush corn, 16,020 bush oats, 400 bush rye,
busli of barley: 1245 dressed hogs.
Shipments-—7044 bbls flour, 31,624 busb wheat 20,406 bush corn, 11,078 busu oats, 1750 bush rye, 2930
ousb barlev; 1001 dressed hogs.
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 15.—Petroleum Oil Cjeek
markets—Titusville opens quiet ami firm at 1 5o
1 57* for upper roads; Petroleum Centre is quiet anu
firm; Rousevdle quiet aud firm at 1 45 @ 1 50; lniout
firmer at 1 20 @ l 22* bid at the wells; Parkers-tone
28}
of the market firm, very few sellers, United at
bid; no sellers; Union 1 25; outside lines at 112* (g
115.

Cincinnati, Feb. 15.—Provisions steady and
Bacon
Pork generally held at 19 00.
shoulders at 8c; clear rib sides at 10i@ lie; clear
sides at ll*c. Sugar cured hams 13c. Cut Meats
>
shoulders at 81 @ 8}cs; clear rib sides at9}
for
clear shies at $10} @10*c. Lard at 13} @ 13 6o
have
steam lemlered; 14* @ 14* for kettle rendered.
reHogs dull and abont 4000 unsold at 6 85 @ 7 -5;
ceipts 2168 head, Whiskey quiet at 110.
No
Toledo. Feb. 15.—Wheat is higher and quiet;
1 Amber Michigan at 1 08*. Corn is a shade higher
and quiet; high Mixed at67c cash; 70c seller April.
Oats are a shade higher and quiet; No 2 at 57c. CloDressed Hogs at 8 25 @ 8 40.
ver Seed at 6 40.
bush Wheat, 11,200 bush Com, 0,un-

changed.

Receipts-^,000
bush Oats.
~_
bush Corn,
Shipments—4,800 bush Wheat, 48,400
0,000 busli Oats.
Detroit, Feb. 15.—Flour steady. Wheat-nothing
at 111;
doing and unchanged; extra White Michigan
No 1 White 1 09; No 1 Amber at 1 07* @ 1 08, Com is
quiet; No 1 Mixed 68c. Oats nominal.
31 <5
Receipts—300 bbls flour, 3330 bush wheat,
000

_

bush corn, 0000 bush oats.
0000
Shipments-420 bbls flour, 0000 bush wheat,
bush corn, 00 bush oats.
1
MilMilwaukee, Feb. 15.—Wheat is steady ;No
waukee 91c; No 2 Milwaukee at 85*c cash; 85}c for
seller March; 86Jc for seller April. Corn is steady;
2at o0c.—
high Mixed at 64c. Oats are quiet; No
2 Spring
Rye firm; No at 1 05. Barley is firm; No
at 1 10*.
*
Receipts—000 bbls flour. 5,000 bush wheat.
Shipments-220 bbls flour. 22,000 bush wheat.
Charleston, Feb.
15 @ 15}c.

15.—Cotton is quiet; Middling

uplands

15.—Cotton—buyers aud seller
apart; Middling uplands 15}c.
New Orleans,Feb. 15.—Cotton eaeicr: Middling
uplands at 14gc.

barque Adolph Engler,

25th ult,

ioik.

,,,,

,.

10th

—

port.

_

MARRIED.
In Augusta, Feb. 9, E. P. Dolley and Miss E. M
Robbins, both of Vassalboro.
In East Hebron, Jan. 30, S. I\. Phillips and Miss
Clara Bailey.
In Rockland, Feb. 9, Lewis Horau*and Miss Louisa
IT

Matanzas
At Rio Grande Dec

26, sell Edie Waters, Barnes,

*°AratGuantanamo 13tn,brig Lydia H Cole,Rose,
10th inst. brig Adele McLoon,
^Shl fm^Oienfuegos
York.

Munroe, New
n
fm
Ar at St Jago 2d inst, sch S B Hume, Diggms,
Cardenas*
Sid 6th inst. sch Annie P Chase, Poole, New York;
8th, brig A J Ross, Lothrop, Boston; sch Alzena,

Plummer, do.
trom
in port 4th inst, brigs P M Tinker, Bernard,
ior
St Jago, to load for New York; Morancy, Leland,
**
Catbariea 10th, sch Cassie Jameson, Jame-

Ar°at

Sid 9tli, sch H J Holway, Holmes, for Delaware

^Ar Havana

at
1st, biigs Fannie H Jennings, Mahoney, Baltimore via Cardenas; sch Sea Lyon, trom
Cienfuegos for Portland.
Ski 12th, brigs Ii W Messer, Hewett, tor Caibarien,
Lewis Clark. Smith, for New York; sch Hannaa McLoon. iveene, North ot Hatteras.
Ar at Sagua 10th, sch George S Hunt, Dexter, from

Providence.
XT
In port 1st, sch St Croix, Foss, to load for North of
Hatteras.
Ar at Matanzas 11th, sch Carrie M Richardson,
Richardson, Portland: 12th, bng Nellie Clifford, lapley, Havana; sch Clara Smith, Keen. do.
Annie K Storer, Adams, North of
Sid
.*

lath, brig

Hatteras.
Ar at Cardenas 11th, sch Ada J Simonton. Hall,
Jsew York
Ii H Wright, Meyers, and Ada FulSid
ler. for North of Hatteras.
Ar at St John, NB, X3th inst, hng Wm Mason, Adams, Cienfuegos.
...

10th,’brigs

SPOKE*.
16, lat 23 S, ion 49 W, barque Norwegian, from
Cardiff for Callao.
Jau 27. oft'Start Point, ship Nelson, Malls, from
Liverpool for Pensacola. I
Feb 14. off Highland Light, barque Eliza M'hite,
Dec

_

from Matanzas for Boston.

persistent and systematic
cured, by
relieved,
biluse of this sovereign remedy. Intermittent and
ious remittent fevers may he surely prevented by a
mild
daily use of this powerful but pleasant and
tonic. Physical vigor is the best armor in which to
encounter disease. Secure it by recourse to the Bitbut

Goodenow.
In Baltimore, Feb. 10, Mrs, Addie G., wife of F. L.
Clayton of Baltimore, aud only daughter of S. G.
aud Ellen Pike of Calais.
in Wayne. Feb. 6, Mrs. Lydia, wife of Capt. Dan’l
True, aged 73 years 4 months.
DEPARTURE of steawsiiips.
Dale.
From
For
Fame.
City of Mexico.New York. .Hav AVCruz.Feb 16
16
.Liverdo* 1.Feb 17

.Liverpool.Feb

Wisconsin.New

York.
York.

_

Dyspepsia.
Dyspepsia is the most discouraging and distressing disease man is heir to. Americans are particusuch as
larly subject to this disease and its eflects;
sour stomach, sick headache, habitual costivencss.
Heartburn, water-rash, gnawing aud burning rains
in the pit of the stomach, coming up of the food
coated tongue, disagreeable taste in the mouth, imthe Stomach aud Liver.
pure blood and all diseases of
Two doses of Green’s August Flower will relievo
is not a case in the
you at once, and there positively
United States it will not cure. It you doubt this go
to your Druggist, and get a sample bottle ior 10 cents
Sold bv W. F.
aud try it. Regular size 75 cents.
PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.
TT&S&wcow
oc2

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Canima.New

York. .Bermuda.Feb 18

Abyssinia... .•.New

One Bale Scotch Crash for 10c
Actually worth l»c.

yard,

One Case More 4-4 Boot Bleached Cottons,
Niue

For

yard (9c.) Very t heap

cent*

One Case 4.4 Wansutta Bleached Cottons 10c yard.
Agent’* price 10 I-Jr
One Case Barkers Mills 121*2c. yard.
Manufacturer’* price l.‘k l-’Jc.
ALSO
—

—

Styles.Merrimac.Coclieco,
Oriental, DunneU, and Garners Prints,

Five Cases

new

For

Nine rent. yard.

Pieces new “Patterns,” Prints,
Marked 4-4, But Measure only 7-8
yard for 12 l-2e.

21

Actually worth I7c.

7

Bales Brown Cottons at about 3*4 t«
lc yard, less tliau Wholesale Prices.

Linens,

Damasks,
anil Diapers,

Doylies.

(Juilts,

—

AT

—

AWFUL I.OW PIIIC'Est.

One Case of assorted Piano and Table
Covers, at Decided Bargains.
All of Our Dress Goods Marked Down.
9 Pjecej (nine) Silk Poplins,
These

Lyon* Poplin*.
We nhall sell then* for 9 lc yard.

the be*t

are

ja28

TKV

TU

TICKETS TO OR FROM BOSTON

2.5 O

BAESAM !

BOTANIC

Via Boston & Maine

Only 35 centsCoughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throat, Chest and

From

AN

DwiinRiiiMhfd

n

CASE

INCURABLE

a
Mr. Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir—I desire to say
1
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam.
from
severe
a
cough
very
have been a Butiterer from
the first of last November, trying a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
when a
improvement, uutil the middle ot March,
friend brought this balsam to my notice. I tried the
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin gave me,
and I had no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking the first dose the cough
less than
entirely left me. Tne result seemed little
miraculous. I have sent more than a score or sutlor the
Hanover
38
?t.,
ferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No.
so far as 1 learn, in every instance with

remedy, and,
marked success.

Kespccifuhy^ours,

SUTTER
Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney and Counselorsat-Law, 27 Tremont St.]

Zion’s Herald,
u Alonzo S. Weed, publisher cf
35 Bromfield St., Boston.]
BalSeveral bottles of Adamson's Botanic Cough
with ths most gratsam have been used in my family
esteem it as one of the best ot
We
results.
ifying
medicines.

rFro

ou

ucu

:—
Messrs C. Way &
Your Compound Styrup of lungwort help.il
1 can
medicine I ever tried.
of
anv
me the quickest
only say irit helps others as It has my fiimily, they
it
at
would not be without
any price.

Co

^

certify

I

that the above

stntemenya true.^^

C. WAY & CO.. Apothecaries.
Corner Cumberland & Myrtle Street,
Portland, Me.
de22sn3m*
____£.--.

TEN PER CENT. INTEREST.

/10

per
COOK COUNTY ILLINOIS.
cent. School District Bonds. Coupons payable Jan.!
in New York, or at our office-8560 each: also other
seveu, eight aud ten per cent, municipal securities.
These represent the first claim on the entire propeity
and the combined wealth of Cities, Towns, Counties
and School Districts; well selected; no loss; security
absolute. Bought and sold by GEODGE WM. BALLOU, Banker, 72 Devonshire Street, Bostou. Write

#15,000.

al6eod3m

particulars.

for

f5OW)0REWARD.
THE

Notice,

Special

u

BUY AND TRY.

HEAD,

$5000~~ GOLD.

FIRE

OF

BOARD

NATIONAL

OF

BEWARE

80,1

anil after Jau. 1, 1875. the chamber lu second
the
story now occupied by F. M. Kater & Co., ou
Apply to
corner of Cross aud Middle Sts.
HENKY DEEDING,
No. 65 Exchange St.
de28sntf

of Bouton.

Lamer

STREET

KXCHANSB

Ja26

On

fimi.

$5000 FOR

WM, ALLEN. JR.,
II

NO.

a

LuDgs, and all diseases
leading to Consump-

Eastern Railroad.

or

For sale by

An unfailing Remedy for

UNDERWRITERS
AND

COUNTERFEITS

a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
detection, conviction and punishment of tb« par
parties charged with the crime' f arson, in
fy
tiring the premises situate at No. R Bradford street,
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. D.
Jost, on November 10th,and again on Dec. 9th. 1ST4 ;
said reward wilt be paid only on due proof being
furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said oriminals, and expires
by limitation in one year from this date unless other-

Hereby offers

IMITATIONS
The high reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM for the cured Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding ot the Lungs and ConThe
sumption, has given rise to spurious compounds.
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC-COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK VV. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protoct yourselves from imposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “F.
\V. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta. Maine,,* are blown
$5000 for a better article.
n the glass of the bottle.

TO

FAIL

DON’T

the

or

wise ordered.
By order of the
New

TBY IT.

The following are a few of the names of those who
have used this remedy: Mrs. Gov. Cony, Mrs. Hon.
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Governor
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lam bard, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lang, Hon. J. J. Eveletb, Mayor of AugusF.
ta; Rev. Dr. Ricker. Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C.
Col.
Penny, Rev. Wm. A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood,
WoodT.
J.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon.
ward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, President First National Bank: Hon. B. H; Cushman,
President Granite Natioual Bank; S. W. Lane, Secretary ot Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor; Charles
litij.,

II tic

s-

liniiivm

WV.,

Taylor, Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook and many
others in Providence; W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
and lifty thousand others too numerous to mention.
Hold by all Druggists.
sneodaeow6m

dec4

CAUTION.
the last three years been sending out
Sample Bottles of Boschee’s German Syrup for
Coughs, Colds, Consumption, and all diseases of the
Throat and Lungs. We now find other parties advertising Sample Bottles in the same way. All we
have seen of these little Sample Bottles contain Ether
for
or Chloroform, intended only to dry up a cough
*Bc areful to call for BOSCIIEE’S
a day or two.
GERMAN SYRUP which contains no Ether, ChloWe have for

or Opium, but the secret of its success is in a
German Extract ot the active principles ol Gum Arabic, and Physicians buy our medicines and use it in

roform

their practice successfully. Sold by W. E. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.

TT&S&weowly

■&e25

COCOH
EUROPEAN
CEARKE’H
RENIDIr-This well-known remedy is still the
best remedy known for the cure of obstinate and long
standing coughs, and Pulmonary diseases in general
Many persons, who for months had been emaciated
by coughing, night sweats and raising of blood, have
been speedily cured by the European Cough Remedy
For sale by druggists generally; $1.00 per bottlo, six
de2Ideod&weow52tfsn
or $3.00.
For Coughs, Colds and Consumption.
the most approved and reliable remedy is the wellknown VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM.
Be careful to get the genuine.
Price, large bottles
$1; small (old style) 50 cents. CUTLER BROS. &
CO., Wholesale Druggists, Proprietors, Boston.
snW<&Si&tamw48
no25

CHOI

CE Cl H ENT
U
nut

Coal at H7.50,valuCooking Coal, nnd for Base Burners,and is low. CRI ME PICTOU COAL,
at S7.50, excellent for Open Grates and
cheap. GENUINE ACADIA, we say genuto be plentifully
ne for ACADIA seems
advertised b> those who have it not. All
these andOTHER COACH; alss HARD
and HOFT NTICKINGN nnd SLABS,
nre delivered promptly nud Hntisfaclorily
upon call nt No. 266 CO.M.MERCI At. NT.
able

Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
dec23*ntf
York. Dec. 17th, 1874.

The Republicans ot Windham are hereby request
ed to meet at the town bouse in said town on
SATURDAY, the 20th inat, at two o’clock P. M■, for
the purpose of nominating a Board of Town Officers
for the en
OF TOWN COMMITTEE.
Iebl6dlt&wlw
Windham, Feb. 15th, 1875.

0mVpiU

Cruelty

to Animals.

Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to AniMr. A. M. SAWmals hereby give public notice that
of the Society,
YER bas been duly elected agent
The

They therefore request that prompt
given him of cases of neglect, abuse

information be

or

other

cruel-

take steps to corty to animals in order that he may
to strict and
rect the same and bring the offenders
Free St.
He may be found at No. 30

speedy justice.
notified by mail at that address.
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY, JR., President.
febll<12w
Portland, Feb. 10,1875.

MRS. A. II. EMERSON,
.‘SO Free Struct,
Teacher of the Pianoforte. T< rms 920 for a course
Refers bv permission to Mr.
of twenty lessons.
Kotzschmar, and Mr. J. W, Tufts, Boston, Mass.

feblOsnit

Consumptive*, Tnl&u Notice.
Every moment of delay makes your cure

hopeless, aud
of a remedy.

sndtf

NOTICE.—All officers, sailors
or injured in
can obtaiu a
Pension by addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late
Surgeon in United States Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St.. New York City. Communications prompt-

and soldiers, wounded, ruptured
PERSONAL
however slightly,
tbo late

Rebellion,

ly answered.

PINE

FLOORING

BOARDS ,in lots to suit purchasers,
SOUTHERN
to close
a

consignment

my28

and

STEP

for

sale low

RYAN & KELSEY
No. 161Commercial Street

F.

EXCHANGE

Judicious

more

choice

testimony in favor of

UIU1UUIV

BO

—

« «.«•»

Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates of
many persons of the highest respectability, who have
been restored to health, after being pronounced incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted bv the employment of iwo other remedies
which Dr. Scbenck provides for the purpose. These
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By tin* timely use of these
medicines, according to directions. Dr. Scbenck certifies that

most any

case

of

Consumption

be

may

cured.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from 9 to 3 o’clock:
Jan. 13tli and 27ch, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
10th and 24th. Consultation free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Rcspirometor, the
price is 35.
Dr. Scbenck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be
addressed.
eodJfcwlysnll
mb 12

AGENCIES.
__

C. J. WHEELEB,
lEnSPAPEBADVERTlttlllGAUENT
No. 5 Washington Building,
PROVIDENCE. R. I.

GEORGE P. ROWELL A CO

,

AZ>t BBTIftlNTCS AGENTS
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers in Priuting Materials of every descrii»<Um
Jype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

S. HI. PETTEWCILL a CO.’S
ADVERTISING

AGENf«

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Provinces.

DODD’S
ADVERTISING
121

AGENt

V,

WAS HI A G TON S TOE El, BOS TON.

in the
Advertisements reeeiued for every
United States and British Provinces at tne lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
aud estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

Paper

T. C. EVANS,
ERS’
10C

PRINT-

WAREHOUSE,

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood and Metal Tyne and all kinds of
Advertisements inerted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

Printers’ Materials.

Portland Daily Press

Decorations, dee..
49 1-2

the

ADVERTISING AGENCY A

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,

mc3

The amount of

oc29snly

FOR KALE.

depends on

sumption, far exceeds all that ran be brought to support ihe pretensions of any other medicine. See Dr.

JOS. II. POOR & BRO.
fehlO

much

171. tTVUtliVIV O

ns n

STREET.,

LEAVITT.
___codsn

A.

C. R. GRANT
Will receive a limited number of pupils in Oil Paintand obj cots
ng, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 91
Middle Street.

Job

Printing

_veilsneodtf
I. O. O. F.

The monthly meeting of the Odd Fellows* Mutual
Relief Association will be held at Odd Fellows
Hall,TUESDAY EVENING, Feb. 16th, at7Jo clock.

fel3na3t

Per order,

JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec.

TUCREKSPRINTING
Caucus.

or

77 1*2 Dozen Towels at .half price.
One Bale Kussia Crash for 10c yard.

E. T. ELDEN & CO.
STREET, PORTLAND,

ADAMSON’S

a

ters.

rington

In Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth, Feb. 14. Frankie
A., sou of Capt. Alpheus and Louisa A. Henley, aged
5 years 1 month 9 days.
In Windham. Feb. 6. Mrs. Sarah Elder, aged 81 yrs
In Bethel, Feb. 3, Mrs. Hattie S., wife of Thomas
S. Flint, aged 27 years.
In Calais, Dec. 23, Mrs. Nellie E., wile of Mr. L. C.

_

mineral Bcmedie, Superseded.
All except those who refuse to be convinced by the
most positive proof, admit the infinite superiority of
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters to the mineral remedies
which it has to a very great extent superseded, and
which, it is to he hoped, for the sake ot the human
stomach, may eventually be abandoned altogether*
The Bitters are a most potent corrective of disorders
of the liver, stomach and kidneys. Habitual constipation, dyspepsia, bowel complaints, and the numerous and changeful symptoms which indicate internal
weakness or disease, are in every instance not only

‘in

DIED.

,_

fm
Ar at Holyhead 27th ult, ship C H Soule, Gray,
Maulmain tor Queenstown.
Sid tm Belfast, 1,13th, sch Aldanah Rokes, Rhodes,

Paine.
St George. Jan. 30, Jas. H. Prattt of St George
and Miss Rose Young of Liberty.
In Bueksport, Jan. 27. Capt. S. W. Nichols of Orand Miss Abbie H. Gray of Bueksport.
J

FAIL

DON’T

m

inst, ship ltaska, Cotton, for

Savannah, Feb.

European markets.
London. Feb. 15—12 30 P INI.—Americau securities
—Erie 25* @ 25}.
Liverpool, Feb. 15—12.30 P. M. Cotton market
easier and prices declined a fraction; Middling uplands at 7} @ 7|d; do Orleansat 7}d; sales 12,000
bales, including 2000 bales tor speculation and ex-

for 95c each,

(Juilis

!l FREE

!_/.

Sid fm Messina 20th ult, brig Caroline Eddy, Dodge
New York.
P
c„„
Sid tm Havre 27th ult, ship Borneo, Shaw, for SanHavre
<J‘sS°ftn
United States.

Rates

Manufacturer’* price $1.10-

__

leans.

SAr at^Naples

Agent'* price $3.30.

One Case

SUFFERERS,

Van Cleaf. Tbrml-.ke, Charleston;
lor New Or-

9th, barque Adelia Carlton, Washburn,

strout. i>ew

DOLLAR!) UK UESCt.

FIVE

price*
are now

we

ottering
One Case Holland Blankets for $4.50 pair*

Napkins,

all their forms. It is sure, sate and cheap. The
ror
worst cases of twenty years standiug curd

_

VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 10th,sch J B Marshall,
Marshall. Darien tor St John, NB.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-In port 12th, bng Arthur
Willie Luce,
Egleso; schs Amos Walker. J A Potter.
Freddie
J B Marshall, Chas S Rogers, H A DoWitt,
Walter. Florence Mayo. '1 bos N Stone. Carrie Heyer,
Starlight.
Seventy-Six.
Cook Borden,
BOSTON—Ar 13th, sch Ella M Watts, Watts, Irom
Charleston.
Cld 13th, seh Georgio Shepard Etch, Charleston.
'GLOUCESTER—Ar 12th, schs Bengal, Congdon,
do
from Boston for Rockland; Exeter, Pendleton,
fordo; Ida lluoson, Keuniston, do tor Wiscasset. lor
ROCKPORT, 5IE—Sid 3d, sch Aneroid, ialbot,

Mare^

nally

°3tii,

CM
barque Arcturus. Bent, Bremen; brigs
tor
Jeremiah, Ford. Cardenas; Florence. Matthews,
Pernambuco; schs Hester, Htggms, and GL Kradly.
for
McKenzie,
Isaac
Keene,
Smith. Jacksonville ;
N
s Addle Murchie,
scl
13th,
HOLE—Sid
WOOD’S
Metcalf, and and Sami C Hart, Kellev, Wilmington.
NEWPORT—In port 12th, schs L Holway, Bryant,
tteebawNew York tor Providence; Seguin, Rogers.
Boskenfor Fall River; Laura E Messer, Gregory,

few of the many bargains

a

KlicumatHm and Neuralgia

..

Albert
Cld 13th, ship Tbeobold, Adams, Havre; sch
W Smith, Leavitt, Genoa.
R
Lewis, Gilley,
MOBILE—Ar 13tb Inst, sch Annie

C

...

Lozenges just what they need,
compact and inodorous that they may

carried in the veet pocket, and as an aperient or
laxative these Lozenges have no equal.
Hoxpm ttOr. »enl
c. large
Trial Koxm
by mail free of poxtage lo any adilrexM.
For sale bv E. S. Harrison <& Co., No. 1 Tremont
seOsneodly
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggists.

13th, sch S E Fabeus, Ly-

man, Ruatan.

so

i;OOD*.

AT —
or Manufacturer*

Jobber’* price II l-4c.

am.
require increase of dose, do not exhaust, are
and f r elderly persons, females ami children,
move the bowels
at
taken
Two
niglit
the
just
thing.
Warranted in all cases oi
once the next morning.
the Piles ami Falling of the Rectum. We promas
ise a cure for all symptoms of DYSPEPSIA, such
STimAcii,
Oppression After Eating, Sour
Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loiss,yellowness OF THE SKIN AND EyES,SlCK HEADACHE,
Coated Tongue,Billiousness,Liver Coeplaim
Cuss of appetite, Debility, Monthly I AiNS
faintand all Irregularities, Neuralgia,

they are

RICH AND

anc*

never

be

entire stock of
MHV PRICED

their

We mention

COSTI/ENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,

ness &c.
Travellers find the

DAYS ONLY,

TWENTY-TIIREE

FOR

all the Medical Jourby
the most Agreeable,

Convenient, iLifectiy©
Sure Kemetly lor

as

now

—

HA.RRI SON’S

Indorsed
nals as

their Block aini buBiuewt
oiler

in

Antic'pating a change

lie** than Jobber*

PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.

..

^

the most Prolific

Source of ill Health.

|>OKT OF PORTLAND,

S

E. T. ELDEN A CO.,

H Chandler, C. M. Richardson, F. W. Buxton,
Prompters.
^29
_BueodPmMWF.

DR.

1 875.

0,

CLOSING SALE
PREVIOUS TO TAKING ACCOUNT OF
STOCK AND MAKING REPAIRS.

CHANDLER, LEADER.

^Dostiveness

1

FEBRUA RY,

Office 27 Market Square.

Sun

.Holiday, Feb. 15.
ARRIVED
Sch Lottie Ames, Nash, Boston, to load heading for
New York. Passed huge fields of ice all the way between the two ports.
CLEARED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, Eastport and St
John, NB—A R Stubos.
&
Barque A C Bean. Cheney. Buenos Ayres—A

*

H

».

...

MARINE

BAND

—

ORCHESTRA.

...

Mittiatnre Alinauac....... February 10.
Sunrises.6 56 1 High water.7.15 AM
sets.5.311 Moon sets. 4.50 AM

AND

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL_NOTICES.

Feb 20

Utopia.New York. Glasgow.Feb 20
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 20
Alps.New York. Hayti, &c. ...Feb 20
.Feb 20
llecla.. ..Boston.Liverpool..
Feb 20
Pereire.New York.. Havre
23
&c..Feb
New
York.
.Jamaica,
Andes.
.Feb 24
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool
Fet>25
.New
York. .Hamburg....
Frisia..
Scandinavian.Portland
Liverpool.... Feb 27
Henry Chauncy... New York.. Aspinwall... Feb 27
Feb 27
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool
City of Brooklyn...New York. .Liverpool... Feb 27
Feb 27
Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow
Celtic. New York .Liverpool.Feb 2«

,,

.....

A Tenement House

A fire iu Lindsey, Canada, yesterday

little higher in consequence. The fishermen just arthem quick, while in
riving with haddock get 5c for
10c.
Potatoes come
Boston, Saturday, they brought
The Grain market
In slow and bring good prices.

Session.

115 exchange street.
All orders, eithe
prompt attention

personal

by mail,

ICES,

HOUSE

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

or

OFF

WM. M.

MARKS,

♦

will receive

iy24dttsn

Stop that Cough.
No pulmonary complaint, however obstinate, can
resist the healing influence of Dr. Morri’s Syrup of
Tar, Wild Cherry and Horehound. For coughs, colds,
hoarseness, sore threat, asthma and bronchitis, for
Croup and preventive of consumption it has no
equal. Clears and strengthens the voice of speakers
and singers. Contains no opium or otiier dangerous
ingredient and is pleasant to take. Is the best known
remedy for \\ hooping Cough.* If everything has
tailed in your case call on A, S. Hinds, Preble House;
T. G. Lor in g, Exchange and Federal St.: Dr. C. L.
Holt, 653 Congress St.; C. B. Woodman, Saccarappa:
Dr. Keen, Gorhauy or E. P. Westou, Frveburg, and
ask about it. J. W. Perkins & Co., and^T. F. PhiloclOeodtf
lipB & Co., General Agents,

M A N A G E K
Posters, Hand Bills, Bill Heads,

Cards, Tags, &c., printed
notice.

at short

•

Superior

the press.

PREFEBRUARY CIVIL TERM. 1875—SYMONDS, J.,
SIDING.
Monday.—James L. Green vs. John T. Rogers.
to recover fo.

1875

TUESDAY MORMIKG, FEB. 16,

account annexed
services in the repair of a yacht. Defence-settlewithout the
ment. Case was tried before the court
intervention of a jury. Dicisiou for defendant.

Assumpsit upon

~

the press

MoSt.

B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Wentworth,
out of the city.
Bros., on all trains that run
At Biddeiord, of Plllsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
S. Carter.
At Watervlile, of J.
At Bath ofJ. O. Shaw.
French Bros, and Stevens & Cn.
At Lewiston, of

=CITy'aND
New

JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.
Daniel P. Anthoin.
Monday.—James L. Sears vs.
for blacksmith workAction on account annexed
done for defendant’s tather.

vicinity.

Defence-work
debt 88-05. Appealed.
Judgment for plaintiff,
Vinton.
88.65.

Motley & B.
Dean. Action on account
Mary J. Eepan vs. Peter
non suit.
annexed for rent-813.55. Plaintiff
& LFrank.

_]^tler

Caucus—The Republicans.

Brief Jottings.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

in this city
The grosbeak [birds
that they will eat seed from a person’s hand.
It is
pretty cool when dojr bells freeze
are so

Money- Lost.
J. K. Duran—Trunks and Valises.

Agents—Chang Chang.
Agents—Wanted.

in as they do here now.
It was 31° below in Norway Sunday.
Officer Rich arrested three boys yesterday for
stealing bark from cars on Commercial street.

Samples—Agents.
Shipwright and Caulkers—A. K. P. Leighton & Co.
Free

Wanted—Situation,

_

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

"POST

Officer Gribben arrested five young men yesterday foi coasting in the street.
John F. Morrison, the pedestrian, who started on Monday last to walk from Portsmouth,

OFFICE.
Postmaster.

C. W. GODDAltD
J. W. YOKK

Assistant

N. H., to Halifax, reached Bangor at about 7
o’clock Saturday night. It is understood that
he will not walk any further, as it is claimed
that there has been some failure ou|tho part of

Postmaster.

Office Hours.
a m

open

from 9 to 10

to 8.30 p m, Sundays

excepted.

for Carriers and General Debt ery

those who

a m.

City Delivery.
house door
public arc requested to adopt the in
result
letter-boxes, the use of which will letters. greatly
of
the
delivery
increased rapidity in
will be secured
Free deli ery of letters by Carriers
to the street and
by having them plainly addressed
have
>o person need call at the office, for all may
withmail matter left at their residences regularly,
out risk or charge.
disThree deliveries will be made daily, in all the
m. and in
4
tricts, viz; at 8 and 10 a. m., and at p.
the business portions of Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, (the
heart of the city,) an additional delivery at 1.30 p.m.
Collections
Arc made on week days at 7 and 11.15, a. m., and
at 2 and 8 p.m. On Sunday one collection at 8p.
..

Arrival and Departure of Mail*.
Arrive at 1.00
intermediate offices.
Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.40 and 9.0e

Boston and
and 8.00 p m.

P

Arrive at 5.00 p

Boston and the West.

m.

lutermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Arrive at 1.00 and 8.00 p m. Close at
Railway.
8.30 a m and 2.40 pm.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 1.00 p. m.
and 4.45 a m. Close at 8.30 a m, 2-40 and 9.00 p m.
routes.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, aud connecting
Arrive at 3 pm. Close at 12 m.
at
9.05 a
Arrive
routes.
Augusta aud connecting
and o pm. Close at 12 m and 7 20 p m.
Arrive
East.
the
Express, Augusta, Bangor and
at 12.45

Close at 9 pm.

am.

Skowbegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3 p m. Close at 12 m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive

at

Close at 12.45 p

3 pm.

m.

Morning Northwestern by G. T. R.
Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston aud Auburn. Arrive at 9.05 a m, 3 and
e.lOpm. Close at 6.15 am, 12 in, and 7.20 pm.
Rochester, N. H., and intermadiate offices. Arrive
Arrive at 9

a

in.

ai

lu.iua

anu i.zo

m,

in.

p

ciubc

at

(.»»<****,

«*«*

North Conwav and other offices on the P. & O. R.
R. Arrive at 10.50 a m, and 5.00 p in. Close at 7.00
а.

nj. and 1.00 pm.

Arrive at 3 p

By the Bridgton Stage.

б. 30

m.

Close at

^

moorings.

left her moorings and drifted to eastward. The
Eleonora went through about 110 miles of ice
on her passage to Portland.
The Cumberland temperance association will
hold its next

m.

Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 pm.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edwards Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing ot steamers. Close at 2.40 pm.
Foreign Mails for Allen Line from this port close
every Saturday at 3 p m.
__

Stated Meetings.
'■

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
first
the
Monday evening of each month.
The School Commit.ee meet the fourth Monday evening of each mouth.
MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
RITES.

Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday; Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third
Wednesday.
Chapters—Greenleaf R. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second
Monday.
Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday: St. AlbanB, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 P. M.; Grand Commaudery, Wednesday evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES.

LODGE—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.
Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J

cond Fri-

duy.

Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose CroUde H.,

third

Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
in March, June, September and December.

Friday

for an assault on a young man namLuke
ed Crawford, and would like to arrest
Maguire for the same offence.
The Dresser hoy whom we spoke of yesteras
home, has been found by his
last

night

I. O. O. F.
At Odd Fellows' Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothels, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D.,ot
K., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wed
nesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first aud third Saturdays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday in the
month.
TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars' Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, firBt and third Mondays in each
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.
Good Samaritan Brotherhood.—'Eastern Star
eveAssembly, No. I,meets in Deering, Wednesday
at Sons of
nings; lining Star Assembly, No. 2, meets
Temperance Hall Saturday evenings.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Head'
of Congres8
quarters at Mechanics’ Building, cornel
Business
and Casco Streets. Open day and evening.

meeting every

o’clock.

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
First 1 nursComer of Congress and Casco streets.

day in each month.

Young Men’s Christian Association-Comer
CongresB and Casco streets. Every evening.

Portland Fraternity—No. 353^ Congress street,
Every evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramliall Lodge, No. 3
MonThursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6,
avevenings; Pine Tree,No. 11, Friday evenings
t their Hall, Clapp’s Block. Market Square.
Army

Portland

Congress and Brown

Navy
streets. First
and

Union- Corner

Tuesday

in

each

month.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—CorSecond Saturday in
ner Congress and Casco streets.
each moqKi*
Payson Literary

Society'.—Meetings

Monday evening, Brown’s Block,
Congress streets, at 7* o’clock.

cor.

every
Brown and

Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivand evening.
ery of bookB, 2 to 6, 7 to 9, day
Bosworth Post G. A. K.-Meetings every Friday
corner of Congress and
in Mechanics’

Hall,

evening

Casco streets.

No

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps
Office.
1.3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express
2 at School
Plum Street, Tuesday evening; No.

Friday
House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,
and No. 4
evening; No. 3 on Wednesday evening, No.
361*
Hall,
at
Temperance
on Monday evening
Congress

street.

Templars—Arj

Independent Order of Good
Forest City
cana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday;
Tnurs
in Williams’ block, Congress street. Mystic,
bt.
Congress
ot
Hall,
Temperance
day, at Sons’
Iron Clad, Thursday, at Weat End.
library
public
and
institute
Portland
10 to 1
Open and free to all from
—

Cicy Building,
2 to 5 and 7 to

9._

niSCELLAilEOIIS NOTICES.
Magic of the Mouth —Odoriferous SOZOcomIIONT renders the mouth enchanting,
it imparts
posed of rare, antiseptic herbs; nower-like
whiteness to the teeth, a delicious
from
aroma to the breath, and preserves intact,
febl5 d&wlw
youth to age, the teeth.

Men’s heavy rubber boots only &2.50, of
Woousocket or Boston make, at Hall’s rubber
febhtf
Hotel.
store, under Falmouth
Why is it Popular?—Ask any fair-minded
it lias been
physician, or any family in which
Hales
deed, ask the whole Drug trade, why so
is
popuHoney of Hohehound and Tab
ot incures
the
The answer will be that
lar
is
it
everywhere
which
veterate coughs,
of conversation in
effecting, are the topics
and
village in the United
town
every city,
increasing
States. Its enormous and constantly
i-_
.1
*lw» errand fact, notorious
it contro s
throughout the whole country, that
,.

and masters every disease

leading

father at Pride’s Corner.
A woman named Cameron was arrested on
Centre street last night for making a disturbShe will be put before the Court this
ance.

morning.

in-

Does Advertising Pay?—There
or
stance on reconl of a well sustained system
advertising failing of success. in a
“My success is owing to my liberality

judicious

vertising.”—Bonner.
mou‘i advertised iny productions and made
e\."-Nicholas Lortaworth.
a
sure
is
‘‘Constant and persistent advertising

prelude to wealth.—Stephen Girard.
P
should
“He who invests one dollar in business
business
invest one dollar in advertising that
—A. T. Stewart.
with a com“Advertising has furnished me
petence.”—4)7)08 Lawrence.
I could
“Without the aid of advertisements
...

__

have doue nothing in my speculations.
the most complete faith in printer s ink.
vertising is the royal road to business,

I

nave
Adllur*

warn
__

Job Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at flip lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, J9
Wm. M.Marks.
Exchange St.
IMPORTANT TO TRAVKhKRS.
When you visit or leave the City of NEW
YORK, save annoyance and expense of cartage hire and stop at the GRAND UNION
HOTEL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL
DEPOT. It has over 350 elegantly furnished
rooms and is fitted up at an expense of $900,000. Elevator, steam and ali modern improvements. EuropeanPlan. The RESTAURANTS,
Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms are supplied
with the best the market can furnish—pricemoderate. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Stage,
a l
and Cars pass the Hotel every minute for
of the City. G. P.&W. D. HARRISON,

parts
Managers.

men

terday to try and

went down to Harps noli yesout the tug Tiger.

cut

Street Numbers Again.— It is surprising
that the owners and occupants of buildings in
little regard to having them
our city pay so
The civil engineer department,
numbered.
under direction of the City Council, has drawn
careful and accurate plans of our most important streets, giving the position of the buildings,
and numbering each door; and yet many are
heedlessly indifferent to adopting the new numrenumbered more
Middle street
bers.
than three years ago, but not more than twothirds of its residents and occupants have
adopted the new numbers. Tbe consequence
is that letters and packages are constantly failwas

their proper destination; this,when
half a dollar’s outlay ou the part of many of
those interested would remedy the evil. On
Congress street the residents and shop-keepers
have done better, but even here there are many
blocks and buildings on which the old numbers
are suffered to remain. The c ther streets that
have been renumbered

Spring, State, Pine,
Cumberland,Newbury and Portland.We understand that it is the intention of Mr. Beckett, in
his new directory, in all cases, to give the new
numbers; and we would earnestly call the attention of those interested to the matter.
Any one can ascertain his proper number by
calling at the city civil engineer’s room on the
second floor of the City Building,

oclO-lyb

are

Accidents —Yesterday morning a small son
of officer Blethen fell on the ice on Vaughan
street and cut his forehead badly.
Mr. Robert Hotchkiss fell ou the ice onJBack
Cove yesterday and broke one of his ribs:

the ice ou
Cedar street yesterday, and broke his arm.
Early yesterday morning the servant girl of
W. K. Hilton on Gray street, was awakened
Mrs. Hilton’s mother, who was nearly suf-

Edward Bennington fell

on

by

focated with coal gas. The girl arose to find
that the woman had fallen on the floor in a
stupor, and that Mr. and Mrs. Hilton were lying insensible on their bed-room floor. She at
once rushed out of the house and succeeded in

arousing tbe family of Mr. E. H. Burgin, next
door. Mr. Burgin entered the house and at
once sent for Dr. Buzzell, who succeeded in
It was a very narrow esthat in ten mincape and the physician said
utes the result would have been fatal to them.
Tbe family were very low yesterday but are out

arousiDg the family,

of

danger.__

Centennial Commission.—There was a meeting of the centennial commission, held at the
Falmouth yesterday afternoon. The resignation of Hon. C. P. Kimball as President of the
commission was offered, as that gentleman is
It was accepted and
about to leave the state.
J. H. McMullan, Esq., of this city, was elected
The following resolutions were
in his stead.

passed:

Whereas, the Hon. Charles P. Kimball being about to remove from this state, has deemed it necessary to resign the position of President of this Board,
Resolved, That our association with Mr. Kimball thus far has established a high sense of
the value of his energy and public spirit, and

also his devotedness to the interest of our state
and this Board, and that while we deeply regret the necessity which compels his resignation as our President, his removal from this
state will not involve his withdrawal as a member of our Board, but will increase his opportunities of promoting our object; that, therefore, wo positively insist upon a continuance of
his membership with us.
First Excursion of the Season.
Yesterday morning Messrs. C. E. Deering
and G. C. Reed, rode from Portland to Peak’s
harbor on the ice, a thing which has not been
possible before for thirty years, and brought
back the following document as evidence of
their ride:

Peak’s Island, Feb. 15, 1875.
This may certify that Charles E Deering and
George C. Reed drove from Portland in a
at this
sleigh drawn by one horse and arrived
being the first excursion
place at 11 a. in.— thisseason
of ’75.
to the Islands for the
The last team which came across the ice
this
was, I think, about
from Portland before
thirty years ago, when Mr. Joshua Morse (firm
of Howell & Morse) came over with a sleigh.
Wm. T. Jones,
Proprietor “Union House.’’

Hydbants.—There are a
Situation of
number of street hydrants just now which- are
frozen up, aud in case of a fire it would be exdifficult to obtain any water from
tremely
them.

It is

an

important fact that nearly

situated in
every hydrant which is frozen up is
the sidewalk, while the hydrants in the middle of the street, directly over the main pipe,
with hardly an exception, are not frozen. This
matter should be remembered when new bydrants are being put in.
Yesterday one of the
steamers
employed in the afternoon thawing out the sidewalk hydrants.
was

to consump-

in one
t"l’iKE’s Tooth-Ache Drops—Cured&wlw
miuu.e._febll is ne

*

leaving

day

Mr.

Thursday evening at 7t

this afternoon and even-

at the Congregational church, Cumberland
Centre. Good speakers will be present.
Officers Miles and Jackson arrested “Scotty”

ing to reach

Bi.de

ALDERMEN.
Permission was given A. J. Rich to move a
building from Cumberland to Kennebec streets.
W. B. Leavitt was sent to the Insane Asylum
BOARD OF MAYOR AND

Entertainment.—On Wednesday evening

The order from the lower Board in regard to
the enforcement of the law regarding snow and
ice on the sidewalks was laid on the table.
The following petitions were referred to the
next

best in the city. To add to the enjoyment of
the occasion H. I. Kohinson, Esq., will give seThe proceeds will go to Chris
lect readings.
The price of
tian and charitable purposes.

•admission is very reasonable.
The Weather.—During the past forty-five
thermometer at 7 a. m.
days the average of the
above zero. The average of
was nine degrees
in 1874 was
the corresponding forty-five days
a difference of ten
nineteen degrees, making
Five degrees bedegrees in the two periods.
is ordinarily
months
tween two corresponding

large difference.

_____

steamer did not
The Steamer —The Boston

of da maging
make a trip last night
harbor and in enterthe wheels in leaving this
harbor is not frozing Boston harbor. Boston
there because
not
is
easy
en up, but navigation
better to
of floating ice, and so it is thought
for

fear

lose a trip.
Grand Ball.—The bal masque to be given
Monat City Hall by the Mechanic Blues, next
Mr. Sloa grand affair.
to
be
is
evening,
day
soon ar%
cum, the costumer, from Boston, will
rive with his costumes, many of which will be
There will be severa.
in their designs.
novelties introduced, such as elephants, &c

Iuew
&C.

City Council:

Of John Taylor, asking that Sebago be introduced into the yard of the city hay scales;
of C. B. Nash et als., that a feuce be built
around the lot of the North School house; of
various persons for signs on the corners of
streets.
The Committee on Claims reported that Mr.
Mitchell and

should receive a

Mr. Thurston

for the injuries they received at
the fire at the American House.
Alderman Clement of the Committee on Fire
Department said that he considered the manufacturers of the ladders on which the men

compensation

hurt responsible for the injury done and
should make the city whole.
License as auctioneer was granted to A. Morwere

gan.
Petitions presented and referred—Of Chester
D. Small for permission to erect wooden buildfor
ing on Green street; of David Bobinson
to build a block of houses on Chestnut street.
Orders passed—That the Street Commissioner be authorized to open and grade St. John
street as fast as it may be deemed expedient;
that the subordinate city officers be required to
make their annual reports before the first of
to
March; that the City Auditor be authorized
transfer at the close of the fiuaucial year all
unapunexpended appropriations to “moneys
propriated”; that the assessment on sewers
built in Temple street bo certified to the City
Treasurer for collection; that the City Treas
the
urer be authorized to pay Samuel Thurston
at the
sum of $3000 for the injuries be received
American House, and to pay Albert S. Mitchell the sum of $500 for injuries received at the
time and place; that the Committee ou
same
Claims be ordered to examine the claims of the
city and see if it is expedient to commence an
action against Messrs. Hunneman to recover
damages resulting from their defective ladders;
that $7000 be appropriated f jr the payment of
current expenses for the remainder of the year;
that the City Treasurer be authorized to issue
bonds for the above amount. Adjourned.
IN COMMON COUNCIL.

Papers

from the upper Board were

passed

in

concurrence.

Councilman Hale offered an amendment to
his order in regard to putting signs on the corof streets. The amendment was that the
of the signs be not more than $1.75, and
that the work be done under the supervision of
the Committee on Street Lamps. Passed.

ners

cost

Adjourned.
Temperance.—The meeting at the City Hall
last evening was larger than any of its predemuch greater,
cessors, and the enthusiasm was
and if this meetiug is taken as an indication
of those to follow, a great flame is undoubtedly
kindling. The president, M. G. Palmer, Esqintroduced as the first speaker Capt. J. B.
Coyle, who said that one morning last fall he
awoke to realize that he had entered his seventieth year, and had done nothing for humanity
that made him feel that the world was the betHis remarks were
for his living in it.
practical and to the point; he was now in the
work and the result of doing good was a glorious feeling. His comparisons were such as to
ter

convict and convince.
Dr. D. W. Wood followed in an eloquent and
touching picture of the e-dls of strong drink.
Following his own life, its admonitions, sorrows, prosperities and vicissitudes, he held his
audience entranced, from which they found
relief occasionally hy some beautiful flights of
oratory, that broke forth in torrents of apHis logic was deep and searching, and

plause.

his vivid illustrations of the evils of the traffic
scathing and horrifying. From the wanderer
and forsaken to the powerful pleader for humanity, he well illustrated the point “that the
drunkard was not soullness, but a man.” Mr.
Wood is an earnest as well as eloquent speaker,
free from all rant, and without auv theatrical
gestures or funny stories, and holds his audience by the magic of his buming words.
Albion Little, Esq., in some well timed and
He could
followed.
find a few hours in the busy toils of life to devote to this cause, and found working for humanity paid largely in the contemplation of

practical remarks,

next

done.
Capt. Foss of Saco, at this stage of tbe meetiug, was discovered in the audience, aud being
invited to the platform, spoke briefly of the

good

work in that city. He believed there were no
places in Saco where men could procure liquor,
The captain gave
at least be knew of none.
way on seeing the Kev. Mr. Blanchard, who,
being invited to the platform,thought he wanted considerable more fire in his boots than he
had to hold an audience at that hour, and yet
for over half an hour held his audience as
His
though it wree the first of the evening.

characterizing

of tbe traffic

was

more

severe

than most laymen are privileged to indulge in,
and met with warm endorsement by his hearHis reports were cheering, and and his
ers.
good and full of hope and inspiration,

speech

and those who did not hear it missed

a

good

thing.

To-night a new relay of speakers
the platform, and a good time may

will be on
be antici-

Dated.
A

The following

Benefit.

correspondence explains itself;

Portland, Feb. 9. 1875.
To Mr. William Calder, Portland Museum :
Dear Sir—Desiring to testify our high appreciatiou
of your artistic merit as an actor, and ot your
character as a gentleman, as well as our uniform enof
joyment of your efforts to entertain the citizens
Portland, permit us to take this opportunity to weltenour midst, by
come you as a settled resident in
an
dering you a Complimentary Benefit, on such
evening as you may be pleased to designate.
Yours,
Respectfully,
We are,
Very
A. W. H. Clapp,
Chas. McLaughlin & Co.,
W. & C. R. Milliken,
Charles H. Chase,
W. E. Donnell & Co.,
Shaw.Hamm’d & Carney,
Chas. B. Varney & Co.,
John E. Donnell,
Emery & Furbish.
D W. True & Co.,

L. Clifford Wade.
Leonard

Bion Bradbury.
A. W. Bradbury,
J. B. Brown & Sons,
H. W. Bryant,
Loring, Short & Harmon,
Josiah H. Drummond.

Beni Kingsbury, Jr.
Sam’l J. Anderson,
C. M. & H. T. Plummer,
John Dennis & Co.,

Thos. O. Winslow,
G. Jordan.

Wm. Calder.

The Mechanics’ Course.—This evening H.
B. M. Consul Murray will give select readings
in the Mechanics’ course at Mechanics’ Hall.
selected is quite varied, and
The

programme
will give the audience an excellent chance to
judge of Mr. Murray’s ability. The hall should
he crowded to listen to this pleasiDg entertainment. The following is the programme of the
reading:—

Parting of Arthur and Guinevere from the
Idyls of the King.<\ ".7cnrSf01l'
.Father Front.
Bells of Shandon
Willis.
Death ot Absalom.•
Falstatt’s Misadventures. Merry Wives ot
...

...

•••

Windsor.Shakespeare.

Boots at tbo Holly Tree Inn.Dickens.
Personal.
Miss Gertrude Decrow, a successful teacher
of music in the public schools of Bangor, has
accepted a similar position in Trenton, N. J.
is exManager Hickson ot the uranu iruuK
arrive here to-day.
Charles H. Williams, for the past two years
died of
reporter of the Boston Daily News,
on Saturday afternoon, at his

pected
a

to

consumption
home in Carahridgeport,

Mass.
J. W. Meserve, of the firm of S. Meservo &
Son of Buxton, has been confined to his room
with sickness for nearly two months, but is
now able to ride out.
Mrs. Roberts’ Reading.—Army and

Navy

Hall was well filled last evening to eujoy the
fine entertainment given by Mrs. Roberts and
The programme, which we
her asssociates.
published yesterday, was warmly received by
the audience. Mrs. Roberts is so well known
that it is unnecessary for us to say a word in
praise of her ability. It is sufficient to say that
she |did as well as usual. Miss Witham acMr. Hudson was iu
herself finely.

quitted

fine voice and sang acceptably. Mr. Hodgkins
presided at the piano with his usual ability.
Democratic Nominations.—At the meeting
of the Democratic ward delegates last evening,
to nominate a candidate for Mayor and Muni-

cipal

Judge, the following nominations were
For Mayor, R. M. Richardson; for Mu.

made:

The delegates
comfrom Ward one recommended for school
Melvin P.
mittee, William Curtis; Ward 2,
Ward 3, Henry P. Merrill; Ward 4

nicipal Judge, |Enocli Knight.

Frank;

George'

H. Chadwick; Ward 5 made no recom
meudation; WardO, A. W. Bradbury; Ware
when they nominate
7 will make nomination

word officers.

Generous Appreciation.
It will be a subject of very geueral regret, not
that
only in this city, but throughout the state,
to
Hon. C. P. Kimball has decided to remove
New York. He will go backed by the cordial

sympathy

good feeling of

his
lifetime of

and

neighbors,
good work

which he has earned by a
failand usefulness among them. While the
which
ure of the manufacturing corporation
the
bore his name is an unfortunate thing for
to know that no shade of
it is

pleasant

city,

blame attaches to Mr. Kimball in the matter,
aud that the cause of the difficulty was outside
the compan3r and outside the state.

By his euergy, hopefulness and persistence
Mr. Kimball has rendered Jgreat service to the
business interests, both of the city of Portland
and of the State of Maine, especially in organindustrial and other enterand
pushing

izing

prises of merit. That his ability and experia telegram reence are understood elsewhere,
ceived the day after the failure, from Brewster
& Co. of New York, offering him a leading poThe
sition in their house, is ample evidence.

carfirm of Brewster & Co. is one of the oldest
the
and
largest,
in
the
concerns
country,
riage
noted
probably, in the world, and has long been
for its fair and honorable dealing and extensive
business connections. Such an offer from such
s
firm is a high compliment to Mr. Kimball
was folability and standing. That telegram
lowed by a letter, from which we are permitted

a

make the following extract:
‘rIn our invitation of yesterday we desired
our wish that
you to have early information of
of your leaving
you should join us in the event
that
is
you can join
Portland. Our firm belief
mutual protus and give us valuable aid, to our
it—that in this great business centre you can
make available your large experience in busimade in
ness and the wide reputation you have
and
the trade. Until we see you personally
an
talk over the matter we cannot make you
it
that
do
say
offer in specific terms, but we
a leadyou will come with us we will give you
as agreeing position in our house, making it
able as if you were a member of our firm, and
satisgive you such a salary as will be entirely
paid
factory to you, larger thau has ever been
by any carriage house in the United States.
We will satisfy you thoroughly^ ou that point.
We kuow your ability, aud we kuow we can
make it available both to you and to ourselves.
We do not want you as a mere clerk or assistOn the contrary, we want you to repreant.
sent our firm, aud to that end we will place you
in a position that will command respect, and in
and social
every way worthy of your business
to

position.”

This action on the part of Brewster & Co.
will be very gratifying to Mr. Kimball’s friends
throughout the State, and will insure that firm
a generous aud cordial recognition.
The Museum.—It would not be surprising if
“Led Astray” has asdong and successful run as
did “After Dark.” It lacks some of the scenic
sensations of that play, it is true, but the lack
is more than made up by its superior literary
merit and its great interest in the delineation
of the passions. It is eminently an emotional
Tbe
drama, aud abounds in exciting situations.

motif of the piece is the errancy of

a

neglected

wife who unwisely allows herselt to sees eisewhere for that affection and care which is denied to her at home. A handsome young sentimentalist very unfortunately comes in her
way, and the old story of jealousy and revenge
follows."
The play is handsomely “set,” and one new
scene, that of the wood in which the duel takes
place, is very fine. Of the acting we have not
that
space to speak to-night, and can only say
it is excellent, as indeed is always to be ex-

pected

from the stock company at the Museum.

Business Notes.
The Skowliegau Woolen Manufacturing Co.
have made a contract with Mr. Anderson of
Troy, N. Y., to run their mill. He has already
moved to that town, and will liaae two sets of
machinery in operation by warm weather. Gen.
It. B. Shepherd is the financial agent of the

Company.
The Waterville people are greatly encouraged about manufacturing prospects in that
town. Messrs. Lockwood, McMullan and others
have taken charge of the cotton mill. Mr.
Dunn retains §200,000 worth of stock, and Hon.
J. G. Mayo of Foxcroft has subscribed §50,000
for stock, and will take more if the success of
the enterprise requires it.
Important Decision.—The full bench have
just rendered a decision in the important case
of Hoveys vs. Storer, that has been pending
several years.
During Gen. Butler’s
tiffs chartered

a

ship

to

expedition

WIIAT JOURNALISTS THINK OF THE PRESS.

[From the Belfast Journal—Hem.]
The Press has a great many valuable features, its editorials are able, its local department excellent, and its commercial and ship
news department especially full and valuable.
We are glad to know that it is prospering.
[From the Camden Herald.]
The Press is ably edited and conducted, and
full of news. The Maine State Press is a first
class Weekly, made up from the Daily. The
telegraphic news is carefully rewritten and
giveu under the head of a Weekly Review. In
addition to this there is au agricultural department ably conducted.
On the whole the two
papers occupy the front rank among Maine
newspapers.
[From the Anson Advocate—Dem.]
The Portland Press is a very ably conducted
newspaper; albeit we don’t endorse its politics.
It however rises above the mere partisan and
independently discusses politics, though fromalla
Republican standpoint. It is very bitter on
political rings, notably the “Hamlin ring,
which it flayed unmercifully during the Senatorial canvass. Outside of politics the Press
is a first class newspaper.
The Maine State Press is intended to be a
first class weekly paper. During the year arrangements hgve been made for a full agricultural department, conducted by a gentleman of
experience, assisted by able correspondents.
In addition to this the telegraphic news of the
week is carefully re-viewed aud le-writteu, and
given under the"head of a Weeky Review, thus
giving the reader in a brief clear manner, every
matter which transpires for the week.
[From the Gardiner Home Journal.]
The Portland Daily Press isoueof the ablest
as well as one of the fairest daily papers in the
state. It is not so far the organ of any ring or
clique but that it dares to speak its own opinions, and is not so partisau as to believe that all
the acts of party politicians are both law and
gospel. It now reaches us on the eight o’clock
train, and we advise those who wish for a good
Maine daily to examine its merits.
[From the Rockland Free-Press.)
One of the best exchanges that comes to our
table, is the Portland Daily Press. It is a first
class news paper, giving full telegraphic reports, of domestic aud foreign news, and treat
mg with enterprise and ability matters of public interest. The weekly Press, issued by,the
same publishers, is also a desirable newspaper.
[From the Machias Union.—Dem.]
Tho Portland Daily Press can now be had
one year free of postage for $7.00, paid in adAt this price any businessman, or provance.
fefsional man who wants a first class Maine
daily will assuredly receive his money’s worth.
Its editorials assume au air of independence
andjfairness not seen of late in Republican papers, besides manifesting ability aud care. The
Press is admitted to be among the leading Republican newspapers in New England.
[From the Piscataquis Observer.)
The Press is ably edited and conducted, and
full of news. The Maine State Press is a first
class Weekly, made up from the Daily. The
telegraphic news is carefully rewritten and giva
en under the head of
Weekly Review. In
addition to this there is au agricultural departOn
the whole the two
ment ably conducted.
papers occupy the front rank among Maine
newspapers.
[From the Somerset Reporter.)
It gives us pleasure to speak a good word for
Maine State
a newspaper so worthy as the
Press. Also the Portland Daily Press is a
valuable and thoroughly straightforward journal. Politically it is outspoken aud bold, even
and editors believe iu the truth at
ad times and hhve a high sense of honor for
their profession.
[From the Saco Independent.]
The Portlaud Press, now in its teens, deserves the success it appears to enjoy, .judging
from the ireshness of its type, the quality of its
paper, the quantity of its advertising and other
indications of prosperity. It has the same telegraphic news as is furnished to the associated
press throughout the couutry, bes'de local despatches from private correspondents in various parts of the state and county, and can lay
them before itsjreaders in this vicinity fine hours
earlier than the Boston dailies; so that a man
can read his Press at or before breakfast and
then go about his ordinary avocations, conscious that he is fully informed ot the chief
topics of discussion in social, scientific, political, literary or religious circles. Its well-written editorials are independent in thought and
style; its collection of news items throughout
ths state is remarkably full and accurate, aud
and its correspondence—notably that af “Yarmouth” (Hon. Isaac H. Bailey), who writes
from New York and Washington, on political
and other topics —full and entertaining. As
proof of its indepedeuce, we hear that some
rabid partisans threaten to start a new Republican paper in Portlaud, that shall be more subservient to dictation; but an “organ” that
grinds out that tune will soon “play out.” Our
citizens, especially those having business relations in Portland and this state, can better afford to do without the Boston papers than without the Press, unless they can take both.

the plain-

defendants—the ship’s
$100 per day for 124 days; government paying
in fact $150 per day. The plaintiffs sought to
defendants the difference,
recover of the
amounting to $7100. The decision of the lull
bench is that the balance, $2100, remaining
in Storer’s hands, after deducting his commis-

captain’s (Robinson’s) primage,
proportioned pro rata among the then
ship’s owners, deducting from the captain’s

[From the Rockland Gazette.]
We shouldn’t like to be obliged to “keep
house” in a newspaporial sense without the
daily visits of the Portland Press, which
brings us the news seven hours in advance of
the Boston dailies. The Press gives full telegraphic news aud commercial reports, besides
state news, correspondence and vigorous editorials. It is a wide-awake, able, and independent paper, and is published atS7 a year, including postage, which is a very low price for so
The Maine State
valuable a daily paper.
Press is au excellent weekly newspaper.

J.
share the sum advanced to him by Storer.
S. Abbott of Boston, and J. Buggies, late of
Thomastou, for plaintiffs, and A. P. Gould of
Thomaston, and Bion Bradbury of Portland,
for defendants.

Deceased.—It is somewhat singular that
the two daughters of Mr. Samuel G. Pike of
Calais, have been married and have both died
within a year. One of them, Nellie E., the
wife of Mr. E. C. Goedenow, died in Calais on
the 23d of December, and the other, Addie G.,
wife of Mr. F. L. Clayton, died in Baltimore
These estimable
of February.
on the 10th
ladies were Mr. Pike’s only daughters, and the

STATE

Portland
Bath
Belfast

A house and barn in Frankfort, formerly
owned and occupied by B. Atwood,was burned
Friday. Estimated loss $1000; insured for

$800.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

(Press Correspondence.)
Mr. Elisha Casey, who died in Winthrop,
Feb. 6th, was a highly esteemed member of

Bangor

Lems ton

Toledo

the Methodist church and a true Christiau
He held the position of depot
master at Winthrop ever since the opening of
the railroad to that place. Mr. C, was also a
thorough temperance advocate and a teetotaller.

Benjamin Webb died in Dresden on
iust.,a*ged 05 years and 10 months, pu

the
the
his

morning of Dec. 21st, Mr. Webb went to
barn to feed his cow, and after doing so thought
he would go up and look at the hay on a scaffold he had not used from,and in stepping from
the ladder to the hay his foot slipped, and after
holding on the ladder some moments he dropped to the floor, a distance of twelve feet, receiving injuries which caused his death after a
few weeks of great sufferiug.
(Press Correspondence.)
On the 27th of this mouths, the new owners
will take possession of the grist mill at the upThis is the prop
per end of Norway village.
ertv that was owned by J. W. & A. G. Parin
now
bankruptcy,
sons,
The grangers are causing some excitemeut at
it is probable that at the annual
and
Norway,
towu meeting there will be quite a little contest on towu officers, as two of the hoard of
The
selecimeu belong to tlie order of P. H.
towu meeting will be held on the first day of
B
Match.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
are

two

uut

^apu

oimin

is>

uuuuuuwuijr

iue

orito with the soldiers. The office is a profitable one, though it is believed now to bo burdened with an annual payment to an nnsue
cessful aspirant for it when Dr. Morrison was

appointed.
Private despatches

J s
V,s

m

L8
7’s

■

Maine Central It. R.
E. & N> American R. R. Gold

IN GENERAL.

BY

100 MIDDLE STREET.
87

86d24

NO. 185,

COMMERCIAL ST.,
OppoNite their old Stand,
where they will remain a few weeks till they can
build.

re-

feblG*2w

MILLINERY

WANTED,
-BY A-

in

fancy and millinery goods.

country.

or

a

Money Lost.
between First National Bank and store of
&
Noyes, a package of BANK BILLS
Bailey
The tinder will be
less than one hundred dollars.
suitably rewarded by leaving the same at No. 149
Commercial street.feb16»lw

LOST

selling "book

published. Send for specimen pages and our
extra terms to Agents. NATIONAL PUBLISHING
CO., Philadelphia, Pa.fobietlw
ever

rip I? If SAMPLK to Agents, (.adieu Com.
£ IV l. £i biualiou Needle Kook, with ChroSend stamp. F P. GLUCK, New Bedford,
nios.

Mass.__I'ebltit-tw
Chang Cliang sells at sight. Necessary as soap. Goods free. Chang Chang MPg
febtUtVw
Co., Boston.

A*»EKTS.

10th

AT

Tenth Grand Annual

Children's Wool Hose for 12 l-2c,
children's Fleeced Hose for lOc.

Ladies’ Fleeced Extra Finished 35c.

FANCY

TIES!

All

full 36 inches
and full width.

colors,

long,

ANOTHER LOT OF THE 5 CENTS!
It UF FLINGS.
Also

a

fall assortment

of

NECK RUCHINGS,
Particularly Adapted for Evening Wear.

Hamburg Edgings

!

NEW LOT OPEN TO DAY,
And at Prices Lower than the
Lowest.
^

and

Linen Collars

Cuffs!

New and Desirable Just Received.
See

Goods as we are offering extra
inducements during this Sale.

our

DAVIS & CO.,
of the Marchioness Corset.
Proprietors
dlw
febl3

COLLARS & CtJFFS
—

FOR

—

AT

—

Manufacturer’s Prices I
One Lot at 25 ets. per Set.
One Lot at 33 els. per Set.
One Lot Cuffs at 20 ets.
One Lot Cuffs at 25 ets.
One Lot Cuffs at 33 ets.
Collars at 10 and 15 ets. each.
ONE

ALSO

LOT

PATRONS

OP

Best

THE

v

OF

THE

Quality,
and
may

can

be

8applied

witli

alsoiiave their machine repaired in a thorough and
manner at reasonable rates by
every way satisfactory
leaving orders with or addressing

363 Hhds., 39 Tcs., 62 Bids.,
Brig “Macliias.”

sale by

fur

PHINNEY & JACKSON.
f.bl5

dlw

IIAVON ASSOCIATION.
meeting of the Haydn Association
on
will be
evening next,
at
at Uuion Hall.
Every
member is particularly requested to be present, as
business of the utmost importance into be considered

held
THURSDAY
AN Adjourned
Feb. 18th,
7J o’clock,

GEO. C. BURGESS, Scc’y.
febl5d4t

1875.

Settees manufactured at Short Notice.

ALLEN.

130 Middle Street.

tf

Iebl2

NOTICE.
have this day appointed Messrs. Cbadbouin
Sc Kendall, Sole Agents for the sale ot all our
leading styles of

WE

COLLARS AND CUFFS,
for the City ot Portland. They will supply the trade
at our lowest prices.
EMERSON LELAND & CO.
ja7d3meod.
Boston, Jan. 1st, 1875.

VALENTINES,
Lot to Choose

From,

FRESH FROM NEW YORK.

FOR

Opposite

35 Middle, Near Franklin Street,
J. A. MOSES.
febl2

d3t

TICKETS,

good either way,

8 2.50,
In

tebl

oelOtt

Piano,

&

Randall & McAllister
Nearly Opp. New Custom House
decll "jt_
Sheriff's Sale.
STATE OF MAINE, \
f
Cumberland, 88.
mAKEN on execution ami will be sold r>y publl
JL auction to the highest bidder on Saturday, the
sixth day of March, A. D. 1875, at ten o’clock iu the
forenoon, at the sheriff’s office in Portland In said
in equity which Eben L. Huacounty, all the right said
ton of Falmouth, in
county, has or had on the
A. D. 1873, at three
of
September,
day
twenty-third
in the afternoon, being
minutes
o’clock and twenty
the time of the attachment of the same on the original writ iu the action on which said execution waa
obtained—to redeem the following described mortgaged real estate, to wit:
A certain tract of land wiih all buildings thereon,
situated in said Falmouth, and bounded as follows,

43 EXCHANGE ST,

Beginning at

viz:

Park, Portland,

Howe, Guardian.
ELIZABETH P. GRAY, minor child and heir ol
Petitions
Samuel Gray, late of Harrison, deceased.
for license to sell and convey real estate presented by
Caleb A. Chaplin, Guardian.
RUTH H. BIRD, late of Bridgton, deceased. Will
and petition for the probate thereof presented by
Jacob H. Lovejoy, the Executor therein named.
JOHN CURTIS, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Second accounts presented for allowance by Letitia
A, Curtis, Trustee.
JAMES R. CURTIS, minor child and heir of John
Curtis, late of Brunswick, deceased. Second account
presented for allowance by Letitia A. Curtis, Guar-

istf

_eod3m
$!SU,VUU

To Loan on First Class Mortgages
in Portland and Vicinity
in Sums to Suit.
Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 pei
cent, interest free ot Taxes. Investments in Reai
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employini
capital. First class securities always on hand. In
terest and principal collected without charge. Guar
antees perfect title and ample security in all it:
Real Estate Invest
real Estate Loans.
ments and Improvements made on commissioi
and on shares. Bankable paper bought and sold.

DAVIS,

Real Estate and Loan Agency
BROWN’S BLOCK.

2peodl;
oc27_
Central
Maine
R.R.Co.
Office
Treasurer’s
Augusta, Feb. 8th, 1875.

dated Seven per cent. Bonds of this I
Company having been entrustei
to Messrs. J. B. BROWN & SONS I
of Port'and, all applications foi
those securities must be made t<

febia

corner

of the lan 1

half to a stake ? and from these two bounds to run
north twentv-one degrees and thirty minutes eaat to
the road as it is now traveled leading to the town of
Windham. Also a certain piece or parcel of land situated in Falmouth, bounded northerly by the road
which leads to McIntosh’s bill, east by Henry Huston’s land; south by land owned by the beirs of John
Buckman, and west by William Libby, Jr.’s, land—
containing fifteen acres more or less, being the same
CoL Josiah
premises which was formerly owned
Hobbs, and deeded to Jeremiah Hobbs by Mary
Hobbs, Jan. 2,1852.
Dated at Portland in said county the twenty-ninth
day of January, A. D 1875.
MATT ADAMS, Deputy Sheriff.
w3w5

by

dian.

EBENEZER GILLSON, late of Raymond,deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate,
presented by Elizabeth A. Cole, Administratrix.

Notice.
of the Directors of the

meeting
Gallatin Land, Coal and Oil Company of West
WHEREAS
the 24th day of
Maine,
held at
at

a

on
Bangor,
Virginia,
October. A. D. 1874, an assessment was imposed up-

the shares ot the shareholders in said company,
in thirty days from the date of said assessjnent, of which due notice was given to said shareholders.
And whereas it now appears that the time within
which said assessment should have been pakl has
expired, and that the shareholders whose names are
hereunto annexed are deliquent in the payment of
said assessment,and for the amounts set against their
on

payable

....

respectively, therefore,

names

Voted, That the Trustee of said Company is hereby requested upon due notice to be fixed by.him, to
sell at public sale the shares of such delinquent

of such assessment*.
shareholders for the
Pursuant to the foregoing vote of the Directors,
notice is hereby given that 1 will sell at public auction to the highest bidder, at the office of Samuel
Titcomb in Augusta, Maine, on the eleventh day of
March, A. D. 1675. at two o’clock P. M., the sharea
ot such delinquent shareholders for the payment of

ecutor.

payment

JOHN JOHNSON, late of Gorham, deceased. Petition to be discharged from any further liability as
surety on bond of William Johnson, Administrator
de bonis non with the will annexed, presented by
William Johnson, Jr.
ISRAEL B. ADAMS, late of Falmouth, deceased.
First and final account presented for allowance by
George M. Adams, Administrator, with the will annexed.
BENJAMIN R. NORTON, late of Falmouth, deceased. First account presented for allowance by
Vienna B. Norton, Administratrix.
SOLOMON CONANT, late of Westbrook, deceased.
Second account presented tor allowance by Susan S.
Conant, Administratrix,
JAMES R. WESCOTT, late of Westbrook, deceased. First account presented for allowance by
David H. Gowen, Administrator.
APOLLOS ROBINSON, late of Cape Elizabeth,
deceased. Account presented tor allowance by William Robinson, Administrator.
MARY W. MERRILL, late cf Portland, deceased.

said assessments.

MORRILL,

L. M.

Augusta, February 1, 1875.

Trustee.
feblw3w

CITlf OF PORTLAND.
and Aldermen, 1
Feb. 1, 1875.
f
That the City Clerk give notice by
this
in
in
two
printed
daily papers
puolication
city, as required by law, to all parties interested In
sidewalks constructed the past year, that this Board
at some time and place to be fixed in said notice will
hear the parties aforesaid, and wi l thereafterwaros
proceed to establish the assessment* on said sidewalks as follows, viz:
Franklin street, West and Carieton street.
May street. Pearl street, Em*ry street.
Spruce street., Plum street, Clark street.
Oxford Street, Newbury street, Brackett street.
Congress street, Washington street, Croft* street,
Union street.

In Board of Mayor

ORDERED.

petition for the probate thereof, presenled
by Edward A. Noyes, the Executor therein named.

Will and

_

xu*au auu rassvu.

JOHN A. WATERMAN Judge.
ot the original order.
Attest, WILLIAM K. NEAL, Register.

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Attest:

A true copy

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Clebk’s Office, Feb. 6,1875.
pursuance of the foregoing order I hereby glre
notice that on Monday, the liret day of March,
A. I). 1875, at seven and a halt o’clock P. M.. at the
Aldermen’s Room in City Building, the Mayor ami
Ahlennen will hear all parties Interested in the assessments above referred to, and will thereafterwards
establish the same.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

w3w6

IN

febS,15&22

WEDDOG CAKE.
furnish the very hest quality

prepared
of Wedding Cake in small
WE
notice.
at the shortest
to

are

or

large quantities

possible

plain and fancy cakes that can’t be neat.
Candy of our own and Boston manufacture,

And Dealer in

Oyster* served at all hours of day and evening.

Hot Biscuit furnished at two hours notice.
Druggists’ Chocolate Drops of our manufacture at

SPERM, LARD,
BURNING, AND WOOL

Wholesale and Retail.

S. A. ULMER A SON.

Termontjdopperas.
BEST

STREET.

—

HUNDRED

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

N01

DOLLARS

County
SMITH BARBER,
)
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND,}
WILLIAM SMALL,
) Csmmissioners.

FOR
ANY

jaltf

matac

Refrigerators

Commercial

In nil Styles, Grades and Sizes.

islw

Warranted.

ALBERT COLBY'S SONS,
»g5ti

lalesroom

Publisher* nnd

Bookaellcro,

ice;

953 Fore 8t«, J. F.MKKBIJLId.
St.
Manufactory, Kenr of No* IO e-roan
POKTI.AIVD, MAINE.

CARGOES OF

may26dtf_

PURE

I C E

TOMATOES !

Famished nnd Shipped by

N. d» CRAM,

tiny* the Portland

deSMlstf___

Pnckiujt Company'* Fre»h Tomatoes, full
1.75
can*,lor 15 cent, per enn,

Agents Wanted.

Hie beat
Wlllct’s Patent Card Holder.
A thing for this purpose made. Will sell town at
on commjeto
sell
holders
or
furnish
county rights
sion. A good opportunity to make money giiaixoteed. Address J. W. «ODch,LockBox27 Biddrfiwd.

3 poll ml

mo

per Dozen. Come at once if you want any
Ike supply i. limited at Ibis price.

n*

Me.

JR.,

11 EXCHANGE STREET.
feb3

LADD,

»lyoke>« WharC

119 exchange
lo cool.
100,000 Book* wilhonl regard
Oood Clock., Walche. and Jewelry cheap
Repairing and Cleaning well done and

THE PEERLESS.

AldLEUT,

&
H

the World.
Cheapest Book Store instreet.

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ea»e of Management, Durability, DrynesM and Purity
of Airnuil E€OKO:TIVof ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

WM.

SI.

jalli_Jeodtl

Largest and Best Assortment In the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, callod

fetr

OF

Knees, by

SIITIONTON

The

a

SALE.

QUANTITY

Spruce Piling, Spars and Hack-

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE

will noil lor

O

ICE is hereby given that the subscriber bee
been dulv appointed and taken niton himself the
trast of Administrator with the Will annexed of the
estate of
SEWARD TITCOMB, late of North Yarmouth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required
lo exhibit the same; and all pereona indebted to sahl
estate are called upon to make payment lo
JEREMIAH K. MORSE, ot Pownal.
Administrator with the Will annexed.
w3w8»
North Yarmouth, Feb. 2,1875.

for the arrest and convictioif of the person or person
who committed the robbery on the night of the 30th
ot December, 1874.

Dry Air

—

oc25

Bonds stolen from the Safe of the County Treasurer’
Office, and

FIVE

BY

HOWE & GOODWIN,

FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS,
hereby oftered for the recovery of the M oney and

CUSHING, Treasurer.

SALK

dBm

County Commissioners’ Office, I
Portland, Dec. 31st, 1871. J
Cumberland, ss.
A Reward of

I

GUARANTEED.

QUALITY

AL’WAYs’fOR

$1000 Reward.
ig

CeogreM fMreef*

tttt'i

al43m

OIL S.
TORE

war-

ranted pure.

MACHINERY,

Me,

BUFUS BAUD, Agent.

J. S.

westerly

the

formerly owned by Ezekiei Leighton; thence running northwesterly adjoining the two hundred and
said
titty acre* and Dinety-one rods mentioned inand a
Leighton’s deed, twenty-three rods, two links

tion for license to sell and convey real estate lying in
said couuty of Cumberland, presented by William G.

GEORGE W. CHANDLER, late of New Gloucesbe
ter, deceased. Petitions that Albion Keith may
Sarah Keith,
appointed Administrator, presented bythat
Soloinou
sister of said deceased. Also petition
II. Chandler may be appointed Administrator, presented by Andrew 0. Chandler, a nephew of said deceased.
ALICE B. BLANCHARD* AL, minor children
and heirs of Samuel W. Blanchard, late of Yarmouth
deceased. Third accounts presented for allowance
by Paul (1. Blanchard, Guardian.
SAMUEL ROSS, late ot Cumberland, deceased.
First account presented for allowance by Samuel
Loss, Administrator.
HENRY BROAD, late of Gorham, deceased. Account presented for allowance by John C. Card, Ex-

COMMERCIAL ST.,

60

Peraona Interested in either ol the
hereinafter named:
a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the First
Tuesday of February, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-five, the following matters having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland
aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at said Portland on the First Tuesday ol
March next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon, and object if they see cause.
GAMALIEL BRADFORD. JR., & AL., of Needham, in the county of Norfolk and Commonwealth
of Massachusetts. Petition for license to sell and
of Cumberconvey real estate lying in said county
land, presented by Gamaliel Bradford, Guardian.
GURDON S. HOWE, of Haverhill, in the county of
Essex and Commonwealth of Massachusetts. PetiEstates

hope

ADAMS,

sat intact inn: they are
For parlor Stove, aiul

We give special attention to the preparation of our#
Coals, and will seil at the lowest cash prices.

To nil

HAVING

G. R.

our

NEVER FAILS TO SLIT.

PORTLAND.dtt

oetl8

formed an association with some of tilt
best buyers of horses in the country, whereby 1
shall receive a tresh supply weekly throughout the
season, I feel confident in assuring my former patrom
and the public that I can and will sell them horse,
cheaper than they can ho obtained at any other stabh
in New England, having constantly on hand heavy
draft, cart, dray, coach and coupe horses, matched
pairs and gentlemen's driving horses. My horses
are selected by the best Judges with special care as
to temperament, disposition, soundness, with goot:
hones and muscle, and adaptation to the wants o:
this market. Pleaso give me acallbefore purchasing
I
to make it an object tor dealers to buy ot me

febtl

Ranges, try

and

Harleigh Lehigh Coal

Oncar I_

Send for circular.

Instructor of Violin and

208

SAFE

that house.

qunntitiea nt lens price.

ROLLINS, LORING

Lincoln

use.

*chool

Family

FRED. TER LINDEN,

deli

Cooking Stoves

We will warrant them to give
durable and tree trora slates.
Furnaces, the

The negotiation of the consoli

and examine them.

BOSTON

_febOtf
St. Augustine’s School for Boys,
Franklin

mined for Winter

are

Principal. John’s and Hickory Coals!

Stevens Plains, Fel>., 1875.

HOUSES

FURNITURE REPAIRED

Call

that

Expenses, Regula-

G. M. BODGE, A. M.,

_lltt

febl2

NEW
Cienfuegos Molasses !

Elegant

to

For

f

OR EXCHANGE.
Stables 28 Franklin St,

In

as

tions, etc, Address,

Screened,

always be found afcj?

Successors to James H. Baker.

ROGERS,

H.

information,

Also

Wholesale and Retail,

W.

VERY REST COALS

well Picked

206 Washington St., Boston, Moss.
eod3mis
febg

Febuary, 15th,

For further

sa-

—

Baker & Johnson’s,

FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE C0„
GEO. N. BRIGGS. Gen. Agt.,

from

regular teachers employed, giving
in every branch.

AND

needles, andpakts.

landing

ten

are

VARNISHES
—

SEWING MACHINE

H.

There

ample instruction

JAMES F. MILLER, late of Portland, deceased.
account presented for allowance by Charlotte

CO.,

Portland.

FLORENCE

A.

We have with a great deal of care and expense,
looted and have on hand a large stock ol the

Manufacturer of

eodtf

Portland and vicinity

commence on

HOARD OF INSTRUCTION.

Keep this lire tie People

my2 7

in

term

continue fourteen weeks, closing June 101b.

and

First

HY

SALE

Private Male.

At

AT

For 33 cents.

auldtl

f

M. & D. are agents lor the sale of “Hemng A Parrel’s champion Safes, “Wiegands” Patent Sectioual
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blake*
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Cheat leal
Fire Engine

PROBATE NOTICES.

HOSIERY MARKED WAY DOW N.

I

A. M. MORGAN,
B. B. DYER.

Tuesday, .March 9th, 1875,

Rt. Rev.
BilliugH, B A. Rector.

still Offered 1

—

Commission Merchants,

A* f'F. FUttEB,

Exchange St.,

THE

of this Institution will

AND

Mo. 18 Exchange St., Portlaud.

ME.

Top.linm, .Tie,
H. A. Neely, X). !>., Visitor.

8 ALE
arc

PLAINS,

spring

the

Kemored lo

Bargains

—

THAT

II. M. PAYSON &
32

STEVENS

lw*

10th

AUCTIONEERS

Young Ladies,

Westbrook Seminary,

objec-

No

Address A. at this office.

AGENTS WANTED

MORGAN & DYER,

for

tebllrlltd

SITUATION as clerk or salesman
Dry
Fancy Goods Store. Have hail several years’

tion to the
tcblG

__

Application may be made to the
MI**E*
STMOND*, Principal..

Wanted.

A

U

ocM

THURSDAY, FEB. 18.

Address
BO X ‘J344
febi63t

experience

School

Street, Portland, Me,

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. X.

J.A.WATERMAN, Sec.

Bay

and

Plum

The Spring term of this school opens

BOSTON JOBBING HOUSE.

in

or

Co.,

AUCTIONEERS,
Horse and Carriage Mart,

22 PINE ST., PORTLAND.

CONGRESS ST., COR. BROWN.
jsi14___

Portland 6’s.
Bangor 6’s.
Bath 6’s.
Cincinnati 7’s
Chicago 7’s.
Cleveland 7’s.
Toledo S’s.
FOR

jal2deod&w6w

oc3dtf

F. 0. BAILEY &

SEMINARY.

TUESDAY, IEBUARY 23rd,
and continue eleven weeks. Four courses: Commerce!, Classical, Normal, and Ladies’ Collegiate.
Students provided
Commercial work a specialty.
with a home by the term or year. For particulars,
JOEL WILSON, Princ’l,
terms, etc., address

SALESMAN Boarding

OWEN & MOORE,

teeodbl

boSdsT

CAREFULLY

executed nt this Office.

on

SWAN & BARRETT,

Bonds and Mortgages.
selected Western Municipal Bondi
and Ileal Estate Mortgages and Trust Deeds
and Remittances promptly atCollections
Inquiries,
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
tended to.

augl7TuTb&S1y2ap96MiddleSt.
"PRINTING oI every deveriptiou nenllj *

shop

Ladies in want of collars or cuft's should not fail to
examine the above lot, as the goods are much under
price.

announce

The President of the Iowa Central railroad
is visiting the large bondholders of that road
in various parts of this state. $90,000 of this
It is
stock is held iu Lewiston and Auburn.
desired that the first mortgage bondholders
will allow the earnings of the road to be expended iu improvements, signing off their divThat officer thinks
idends for that purpose.
the stock is worth fifty cents on the dollar, and
He offered to
will eventually be worth more.
pay $30 for it now. It is said that there is
$100,000 of this stock owned iu Portland, and
large quantities m other cities of the state.
The following are the amounts iu the harbor
Maand river hill for Maine as rednced:
chias $26,000 to $10,000, Penobscot river $50,000 to $25,000, Camden 813,000 to $10,000, Kennebec river $26,000 to $15,000, Portland $30,000
to $20,000, Richmond Island $25,000 to $15,000-

a

Plain White Silk Ties at 33 ets.

SALE

All work warranted.

the suspension
of Messrs. A. F. & D. McKay of Liverpool, to
whom a number of cargoes or deals were shipped by Bangor lumber merchants last season.
Elkanah Knowles, Esq., a well known and
respected citizen of Hampden, died quite suddenly, Jan. loth, aged 72 years.

have taken

turned out

ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchan176 Fore street,

The Spring Term will commence

t*’s

FOB

on

at BaDgor just now. One is for the collectorsliip of customs and tlie parties are the present
collector, Hon. W. P. Wingate, deputy collector H. T. Fox, who has long held his present,
position, hut low wauls the more profitable
a
one, and Hon. George Cutler of Medway,
member of the slate senate. The other conDr. S. B. Morritest is for the pension office.
son, the present ageut, desires a re-appointis
and
ment,
opposed by Oapt. E. E. Small, a
a very popular young
mau, whose petitions
Both have army
have been largely signed.
recorus,

7’s
8 s

...

Chicago
Cook County
Louisville Ky.,

now

pleasant little fights going

lately

were

W.

Saturday at salesroom,
commencing at 9 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.

fobl3deo<12w

GORHAM

CO.,

A. K. P. LEIGHTON &
who

C.

dise every

felGislw

CAULKERS.

SHIPWRIGHTS AND

Slreel.)

(Offlcp 12 Exchange
BAILEY.

F. O.

If Elm Wired.

No.

Portland, Feb. 12, 1875.

PORTLAND.
fit<*pairing ilour nt *hort notice.

i! MARIE TERRACE, PORTLAND.

OXFORD COUNTY.

There

«*

•

*

Cleveland 0.,
“

gentlomau.

3d

...

NEWS.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

b s
6’s

....

Salesroom 176 Fore Street,

Term.

TERMS $1.00 PER WEEK.
For further particulars inquire of
ETTA A. FILES Principal.

TRAVELING BAGS, Ac.,
96 Exchange St., opp. the Post-Office,

*

•

23(1,

Feb.

begins

Term

the

VALISES,

TRMK8 &

—

more severe.

Mr.

Manufacturer,

DURAN,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

LADIES

BONDS

shall be

Spring

F. O. BAILEY & CO„
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

CONTINUE* TEN WEEK*.
Pupils of both Hexes received at any time during

J. Vi.

=

sion and the

PORTLAND ACADEMY.
AND

publishers

the government through
husband—for,as he said,

affliction is thus rendered

Tell tlie people that you saw their advertisement in the DAILY PRESS.

AUCTION SALKS]

EDUCATIONAL._

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Contemporary Opinion.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Portland Museum, Feb. 15, 1875.
To A. W. H. Clapp and Others :
Gentlemen—Your favor of toe 9 inst., has been
received. The kind appreciatiou of my endeavors to
please the citizens of Portland, as shown by your
polite tender of a Complimentary Benefit, is most
gratifying to me. For tills and many other evidences
of tavor from you ami them, please accept my sincere
thanks, ami the assurance that your kindness will
further exertions to
encourage and stimulate me to
in the peradvance the interests of this community
formances of the future.
Allow me to name as the time lor the Benefit you
19th.
propose, Friday evening. Feb.
I am, very respectfully, Yours,

a

grand vocal and instrumental concert will he
given at the Congress street Methodist church.
The talent engaged for the concert is one of the

a

Augusta.

The Committee on Laying out New Streets
reported it expedient that St. John street be
laid out from Portland to Congress streets.

ing

A crew of
a

meeting

sacted :

permission

sold out is incorrect. Business is still continued at the old stand.
On Saturday evening a woman stole a shawl
from Mrs. Hazelton, the wife of the sewing
machine agent at the Rochester depot, but the
shawl was recovered by Conductor Edgerly.
Captain Johnson of the Eleonora, from New
HandYork, Thursday, reports the lightship at
kerchief Shoal drifted to the eastward from
Cross Rip light ship had also
her

am.

Eastport, via each steamer. Arnve at 0
Close at 4.30 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer.

YORK

agreed

to back him.

The storm signal was displayed yesterday.
The deputy sheriffs seized seven quarter casks
of wine out of the New York boat yesterday
morniDg, intended for a Mr. Reed of Bath.
The. item stating that M. A. Bosworth had

The

1U*

tame

getting

Millinery Salesman—Wanted

From 8.00

Court.

Municipal

City Affairs.
At a special meeting of the City Council held
last evening the following business was tran-

at

Enoch Knight for defendant.

SPECIAL NOTICES

Sundays

an

Motley for plaintiff.

Advertisements To-Day.

PORTLAND

Court.

is3w

*

sell

wtB*

Notice.
to
TJERSONS requiring work done pleaseStapply
plain
C.
W.
of
“Home”
X
A., No. 16 Spring
embroldand family sewing, dress-making, copying,
®caw
«&c.
ery and lancy-work In wool**

————————

I

POETRY.

“VegTet ine“

The Years.

BY

MULOCII.

MISS.

Purifies the Blood, Benovates and Invigorates the whole System.

Wby do we heap huge mounds of years
Before us andtbehind,
And scoin the little days that pass
Like angels on the wind?

so

it turns from us,

Medical Propertiea

I la

Each, turning round a small, sweet face,
As beautiful as near,
Because it is so small a face
We will not see it clear.
And

are

ALTERATIVE, TONIC, SOLVENT
AND DIURETIC.

and goes

Vegetine is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully-selected barks, roots and lierbs, and so
strongly concentrated, that it will effectuelly eradi-

Away in sad disdain ;
Though we could give our lives for it,
It never comes again.

cate from the system every taint of Scrofula,
WcrofulouM Humor, Tumors, Cancer, Cancerous Humor, Erysipelas, Walt Rheum,
»t
Wyphilitic Diseases, Canker, Faintnessimthe Wtomach, and ail diseases that arise from
and
Inflammatory
blood.
Wciatica,
pure
Chronic Rheumatism, Neuralgia. Coni
and Wplual Complaints, can only be effectually
cured through the blood.
For Ulcers and Eruptive Diseases of the
Wknn, Pustules, Pimples, Blotches, Roils,
Tetter, Wcaldhead and Ringworm, VEGETINE has never failed to effect a permanent cure.

Gossip and Gleanings.
Poor Werther has had more sorrows. He
is the German Ambassador at Constantinople, and his daughter lias embraced, amoug
other things, the Catholic faith.

the Back, Kidney Complaints, Dropsy, Female Weakness, Leuori lio ii. arising from internal
ulceration, and
uterine diseases and Renernl Debility Vegetine acts directly upon the causes of these complaints. It invigorates and s'reugthens the who.e
system, acts upon the scretive organs, allays inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates the bowels.

When a Louisville drygoods
tbe proprietor pays tbe Courier-Journal a
dollar and a half to report the item under a
head like this: “Burglars of Good Taste.”

in

Pains

For

store is robbed

For Catarrh. Dyspepsia, Habitual Costiveness. Palpitation of the Heart, Headache, Piles, Nervousness and Renrral
Prostration of the Nervous Wystem. no medicine hafe ever given such perfect satisfaction as the
Vegetine. It purifies the blood, cieanses all of the

A French writer says that not one AmeriThis
can in a hundred has a handsome chin.
is due to the fact that so many ot our fellowcitizens give nearly all their time to the cultivation ot cheek.

organs, and possesses

controlling

a

the

over

power

system.
remarkable cures effected by Vegetine have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom we
kuow to prescribe and use it in their own families.
In fact. Vegetine is the best remedy yet discovered for the above diseases, and is the only reliable
KLOOll PUBIFIisR yet placed before the

nervous

_

The

Times have come to that pass when a man
can’t set his house on fire, collect the
insurance and put on any style with the monto
ey, without some one is mean enough
throw out insinuations.
Dr. Hawks

occasion had

one

on

an

public.
PREPARED BY

If. B. STEVENS, Boston, Mass,

argu'

ment with one of his vestry-men in refer“Then
ence to the increase of his salary.

What is Vegetine?—It is a compound extracted from \ arks, roots and herbs. It is Nature’s Remedy. It is perfectly harmless from any bad effect' upIt is nourishing and strengthening.
on the system.
It acts directly upon the blood. It quiets the nervous system. It gives you good, sweet sleep at night
It is a great panacea for our aged fathers and mothers; for it gives them strength, quiets their nerves,
and gives them Nature’s sweet sleep,—as has been
It is the great
proved by many an aged person.
Blood Purifier. It is a soothing remedy for our chilIt is
dren. It has cured and relieved thousands.
very pleasant to take; every child likes it. It relieves
and cures ah diseases originating from impure blood.
Try the Vegetine. Give it fair trial fo~ your comp’aints; then you will say to your friend, neighbor
and acquaintance, “Try it; it has cured me.”

teed the
you don’t believe the Lord will
young ravens,” said the vestry-man. “Oh,
yes, I do,” replied the doctor; but nothing
is said about the young hawks.”
Norristown Herald: The poet who set omit
effusion, entitled “Nothing but Flowers,” to
paper for publication, is on the ragged edge
The poem appeared as
of mortification.
“Nothing but Fleas.” When the compositor
was reasoned with, he said be thought there
ought to be something “lively” aboat the po4
a

em.

Vegetine for the complaints for which it is recommended, is having a larger sale throughout the United States than any other one mediciue. Why? Vegetine will cure these Complaints.
AtiU

•

in this world where
One is the
women.
there are no
city of St. Louis, and the other is the Louisville Police Court. Observe the number oi
“ladies” in this sentence from the St. Louis
Republican: “The young ladies ot St. Louis
are the most divinely beautiful, the middle
aged ladies of St. Louis the most stately and
gracelul, and the elderly ladies of St. Louis
the best preserved of any ladies on the face
ot the earth.”—Louisville Courier-Journal.
A

are

places
longer any
two

gentleman (whose

name

Boston, Dec. 12.1869.
Gentlemen—My only object In giving you tnis tesHaving
timony is to spread valuable information.
been badly afflicted with Salt Rheum, and the whole
surface of my skin being covered with pimples and
eruptions, many of which 4aused me great pain and
annoyance, and knowing it to be a blood disease, I
took many of the advertised blood preparations,
among which was any quantity ot Sarsaparilla, without obtaining any benefit until 1 commenced taking
tlie Vegetine, and before I bad completed the first
bottle I saw that I bad got the right medicine. Consequently, I followed on with it until I had taken
seven bottles, when 1 was pronounced a well man,and
my skin is smooth and entirely free from Pimples aud
eruptions. I have never enjoyed so good health before,
To
and I attribute it all to the use of Vegetine.
benefit those afflicted with Rheumatism, I will make
mention also of the Vegetine’s wonderful power of
curing me of this acute complaint, ot which I have
suffered so intensely.
C. H. TUCKER, Pas. Ag’t Mich. C. R. R.,
69 Washington Street, Boston.

will omit

we

lor his relatives) sent the
Tribune yesterday the manuscript ot an address he is to deliver next week, iu order to
faciliate the work of the reporter. The
speech contains forty-two pages. On reaching page 27, the reporter detailed to copy it
“But I must
found the following passage:
Then,
close. (“No.” “No.” “Goon,”.)
if you will bear with me a few moments longattention
to
invite
shall
I
your
er,
proceed
to,” etc.—Chicago Tribune.

from consideration

«itv of Portland

dim

MRS. DR. PALFREY’S
World

Renowned Remedy for ail weakincident to Females.

nestles

This is the only medicine known that will, without
local treatment, effect a cure in all cases or Ulceration, Leucorrhcea, Dropsy, Enlargment, Prolapsis,
Congestion, Inflammation and Weakness. It has

saved thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
Many who have been suffering for years, with no
prospects of relief, have been cured by this wonddVV
lul medicine. Also Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.

OFFICE

1m*

Will be paid at

NO. 52 FREE STREET.

i o

BY—

MAUVE.

DR. N. I. DONALDSON,
For any case of
the incipient stage
cured by his

On

Saturday, the Twentieth day of February,
lu.tunt,
from nine to twelve o’clock A. M., and from three to
six o’clock P. M., for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualifications of persons claiming the
right to vote on such election, and for correcting said

all diseases.

ja2dt

Kelley Medicines

The Old

FOE THE

POSITIVE CUREOF EVERY DISEASE.

J. J. GERRISH.
1 Aldermen
WILLIAM GOOLD,
|
of the
Z. A. SMITH,
EDWARD H. DAVEIS, }•
I City of
MICAH SAMPSON,
EDWIN CLEMENT,
|
F. W. CLARK
J Portland,
d:d

S EDWARDS, the proprietor, or DR. WOOD
can be consulted at the Portland office, I £
Temple street, every day, FREE OF
feb9deodtf
CHARGE.

DR.

I

in

Iron

PERUVIAN
THE
KYR1JP Vitalizes and
Enriches the blood. Tones
up the System, Builds up
the Broken-down, Cures

To Owners or Occupants or Buildings and Lots on Spring St.
that the

Blood.

the

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Dyspepsia, Debility,

above named

hereby given
street has, by order of the Board of Mayor and
NOTICE
to
the
been renumbered

ana
[Dropsy, C Chills
hronic DiFeyers,
Nervous
Af'.urhan,

according plans in
Aldermen,
City Civil Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the numbers so designated must be affixed to the buildings on said street on
or before the first day of March next.
Per Order,
H, I, ROBINSON, City Clerk,
febSdtd
ry Advertiser copy.

fections, Roils, Hu-

mors, Diseases of the
and Bladder. Female Co*»
plaints, Ac.
Thousands have been changed by the use of this
remedy from weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to
strong, healthy, hanpy men and women; and invalids
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
Caution.—Be sure you get the “PERUVIAN
SYRUP” (not Peruvian Bark.) Sold by dealers

Kidneys

■

___

generally.
A

as a

Musical Treariare.
at

Home !

(Also vocal.)

225 pages.

4

Pianoforte Gems. Popular, brilltant, easy
Home Circle. Vol. 1. Easy music.

Medical.
CLARK would respectfully inform his
friends and patrons that he has returned home
and may be consulted professionally at his office, Cor.
Park and Congress Streets.Office hours from 2 to 4 p.m.
jal6tf
Portland, Jan. 15,1875.

DR.

pieces.

Vol.II. Popular 2 & 4 hand pieces.
Organ al Home. 200 good pieces for Reed Organ.

Heme Circle.

Manhood

chief songs oi 50 operas.
Hong.Songs that will never die.
Gems of Scottish Hong. Sweetest of all ballads.
Shower of Pearls.
Nearly all the good vocal
duets.
Gems of Hacred Hong. Pure, devout, and beautiful,
Hilver Chord. Wreath of Gems. Large collections oi the best popular songs.
The

COPARTNERSHIP.
heretofore

existing

NOTICE.

ROUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

business heretofore carried on under the firm
of LORD, HASKELL, NEAL * CO., for
the mauuiacture and jobbing of Moccasins, will bo
the same style as before by Lord,
under
continued
Haskell & Neal, G. and L. P. WARREN having
withdrawn their interest from the business.
JOHN N. LOKD,

THE

name

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,

MERRILL E.
WILLIAM H.

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.

Portland, Feb.

A TRIED AND MERE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Maes,
dtwt
febli

Crescent fgm~

to the
superior to all
For clearnessi

Are

yon

quires more

are

_Jfou

For sale only by

.

our

Agents.

J3^*None genuine without the trade-mark stamped
every pair. Manufactured by

on

YOU

Fellows, Holmes

Debilitated?

*o l.nttguiri that any exertion
an effort than you feel

of

[Public

now

guaranothers in the mar
and distinctness of
act.
vision they are unrivaled, the total abcolors and refractoof prismatic
sence
n d in Pebbles
ry rays a l to ay s
renders them espec- [ Trade Mark) i a 11 y desirable.
great care, they are
Being ground with
tree from all imperfections and impurities. They are
mounted in Gobi, Silver, Shell, Rubber ami Steel
frames and will last many years without change.

HATE VOU TRIED

making?

Clapp, New
No pcdcUcs

Vork

Emidoyaj.^

lias
is hereby given that the subscriber
the will of
been duly appointed Executor of
AMOS A BBOTT, late of Deering,
and has takn the County of Cumberland, deceased,
the law
en upon himself that trust by giving bonds as
directs. All persons having demands upon the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit #uesame,
and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
CYRUS B. ABBOTT, Executor.
feb3dlaw3w*W
Deering, Feb. 2,1875.

Then fry JURTBFBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital

NOTICE

forces.

febl3|4w

&

Look for Trade Marl-.

re-

capable of

It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a low r
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It i-cgulaiCH the Bowel*, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
lit* operation i* uot violent, but is characterized by gi eat gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
Thi* is no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”.
Ask vour druggist for.it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,Boston. Mass.

skill

F.

<

1

be

promptly

decld3m

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.

done

Horse Shoeing.
Young & Co. Experienced

prices.

S.
Shoera, at No

WITH

IV. Kenison

RAEDER’S

J.

GERMAN

j

on

the

SNUFF !

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARBOUR, 350 Fore Street, Cor.ol

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER.No. 91 Federal Street.

8. YOUNG. No. 103 Fore Street.

Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
Suffering.

When a remedy is productive of such relief as to
excel all other remedies in its curative results, it is
a duty to makeit known as general as possible. This
consideration has actuated the proprietor WM. M.
GiLES, to bring before the public his LINIMENT

IODIDE AMMONIA.
The remarkable cures it has effected classes it as
one of the most important and valuable remedies
ever discovered for the cure and relief of pain in any
form. It cures Neuralgia. Face Ache. Rheumatism- Gout, Frosted Feet. Chilblains,
Bruises

Erysipelas,

TESTIMONIALS.
In stiffness and soreness of the muscles and joints,
rheumatic pains, I have experienced imaiediate relief
from Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
THOMAS BAKER, Wattack's Theatre.
For headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed
the teet, Giles’ Liniment, Iodide of
af
Joints
Ammonia gave immediate relief.
I. HENRY MAGONIGLE. Booth’s Theatre.
Mb. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist, 451 Sixth Avenue:
I suffered with rheumatic pains in my limbs and
joints, and lound no relief unlit I tried your Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate relief.
ROBERT H. SMITH,
Am now cured.
Head Pantryman on board Steamer Jesse Hoyt.

New
KJlLir.n ■-TV

UIU/

Ull

Barnum’s Hippodrome.—We have never found
any thing|equal to Giles’Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
Bruises, wounds stiffness, lameness, pains in
the muscles, swellings immediately disappear. It is
we long wanted, and we now use nothing
what
just
else. In thirty years’ experience in Europe anu
met

never

Veterinary Surgeon,

anything

like it.
L. B. WOODS,
Bamum’s Hippodrome.
New

York, June 1st.

Mr.. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist: Sir—Your new discovery, Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, surpasses
splints, strains, lameness in the limbs or
shoulders, &c.. wind galls and hard bony swellings on
the joints. It is truly marvelous.
RALPH OGLE,
Yours very truly,
Veterinary Surgeon, 330 TVesc 25th St.

anytliingfor

Boston, July 13, 1874.
Mir. Wm. M. Giles:—In the match between the
Athletics of Philadelphia and the Boston club,
playai July 13th, 1874, at Boston, I fell and displaced
my left knee cap. Your agent fortunately happened
to be present. He instantly applied your Liniment,
and with instant relief.
HARRY C. SHAFER, Boston Base Ball Club.
Boston, Sept. 14,1874.
Mr. William M. Giles, Chemist: Dear Sir—
Your Agent. Mr. Guy S. Frazey, called on me early
in July last to introduce your Liniment Iodide of
Ammonia. Being a skeptic in legard to the great
variety of articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
diseases, I bad no faith iu your Iodide, but, after a
long discussion with your agent, it occurred to me
that 1 had a horse I was using for private that had a
1 told him if ho
shoe bile on his near forward leg.
thought it would remove that bunch, I would try it.
Suffice it to say that I have used it very persistently
till the present time, and I now find it nearly
removed, anil think it will shortly disappear entirely.
From this trial of your remedy I cheeriully recom-

mend its use to any

who has

one

a

horse

or

horses

afflicted in this way. I wbuld further say that, while
using It for the above, the same horse started anon

DOOM !

YOUR

the off

leg;

the Liniment

was

ap-

immediately, and the bunch his disappeared.
J. H. HATHORNE,
Proprietor of Citizens* Line t oaches.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO, Agents, Boston. Mass
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents, Portland, Me
eod&w6m
del2

*plied

Yes. flic medical records show
plainly (hat in nine eases out ot
ten the disease known as Catarrh
was the forerunner of Consumption, which, when fastened on a
the grasp ot the
person, is like
hideous anaconda. There is no
eseape until death relieves them
tioin its torture and they arc laid
Friends may say
in the grave.

And if yon doubt the fact, look
back ami call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh, and last
Consumption, Why will people
suffer when by the use ot the

Ralcnm.

I should liKe to till you what I know about it in order that others may have the benefit of in

EXPERIENCE.
Since this Balsam first came to my notice, in 1848,
kept it constantly in the bouse, never allow-

night. In all these
twenty-five years

by
a
gestion of the Luugs, and although attended by
most skilful Physician, she seemed to tail constantly,
when an old
so that we despaired of her recovery,
friend and neighbor persuaded her to try this Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam. The result was most gratI

assure

you.

RELIEF WAS I Mill EDI ATE
and recovery rapid. She is now over 82 years old,
Whenever she gets a severe
and is active and well.
cold, which happens once in a while, she takes thirty
to sixty drops, according to the violence of the cough,
whicn has always yielded in a day or two by taking
With it the
the Balsam only od retiring at night.
IRRITATION
is at once subdued, and a good night’s sleep
1 will mention another case, that of a young
quaiutance, who

secured.
ladyjac-

BLED AT THE EIJNC1S,
and coughed, frightfully, had night sweats and was
learfully reduced. She left Boston for her country
home 150 miles away,

as we

supposed

to die.

1 sent

her a bottle of your Balsam, and soon had the Scitisfaction t a hear that she was much better. She continued tafcng it for a while and got
ENTIRELY WELL

^Very t^urs,^
get

the
to
(here are many imitations, be careful
which am much the
genuine. Price in large bottles,
50 cents.
old
style,
bottles,
small
Si-00;
C
CUTLER BROS. & CO,. Wholesale Druggists,
Ap

fhcaneL

Proprietors,

Bostoi;.

For »ale

by

Apothecaries generally.

lawdW&lamwinis

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. W. A M. II.
Mr Ml
ioil HlH.

HCOCFFEKjCor. Midst!

Annual

Thirtieth

Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & 1 rovidence K. K. Denot dailv, except Sunday
with the enat 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stomngton
Rhode Island every
tirely new and superb Steamer
with the elegand
and
Friday,
Monday. Wednesday
ant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
New iork alThursday and Saturday, «uriving inline*.
Baggag
ways iu advance of all other
checked through.
Maine and
Tickets procured at depots of Boston &
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins &
"AV
491 Exchange St.
change St., and W. D. Little & Co.,
BABCoCK.
*>•
L. W. FILH iNS.
president.
Gen. Pasen^er Ag’t. New York.

N. F.

“fcr

further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.
oct28dtf

Steamship Co

Ocean

4jnited

Passengers booked to London-

derry an«T Liverpool.

Return Tickets
at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship
PRUSSIAN, Capt., Ritchie,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, February 20th, 18*75.

horrid complaint can be
cured. It may not be generally
known, but most ot our leadiug
Physicians are prescribing this
wonderful remedy, well knowing
that its results are so certain that
by its use the person will be
brought back to perfect health.
An old Doctor says:

RADER’S

“GERMAN SNUFF
Is a perfect cure, and I know of
nothing better for Catarrh.” Anotlie" well-known M. D. writes as
follows; “When one complaius to
me of a bad Cold or a Heavy Head.
I at once advise them to procure a
supply of

OFFICE

vious

Broadway.

blessing to mankind, for its low
price of 35 cents places it within
the reach of all.” We might bring
forward hundreds of testimonials,
but of what avail i Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
ot people who have been by the
use of

SNUFF

$32,490,440

Losses

Dividends,Purchased

AUBURN
Elm Hon*e, Coart. Hi. W. H. A A. Young,

Proprietor*.

105,501

ances.

Commissions,
Brokerages
and Agency Expenses....
and
Advertising
Physicians*

Cony IlouMe, G. A. &' H. Cony. Proprie

79,457

were

from the grave,

of the year,
when people, by-undue exposure
and the sudden changes in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
we advise them to carry in the
pocket a box of
tue.

At

this

season

lEEUEItS

GERMAN

56

35

jn23-lv_VO
5,344,662 92
51

Cash in Trust Co., in bank
ancl on hand.1,751,133 78
Invested in United States,
New York city and other
Stocks (market value, $5,173,026 50).4,970,136 93
Real

(the

14

policies
$3,918,537 57). 910,049

on

amounts to

these

14

tors.

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Sc. H. D. Parker A

Co., Proprietors.

St. Jame* Hotel—J.

cold
can
once

if al-

reserve

on

HEAD,
and passing to the lungs and stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, for the system
has become poisoned, and all because the individual did not take
proper care at the commencement,
llow often do we hear peeple say,
“My head is thick and I cannot
think.” Don't yon know what is
the trouble i You have Catarrh ;
it has just commenced to take possession of your body. Now, if you
are wise, you will
take a few
pinches of the

REEDER’S

SNUFF

participating policies, proportionate
their contribution to surplus.
to

The cash value of such reversion may he used in
settlement of premium if the policy-holder so elect

During the year 7,254 policies
insuring $21,813,749 22.

have been

issued,

WM. A. BOOTH,
OSGOOD,
HENRY BOWERS,
SANFORD COBB,
EDWARD MARTIN.
H. B. CLAFLJN,
J. F. SEYMOUR,
C. R. BOGERT, M. D.,
WILLIAM H. BEERS,
GEO. A.

a

THEODORE 31. RASTA, Un.hier,
D.

O’DELL, Superintendent

of

BRUNSWICK, HIE.
P. A K. Dining Rooms, W. B. Field,

Proprietor.

F.

W.

MORRILL,

GERMAN SNUFF.

General Agent.

Price 35 Cents.

EASTERN BRANCH OFFICE.

For sale by all Druggists.
are

remote

from the city send 50 cents to the

84 Middle

St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

feblS_tIMWF

Agents and receive a oox by return mail. Genera]
Agents lor the United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE
& SMITH, Wholesale Druggists, 2G Tremont street,

THmonth

Boston.
oc'28

executed at this office.
JOB

For Sale.
E manure at Stable 19
or year.

Green Street, by the
feblli'Sw

PRINTING of every deBcripti'm neatly

Grnls

oclt874

CALAIS.
W.

Hotel,

D.

Simpson,

Proprietor._
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, HI. W. Clark. Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.

City Hotel.—N.

H.

MAINE

&

BOSTON

RAILROAD.
ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

Passenger trains will leave Fort-

land for Bo.ion, at 6.15, 9.10
S 3.15.
at 10.50
p. m., arriving at Boston
a. m.

leave
m.,2.00, 8.00, p. m. Ketundng,
Boston at 8.00, a. m., 12, m. 3.15, p. m. arriving
at Portland at 12.45. 4.4S‘ 7.45, p. m.
For l.owell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15,9. 10
a. m.,3.15 p. m.
For Concord nod Manchester (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, m., (via Lawrence at) 9.10 a. ni.
For Ureal Falls at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15, p. m.
For Fortsmouita (via Dover) at 6.15 a. m.
Farmiogloo, via
For It ©Chester, aod
Dover) at 6.18, 9.10, a. m., 3.15 p. m.
A lion Bar. (via Dover) at 9.10 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
m

Higgins & Sons, Props

FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. HI. Jeffords, Pro-

prietor.
HAL LOWELL.
Ilnllowrll Houae—H. Q. BLAEE, Pro

A train will also leave Porllaad for Kessr-

bank aad War Waltons at 5.15 p. m. Relumat
ing, leave Kenuebuok at 7.30 a. m.f arriving
Portland at 8.35 a. m.
Maine
on
ihc
from
nor poiui
Passengers
Central Knilroad will change cars at, and have
their bapgaee checked via Boston 6k Maine
Transfer Station.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Booton ®-00>
JAS x. FURBElt, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Ageut, Portland.
_

HABTLAAD.
Park Honae— B. L. William*. Prop.

prietor,

LEWISTON.
DeWitt Houae, H. B. Wing,

no21

EASTEJCM

_

LINCOLNVILLE.
Beach Houae—F. E. Phillip*, Proprielo

CO-TIMENCINCS NOV. 93, l«4.
__

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayera Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
LOVELL.
Talley Houae, C. H. Harria, Pro-

Kezer

prietor.

_

MACHIA8.
Eaatern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.
NAPLES*
Elm Honae, Nathan Church Ac Sona, Pre-

prietora.

_

NOBRIDGEWOCK.
Dauforth Houae, D. Danfortb. Proprietor

ISLAND.

PEAK’S

Union Houae—W. T. Jonra. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprleto
PITTSFIELD.
Lancy Home—Fletcher Ac Gale, Proprietora.

_

PHILLIPS.
Barden

Adama

Houae,

Proprietora

Ac

Robbinaon,

_

PORTLAND.
Adama Houae, Temple St. Charlea Adam

Proprietor.

_

Albion Houae, 117 Federal St. J.G Perry

-Proprietor.

Houae, India St. E. Gray, Pro
prietor.
Cor. Congreaa and Green SI.
Hotel,
City
J. K. .Martin, Proprietor.
Preble Houae, Congreaa St.Gibaon AcCo.,

American

St. Julian Hotel,
St*. G. E. Ward,

Cor. Middle and Plum

Proprietor.

U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congreaa and Federal St*. E. Cram Ac Co., Proprietor.
Commercial Honae—L. O. Sanborn Ac Co.,
Propi ietora._

_

Proprieto

AGENCIES

« Jl A13ll!i CXii*-

TRAL RAILROAD.

Proprietor

No. 5 Washington Building,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

GEOROE P. HOWELL & CO.,

^^vvSSSSiSjiy

Paeeenger trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth aud Boston, (Sunexcepted) at *1.00 *9.10 A. M„

iK^ggtgJfav,

-“"13.15

P. M.

..

Leave Portland for Portsmouth and Dover daily,
(Sundays excepted), at t9.10 a. m. anti 13.15 p. m.HatLeave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and
ton attS.OO A. M., *5.43 P. M.
...am,
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at o.w
A. M.t3.15, *12.00 midnight.
„_
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais aud St. .John at *12.00 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John JS.OO A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.40,
7.50, JOJO a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland at $10.27 A. M..
t5.45P.Ma, *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, and by Freight
Trains to Ba
Augusta, and Waterville, at t7.00 A.
M.
Leave

_

Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Far-

M.
mington, Waterville and Skowbegan at tl.05 P.AuLeave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland,
at
and
Dexter
Bangor
Belfast,
gusta. Skowbegan,

$1.10 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta, and for
Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Belfast and Dexter (Pullman Palace Sleeping Care.) at *5.00 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 18.00 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at 17.55 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t8.00 A. M., reurning at 5.00 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
_

The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. 31. in season to connect with the train for
M.
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P.
(steamboat) trains lor New York via Fall River,
train
P.
M.
The
3.15
Lines.
Norwich
and
Stonington
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M and 9.36 P.
31. train via Shore Line.
The 9.10 A. 31. and 3.15 P. 31. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls aud

Conway Railroad.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
,jm.

The 8.00 A. 31. train from Boston connec ts with
the Grand Trunk Railway for 31ontreal, Quebec and
all Darts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Hal-

ifax, Dover, Foxeroft, Rockland, &c.

A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
•Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B. This
train on Saturday night ruus to Portland only.
t Accommodation train
tFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH.
General Manager.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern Railroad. Portland, Me.
dtf

Pnrtlflinl A Rnelipstfo* R R.

and Manufacturers
will please remember that the
rates of freight by this line are the
same as by any other direct line,
whether special or regular
For freight or passage apply to
J. N. MAGNA, Agent.
Merchants

or

Office on the Wharf,
CLARK <S SEAMAN,
80 West street. New York.

Rigby

7.50 A. HI. For Koohester, Nashua ami Worcester, connecting at Rochester with Eastern, ami
Boston & Maine Tra’ns lor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Woltboro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connecting at Aver Junction with tiains for Mason Village
and Fitcuburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, in.,
connecting with trains for Providence, Norwich, and
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and with
Boston & Albany trains for Albany and New York.
1.45 P. HI. For Rochester ami way Stations.
3.15 P. HI. Express tor Rochester. Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
9.15 p.'in., connecting with Night Train tor New
York.
Leave Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
Express Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a. m.
connecting with Norwich Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
Express Train leaves Worcester at 4.40 p.m.,
connecting witn Express trains .caving Albany at
10 a. m., and New York at 10.06 a. m. arriving in

AGENf^

ADVERTISING

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Prov-

inces.

DODD’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.

HORACE DODD.

T. C. EVANS.
ADVERTISING AGENCY & PRINTERS’ WAREHOUSE,
10C WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds oi
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

BATES

&

LOCKE,

Advertising

Newspaper

D. R. Locke, o Locke &
Bates, late of
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

ONE TB1P PEB WEEK!

9.

U.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;

Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester.
Ltwell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, and to all important point* South
and West.
Tickets to all the above points lor sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at tho

Concord,

Depot

111^3)

WM. H. TURNER, Supt.

no23dtf_
Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

Agent*,

PARK BOW, NEW YORK.

J. H.

WINTEE^ARRANGEMENTS.

WORCESTER.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

34
and W|. John,
Windsor and Halifax.

PORTLAND AND

—

Arrangement of Train** commencing Off.
41, 1874.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eaatport. Calais

BETWEEN

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Jype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

“GEO.

’ing Boston & Maine It. R. Wharf
M.
every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
M.
4
P.
at
and
Saturday
Wednesday
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwel. Steamship
line for New Orleans and other piineipal lines tot he
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdations are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, S7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals and births inclnded),S3.59.
Until further notice the “GEORGECROMWELL”
Leavwill he the only steamer sailing in this line.
ing Portland every Saturday and New York every
Wednesday P. M.

jj28tt

No Transfer! No Change ot Cars

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Steamships, “GEO.
and

Portland to the South and West.

—

So UI. PEXTENGILL & CO.’S

CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
.will form a semi-weekly line.leav-

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
WINTER

ARRAN OEM ENT.

On an<l alter Monday, September 21st.
trains will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a u). tor Montreal and Quebec,
and
Lewiston.
Auburn,
Passenger train lor Auburn and Lewiston at 9JO

JMRn

a. m.

IMOIVR AY. Jnn.
4th, the Steamer New Bruii«wiek,CAPT. S. H. PIKE, will
.leave Railroad Wharf foot of State
■^■M^BH^^w^Street, every MONDAY at 3 P. M.
will leave St.
anil St. John.
for
rw» ami oftpr

Eastport
Returning
John and Eastport every THURSDAY.
A stage coach will for the present ran m connec(ion witli the steamer between Eastport and Calais

Connections made at St. John lor Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac. Amherst,, Picton, Frederickton.
E^’Freight received on days of sailing until 4

ADVERTISING

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
all cities and towns of She United States, Canada
ud British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
and
the West.
Montreal
and Island

Express

train for Auburn ami Lewiston 5.43 p

Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p.

Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal

m.

ci.

and West at 8.40

a. m.

Portland

Daily Press

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

o’clock P. INI.

While the steamer Belle Brown is under repairs
all freight between Eastport, St. Andrews, Robinston and Calais will go by sailing vessel.
A. R. STUBBS. Agent.
dec28is5dostf

Noifolb, Baltimore

&

Washington

STEAMSHIP LINE
Four

timefi

Firat

a

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

AND

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

WM. CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.
AND

Printing

week.

WM. LAWRENCE.

—

Job

Class Steamahip

JOHNS HOPKINS.
From

AGENTS WANTED.

1874._rJ2tf-

July 21.

On and after December 30, 1874,

_

International

—

The first class

Agencies,

COKNKLIU* K. BOGEKT, M. D
GLOKGE WILKES, ML D.,
Medical JExaminer».
CIHftLEi WRIGHT, M. D ?
AMoiMtant Medical Examiner,

to

all who come in contact with you,
if you must be so obstiuate as to
not purchase one box of

AND

WASHINGTON”

—

TRUSTEES.
MORRIS FRANKLIN,
DAVID DOWS,
ISAAC C. KENDALL,
HENRY K. BOGERT,
DANIEL S. MILLER,
JOHN MAIRS.
WM. H. APPLETON,
ROBERT B. COLLINS,
WILLIAM BARTON,

all

CHARLES F. HATCH. Gen- Manager.

ADiEBTINING AGENTS

YEW YORK.

to

MORRIS FRANKLIN, President,
WM. H. BEERS, Vice-Pres’t & Actuary,

and rid your nose aed head of that
Do
winch in time will kill you.
you doubt it ? Well, stiller away.
oi
four handkerchiefs
Use up three
a day ; go round a walking mass
with
of rottenness,
HEAVY HEAD.
DITIA EYES, BAD BREATH, and

COVER. JR..General Agent.

05

From the undivided surplus of $2,184,724 05, the
Board of Trustees has declared a reversionary dividend, available on settlement of next annual pre-

mium,

various

Portland,

on

RAILROAD,
u&

RAILROAD.

EASTERN

House, Tremont St.-Chapin
Gurney A Co. Proprietor*.

usual.

as

—

ting insurance at 4 per cent.
Carlisle net premium, nonparticipating at 5 per cent.
Carlisle net premium.24,640,038 29
Dividends outstanding. 152,948 84 25,163,943 03

IN THE

taken

the

p»ortTLvn:d

Appropriated as follows:
Adjusted Losses, due subsequent to January 1,1875.... 196,792 16
Reported losses awaiting
proof, &c. 174,163 74

—

—FROM—

these

202,889 57

TltK

Shortest and Most Direct Route

J. B.

ADD.

OF

BOSTON & IflAlWr.

C. J. WHEELEK,

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

surplus.82,184,724

TO AND FROM BOSTON.

NEW8PAPEBADVEBT1NINGAGENT

in

Divisible

Red and the Yellow Tickets

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Freight

liabilities). 189,623 78
Amounts due from agents..
29,109 30
inteiest accrued to Jan. 1,
1875... 187,402 83
-27.145,777 51

July 22,1874, and until

S5«i55H555jfurther Notice, the

Dnily, at 7 o’clock P. M., and INDIA
M
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 5 F.
(Sundays excepted).
that
reminded
they proPassengers by this Line are
the excure a com foi table night’s rest, and avoid
in Boston lato
pense and inconvenience of arriving

policies $570,000, included

Reserved for re-insurance

POISON

If you

Only

Crocker, Propri-

R.

etor.
Tremont

Proprietora.

50 Cents.

‘^Through Tickets to New York via
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.

course of transmisand collection (esti-

mated

_

—OF THE—

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
FOREST CIT* AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until turther notice, run alternately as follows:
Leaving

held by the

reserve

Company

On and alter

BELFAST.
American House, Clark Bro’i, Proprie-

etor.

Cash Assets, Jan. 1,18 75-$2 7,348,667 08

nose

DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS,
curse to yourself and a nuisance

Fare

“NOTICE.

SPECIAL

THROUGH TRAINS

WILTON.
Wilton House. U. K. Green.

security).16,828,955
on existing policies

Eastern Railroad.

BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. HI. Plummer, Proprietor

SKOWHEOAN.
Turner House, W. G. Heselton, Propri-

existing policies, participa-

GERMAN

FOR BOSTON.

HAMILTON. SCPT.
no!4dtf

Will be taken

k.

$15,193,251, and the policies assigned to the Company as additional collateral

Wharf, Best..,

sag

14

Estate..1,768,174

Loans

l

St., Ulcljaugb-

Franklin House,—Harlow
lin A Davis, Proprietors.

HUHNCANE ISLAND.
Calderwood Houae.— E. A. Caldcrwood,
Proprietor.

Excess of market value of
securities over cost.

SNUFF

so when they suddenly take
and feel all the organs of the
and head slopped up. they
promptly take a remedy to at
loosen the mucous, which
lowed to stay becom es

'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Sout
by couneetinj lines forwarded tree of Commission,
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. N.tJIMOV, Agent,

302,076 08

&c.

Wed’s’y& Sat’d’y.

From Long Whart, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Whart, Phil,
delphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

Taxes, Office and Law Expenses, Salaries, Print-

ing.

_

tor*.

prietora.

Wharfage.

No

361,336 77

fees.

for Portland and internedia’e stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland aud 8.45 a. m. from Hernia
will be mixed trains,
Stage connections with 2.00 p. m. from Portlanuior
No. Gorham, No. Windham, Cornish, Porter. Keaar
Falls, Freedom Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, Stowu
and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern ana
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in Port-

AUGUSTA.
State Nl. Harri*on Bak

AuguHta House,
cr, Proprietor.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard Houae, C- S. Bailey Ac Co. P

Steamship Line.

Rever-

sions and Returned Premiums on Cancelled Policies. 3,026,695 12
Life Annuities,Matured Endowments and Re-insur-

opiy to

_no!7dtf

Leave each port every

by death.$1,469,686 04

a

P K II> AI> ELPHIA

43

DISBURSEMENTS*

sion

it

Portland, Nov. 15, 1874.

—AND—

cies in

living witnesses ot its great vir-

small amounts,

JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

Premiums and Annuities. ...6,414,454 77
Interest received and accrued 1,645,106 34 8,059,561 11

Quarterly and semi-annual
premiums due subsequent
to Jan. 1, 1875. 511,192 47*
Premiums on existing poli-

BJSDEB'S

England for

BOSTON

Bonds and Mortgages (secured by eal estate valued at more than double
the amount loaned, buildings thereon insured for

a

as

ou

ASSETS.

GERMAN SNUFF

GERMAN

Drafts
Sight
b

$27,145,777

BOMB'S

saved

H & A ALLAN. No. 1 India St.

Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for

INCOME.

GERMAN SNUFF.

are

after the arrival of the Train of the pro
day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). .§7© to §8©
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to

Immediately

RADER'S

for in a practice ot near twenty
ycais I have daily been pleased
with its results.” A Doctor whose
word is authority on all medical
Questions, says: “I call the compound known to the world as

*

_____

Amt. of Net Cash Assets, Jan. 1st,1874. $24,430,879 32

this

atLeave Upper Bartlett

DIRECTORY,

HOTEL

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found.

Interme-

_

J.

HIRAM.
Me. Cutler Houae,—Hiram Barton, Pro

ALLAN_LINE.

UNDER CONTRACT FOR CONVEYANCE OF THE
Slates Mails.
Canadians and

JANUARY 1st, 1875,

GERMAN SNUFF,

a.

Portland tor Upper
diate stations at 2 p. m.
Returning.
stations
Leave Bemis for Portland and intermediate
Leave

Portland, Nov. 13,1874.

_

%gr RETURNING wiL leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at4P. M.
No freight received after 10 A. M. on day of sail-

Montreal

NEW YORK

346 & 348

»t
“ilavePo’rtlnnd for all station*
J-3®and
Bartlett

land.

HOTELS.

etor.

Steamship “CHASE” will
Portland every SATURDAY at 4 p. m. for HALIFAX,
■direct, making connections with
’the intercolonial
Railway, for
Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
for Gape
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages St.
Johns
Breton, and at Halifax with steamers for

Report

OF THE

RADER’S

over

it has not tailed in a single instance in my own case
to give the desired relief; and I will say the same in
regard to my mother, whose
I,IFE WAS SAVED
it as I cannot but think. Hers was a case of Con-

LIBKV, Lo. 353 Fore Street,
Cross St., in Releno’s Mill.
A Maple
G. L. HOOPER, Cor. York
B. F.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

OTHER*.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain,Propri-

Halifax Nova Scotia,

For

Messrs.

one of Boston’s most estimable citizens.]
No. 5 Worcester Sq.. Boston, March 14, 1873.
Messrs. Cutler Bros. & Co.
In ordering another small lot of your invaluable

TO

The

cor.

remedy,

America.]

[From

LNIB

leave

Catarrh killed them.

[From one of the Oldest and very best Houses in

myself to be out of it

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
_direct communication to anu
with
rom Portland and all other points in Maine,
given to
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Cential and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Full imtormation given by D. D. C. MINK,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
VVM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
anl 1 ly
and

^granted

IN THE WOBLD.’f

•mr_llnlnaHiiarv

JaMly

Stair Builder.

Consumption. ’ITS

they died of
FALSE.

LIQUID

Cutler Bros. & Co.
Cincinnati* Ohio, March 13,1872.
Please send us Tfn gross small and Five gross
This is
large “Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam
doubtless the best Congli Medicine in the
ALLEJi (te CO.
world.
(Signed)
P. S.—These parties have sold this Balsam for over
thirty years.

Iron Line of Steamers

Clyde’s

With connections to Prince Edward Inland , C'npe Breton and St. John*, N. F.

Street*.

Haven, Aug. 7, 1874.

board. Heiuriiished me with two bottles of Liniment Iodide ok Ammonia, from which I receive 1
the greatest possible benefit. 1 n lour days I was able
to sit up, and am now readv to commence work. My
aged mother also used the Liniment for rheumatism
JOHN GAFFNEY.
which it cured.

AliL

OF

_________

Mill.'

47, about ten miles from tbis city, on Shore Line
Road, was accidentally thrown oil against a rock,
train under full head, about thiity-iive miles an
hour. Was very badly bruised. Your agent waB on

America I have

PHILADELPHIA.

DIRECT1

ABNER LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.

and

nature) in which the effects of
extenal applications are almost magical, and in
which its internal administration is found to be most
efficacious. F hysicians prescribe it for their patients
and accord it their unhesitating approval as an invaluable discovery.
The LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA is an
essential appointment in all well-regulated stables,
and where large numbers of horses are provided for,
and where there is a liability to the visitations of a

FOR XEW YORK,
AHEAD

BANGOR.

ADD

—

J. N. McCOY A CO., 38 Sprin. Street.

RE

R.K
PORTLAND & 0GDENSBUR6

PORTLAND

Roofers.

Silver and Plated Ware.

GILES’

Hore Throat,
Wounds of every

$^*Freight

MAIL

Sign and Awning Hanging.

WILL

second Tuesday, Wednes-

A Message to the

DAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just, built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route tor travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as’early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
C3T*Until further notice there will be no Steame
leave here Saturday or New York Wednesday.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
otf
ocl

Street.___

DEATH

Chesapeake

further notice leave
Franklin Wharf. Portland every
and
MONDAY. THURSDAY
SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and
Eaat
New
3k
River,
Pier
leave
i_
York,every MONDAY .WEDNESDAY andTHUKS-

Real Estate Agents.

Sons, 57
St., and

diseases of the feet treated
in the most skilful manner without pain.
5SP*Examination of the feet
delOeodtf
free.

1S40.

_

A. S. BA VIS A CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. H. LAMSON, 133 Middle St.,cor. Cross.

All

Since

n025

BCBAN A CO.. 1»1 Middle null
116 Federal Streets,

Photographers.

OR

STONINOTON cine

—

A* KEITH.

J.
Cross, Portland.

Franconia

Eleanora,
and

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

day, Thursday, Friday,Saturday
in each month.

BOSTON

Steamers

Middle St.

R.

I.

H O T E E,

S.

U

CO., 139

A-

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and
Carpet-Bags.

—AT THE

ifying

MERRILL

A.

YORK.

MEW

TO

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
J. A. MSRRJL

VISITS PORTLAND

LOCATED

Howard Watch Company,

Agents for

Sons,

Chiropodists

102 Eorc street.

Horae
ocl5

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNEK liOWEIifj, 155 Middle Street,

KENISON,

from Dr. N. Kenison &
Temple PI., 37 Tremont
23 Winter St., Boston,

&

order.

to

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
j. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’* Block
Hall.
Congress street, opposite Old City

CATARRH

CHIROPODIST,

Dr.

A. WHITNEY, No. 56 ExSt.
Cpholxteriag of all kinds

qEOBOE

eodly

AAKY«AI."A«

A. Plaistcd & Son.
MANUFACTURERS of Wlone Wore
have on hand full assortment of Superior Stone Ware at their Store House, 21
Union Wharf, Portland, office 157 Commercial, corner Union fct. Manufactory
at Gardiner.
Large or Small orders,
addressed as above or at Gardiner, will
filled at the lowest

__

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

experience.

and

DR.

ing

.Spectacles

offered
THE
teed

AT i"k AT U' \7~ easily made by selling TEAS at
IMPORTERS’ PRICES, or gett mg up clubs in towns anil country for the oldest Tea
CompaDV in America. GreatesLindueements. Send
lor circular. CANTON TEA CO., 148 Chambers St.,
feb3d4wt
N. Y.

or

NEAL.
febi*3w

Improve Your Sight.

M.UJM Li

Weak, Nervous,

requiring

diseases
no2

I have

CVONMTANT

JURUBEBA

1875.

HASKELL,

CRESCENT SPECTACLES

EMPLOYMEIT—At bonne.
No
j Male or Female, $30 a week warranted.
and valuable sample
Particulars
capital required.
return
stamp, C.
Address with 6 cent
sent free.
febmw
ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.

ARE

3

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, oppoaite Park.

change

RAILROADS.

This is theonly inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

Will until

Carpenters and Builders.

between

carappa,
this day dissolved by mutual consent by the withdrawal ofG.& L. P. Warren. The affairs of the late
firm will be settled by Wm. H. Neal.
feb3*3w
February 2nd, 1875.

d&wiiw

j. PERKINS
fancy Candies, 38V Congress St,
Poi Hand Me.

€0.

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

and

BEST COUGH MEDICINE

copartnership
H. Neal anil G. ami L. P. Warren of SacTHEWm.
under the style of W. H. NEAL & CO. is

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. V.

manufacturer of plain

Every Woman,
Entitled. SEXLTAL PHYSIOLGGY OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treat'd of Physiologically and Pathologically, iu health and disease, from Infancy to Old Age. 350 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth. With the very best prescriptions forjpre vailing diseases. Price $2.00.
A Book for Everybody.
The Peabody Institute has also just published a
newjbook treat ing exclusively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound n
substantial muslin, price $2.
Either of the above books are sent by mail to any
part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
Here is ofat the same time on receipt of only §4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
medical
aud
bound
and best printed
|science
popular
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
for only $4—barely enough to pay for mailing. It.
should be borne in mind that these great Medical
Works are published by the Peabody Medical
VaHtiluie, an honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained, and many matters of the
most important and interesting character are introduced, to which no allusion even can be found in any
other works in our language. All the New Discoveries of the author, whose experience is such as probably never before fell to the lot of any man, are given
in full. No person should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
aud the medical faculty generally highly extol these
extraordinary and useful works. The most fastidious may reaa them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bulfinch St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can be
consulted on all of the above named diseases, and all

Dissolution ol Copartnership.

$2.50. Cloth,
$3.00. (Jilt, $4.00.

Confectionery.

Book for

“DOUBTLESS THE

Price of each book in Bds,

Street.

Hypochondria,

other bunch

Restored.

debility,

Gems of German

feblO_

G. A.

A victim of youthful imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous
etc., having tiied in
vain every known remedy, has lound a simple sellcure, which he will send free to his fellow sufferers.
Address J. H. REEVES, 78 Nassau street New York
d&w3m
feb2

Collections of Vocal Music.
Operatic Pearls.

SONS, Proprietors, 86 Harrison
ja18deod&weowly

W. FOWLE &
Avenue. Boston.

Hand pieces. New! Useful!
Genus of Hfrauss. Most brilliant collection extant.
Pianist’s Album. Popular and easy music.
Piano

32-page painplet, containing a treatise on Iron
medical agent and other valuable papers, testi-

| inonials from distinguished physicians, clergyman
and others, will be sent free to auy address. SETH

Collections of Instrumental Music.

Book Binders.

JUST

A

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’!
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
S7IAI.U A SHACKFOKD, No. 33 Plum

Giles Liniment Iodide of Ammonia is a sure
cure lor ague iu the breast, and removes all swellings
A NURSING MOTHER.
and hard lumps.

See circulars.

THAT

CURE

published by the Peabody Medical Institute;
ena new eoition ot the celebrated medical work
It treats upon
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.
manhood, bow lost, how regained and how perpetuated, cause and cure of Exh austed Vitality, ImPOTENCY, Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorrhoea. or Seminal Losses (nocturnal aud diurnal),
Nervous and Physical Debility,
Gloomy forebodings. Mental Depression, Loss of Enand
ergy, Haggard Countenance, Confusion of Mind
Loss of Memory, Impure State 11 the Blood, aud all
diseases arising from the errors of youth, or the
indiscretions or excesses of mature years.
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-atred men in particular. 300 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1.

from 8 A. M. to 8 P« HI.

Portland Jan. 4.1875.

hands the day and year above

is

FREE

CONSULTATION

0£Ece boars

oi

b

Inhaler.

Vaporizing

pared Alphabetical lists of such inhabitants as
appear to them to be Constitutionally qualified to
vote in the election of M unicipal Cfficers in and for the
several Wards in said City, and that they will be in
open session at the Aldermen’s Rooms on

fehs

Catarrh, Asthma, Bronchitis,
of Consumption that cannot

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT,& FOGH ,No.9l Middle Nlreet*
T. P. McCJOWAN, 254 Conjjrew (II.

Book for Every Man.

A

class of epidemic diseases for which this preparation
is a recognized remedy. No stable should be without it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that is
not supplied with it.
We append a few of the many testimonals bearing
testimony to the universal tavor with which this
medicine' has been received by the public.

$500 REWARD.

ss.

our

Consultation tree.

ja£d3m

Aldermen of the City of Portland have pre-

under

STREET.

TEMPLE

12

M. to 5 P. M.

Hours 10 A.

February 3, 1873.

lists.
Given
written.

Druggists.

Something New and Important to Ladies.

To the Electors of the City of Portland,

THE

all

ja30

—

STATE OF

by

is sold

Vegetine

Mark Twain, in a letter to J. T. Raymond,
explaining why he would not witness his
“Colonel Sellers” in Hartford, says: I have
always taken pride iu earning my living in
outside places and spending it in Hartford.
I have said that no good citizen would live on
his own people, but would go forth and make
it sultry for other communities and fetch
home the results; and now at this late date I
find myself in the crushed and bleeding posi.
tion of fattening myself upon the spoils of my
brethren 1 Can I support such grief as this 1
(This is the literary emotion you understand.
Take the money at the door just the same, j

1 i Au v Jbn l

MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.

in—
*

_

There

_MEDICAL.

MEDICAL_ _MEDICAL.

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

business directory.

OFF ICE,

and all

point* in the

Northwest, West and Southwest
J C. FURNiVAL Agt.

—

BLACKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
in
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places
the South, W. B. C'ark, Agent, basement Old State
Boston
House,
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. H. Keith, Agent, 70 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore «& Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 87 Wasnington street,
Boston, And Chesapeake & Ohio R. K., W. B.Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washingtoa, or other Information
Agent,
83 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, K. I
no2dtl

T. Canada, Drir.li, Chirac., tftlwaa
her. Cinnnnaii. Ml.
I.oiaa., Omaha.
Hagianw, Mi. I*aal, Malt l.ahe City,
Dearer, Man Francisco,

WM. M. MARKS,

_

M A. 3NT A Gr E R

Posters,

Hand

Bills, Bill Heads,

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY 1* in
splendid
condition, 1* wen equipped with flrst-claa* ratline
stock, and is making the Wat connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West
EEr'PULLMAN PA I, ACE DRAWING r.'iom
AND SLEEPING CARS are attache.! to
the train*
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. iu. and 1.20 p. m
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina—..uw
tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
amount
any
exceeding 850 in value (and thatberaonal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at tho rate ol
one passenger tor every if500
additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General
Manager,

\J' SPICLR, Superintendent.

Portland, o'
Sei.tember 19. 1874.

v

se21dti

_

aPf^N,

Cards, Tags, &c., printed at short
notice.

Feed for Cattle.
of feed for Cattle and Hogs at Casco BrewLOTS
ery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works, Portland,
Cm

P. McGLlNCHY. Prop.

|

